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The first version of Joyboxx has become a favourite among

of which are created exclusively by hand. These unique pro-

toy lovers since it was released two years ago. But even with

ducts combine aesthetics, craftsmanship, and sensuality. And

this storage box, there’s room for improvement. In our

they can be customised to meet the customer’s every request.

interview, Deborah Semer presents Joyboxx 1.5.
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Persian Palm is an Italian company specialising in the creation of

UVee – these practical boxes kill off pretty much any germs that

ceramic toys. In our interview, Eva Cincar tells us more about the

could otherwise take hold on sex toys. Brooke O’Connor tells us

corporate philosophy of Persian Palm and the advantages of ce-

more about these storage and cleaning boxes that are on the

ramic as a material for sex toys.

way to conquering toy lovers’ bedrooms.

We have a seafood allergy to thank for the fact that Andre Visser is International Sales Director at EDC Wholesale today. Had it not been for
that allergy, he’d probably never have tried his luck in the adult industry.
And he would never have told us that story in our Monthly Mayhem.
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letter
fro m t h e e di t o r

Dear Ladies
and Gentlemen
Be it big industry events or companies’ in-house shows – when people
talk about trade shows, there will
always be someone arguing that
such events are not really important
anymore now that we have all
these modern means of communication. And yes, it is a fact that
we are more interconnected, that
information, offers, and advertisement travel much faster and reach
their intended audience much easier than ever before. Getting an
e-mail with the latest special offers,
watching product videos on Youtube, and attending training sessions via Skype - the possibilities are
vast. That said, none of these developments can really diminish the
importance of trade shows. At
these events, renowned producers,
distributors, and wholesalers assemble in one place, under one roof:
a perfect opportunity to talk about
business, products, concepts, collaborations, and partnerships, and
to do so directly, face to face. But
that’s not all. Producers use these
events as a platform to present
their latest products. And you can
rest assured that eroFame 2016 will
be no exception to that rule. We
can look forward to companies
from all areas of the adult market,
a wide, varied, and unique selection of products, including novelties and innovations from around
the world, and the perfect atmosphere for doing business with an
entire industry. This show is a barometer for the current state of the
adult industry and a seismograph
for the trends that will dominate it
in the months to come.
So, have a safe trip to Hanover and
enjoy eroFame!
That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl

Bathmate arrives in India
B a t hma t e s ign s dis t ribut io n de a l w it h T ha t s Pe rs onal
Mumbai, India - Bathmate is delighted to announce the
signing

of

an

exclusive

distribution

agreement

with

ThatsPersonal.com in India.

Car l P alliste r and Samir Sar aiy a

C

arl Pallister, Managing Director

distributes its products across the top

at Bathmate said “India is a

10 E-commerce portals in India

large market for this category of

(Amazon, EBay, Flipkart, Snapdeal,

products and we are excited to be

etc.) as well as offline through

working with ThatsPersonal.com to

partnerships with select pharmacy

educate the people of India about

chains and retailers. “Our approach

our high quality products.” Thats -

is to provide the Indian market with

Personal.com has pioneered the

the best international products and

adult and sexual wellness industry in

sell them in an environment that is

India. Their philosophy is to introduce

conducive to buyers. We believe in

premium products from the world’s

the highest standards of quality and

leading international brands and

we believe that the Bathmate range

cater to the 1.2 billion Indians.

of Penis Pumps will be a great addi-

Besides selling on their own portal,

tion to our range”, ThatsPeronal.com

www.thatspersonal.com,

CEO, Samir Saraiya said.
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Even more royal King Cock designs at
Scala Playhouse
D i ver s i t y, q u a l i t y a nd g re a t e y e f o r de t a il
Almere, The Netherlands – Great news for lovers of the King Cock collection by Pipedream:
Scala Playhouse is adding an amazing selection of new designs to its King Cock assor tment.
The King Cock range by Pipedream has firmly become a best-seller on the market for realistics.

T

he collection’s strength is its diversity,

part is that some of the new designs

quality and great eye for detail; as

will be vibrating dildos, meaning that

even the veins on the sensational King

the ultra lifelike pleasure providers now

Cock designs are hand-painted for the

feature powerful, mind-blowing vibrati-

most realistic effect possible. King Cock

ons. The entire King Cock offers various

is all about natural pleasure, whilst being body-safe by

types of toys; ranging from harness compatible dildos,

producing phthalate-free, latex-free, body-safe and hy-

which feature a strong suction-cup base that sticks to

poallergenic products that you know you can trust. The

nearly any flat surface, to double dongs for satisfaction

newest additions to the King Cock range are sure to

in stereo. King Cock pleasure providers are available in

become firm favorites among consumers. The exciting

three colors: flesh, brown and black.

Shots Lubes and Liquids

B

eneden-Leeu-

wen, The Net-

herlands - Shots Lubes and Liquids is
one of the most sophisticated brands
in the Shots line-up.
It contains a delay
gel, a numbing gel,
S h ot s L u be s a n d L i q u ids ha s a dded
two n ew f l a v o u r s t o t h e c ol l ec t ion

and an erection gel.
Also, there are regu-

lar water-based lubricants and water-based lubricants for
anal use. On top of that they feature male and female
pheromone lubricants, several deliciously flavoured
lubricants and four different crackling body foams. For
Shots’ most recent release they have added two new
lubricant flavours to this impressive line-up: Cherry and
Aloe Vera. These new lubricants will give a whole new
touch to oral play for couples. The products are designed
to look very appealing in-store, so it will draw the attention
of consumers right to them, and their competitive
wholesale price will make them irresistible.
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New: The Linx Stealth Stroker Vibrator
ABS H old i ng s
W imbour ne, England - The new Linx Stealth Stroker is the ultimate male
masturbator for men that love maximum results for minimal effor t. This
stroker features a vibrating bullet for instant intensity and the textured
interior complements the stretchy 6 inch inter nal canal.

T

his

masturbator

has

a

ergonomic case for a perfect grip, giving you

covert opening and featu-

complete control over your pleasure. This masturbator

res a TPE sleeve with an ABS

is waterproof and easily cleaned for repeat pleasure.

case and bullet. The

The finger hole to the top allows to adjust suction

phthalate free ma-

while the secure lid makes for easy storage. The

it

material is designed for a lifelike encounter, indulging

perfect for safe,

fantasies for a realistic experience every time. This

regular use. This

stroker can be used with or without the bullet for a

stroker

personalised experience.

terials

T h e n ew L i n x St e a l t h St rok er

make

has

an

featu r e s a v i br a t i ng b u l l et

ST Rubber presents MALESATION Force
Cock and Ball Ring

New from MALESATION: The Force

W

Cock and Ball Ring

adgassen, Germany - With their double cock ring

SATION Cock and

Force Cock and Ball Ring

the house brand

Ball Ring is made

MALESATION by ST RUBBER delivers a new product. The

from phthalate-free

ring is supposed to have a tight grip around cock and

silicone which guarantees a bubble-free manufacture.

balls to support erections. For an additional kick there is

The ring is easy to clean, hygienic and waterproof. Both

a clitoris stimulator included. The soft, odourless MALE-

rings have a diameter between 3,5 and 4 cm.

Sa t is fyer is g oing t o l a u nch
new produc t s a t eroF a me

4 new Satisfyer
models in autumn
er o F a m e
Bielefeld, Germany - At eroFame Satisfyer will
be launching 4 new models which will be
delivered in time for the Christmas business.

"T

hese new models are not just design enhancements,

they all have a substantial surprise that no one in the

market is expecting." says Jerome Bensimon, Vice President of Sales. "We can let you in on one secret already:
every customer group will love the new design and
everyone will be able to afford a Satisfyer in the future."
The products were developed with two of the most wellknown and reputed product design companies in Europe.
We selected the four best products from each 12 drafts,
which were the highest rated from test groups and
developed them further. "The time and money invested
here is certainly unique in the industry; but everyone who
has held the new Satisfyer models in their hands and
tested these products will confirm that this effort was worth
every penny. We can't wait to present these innovations
and technical surprises at the eroFame," says Sabine
Schuchardt, Head of European Sales.

Kama Sutra’s Love Liquid
can make sex smoother

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - Kama Sutra’s lube Love

Liquid has been on the market for many years

already, but according to the company it is still an important product: “Research show a whopping thirty percent
of women are experiencing pain during the act. Kama
Sutra’s Love Liquid has the fix,” the lube manufacturer said
on this topic. Love Liquid is a water-based lubricant. The
simple formula can provide a smooth,
natural feel for intimate pleasure and may
increase satisfaction. This lubricant
is allergy tested, and color and
fragrance free. The bottle has a
functional dispenser which makes
it easier to apply.

K a m a Su t r a ' s Love Liquid
i s a w a t e r- b a s ed l ub ric a nt
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Already now
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Lingerie Group – Producer of lingerie Passion, Avanua, Casmir,
Lockerroom Marketing Ltd., Loewie Ltd., LoveArc, Lovehoney,
Lovely Planet S.A.S., Lovense, M&C GmbH, Maison close,
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Szczekocka, Medical-Latex (DUA) SDN BHD, Medpack Swiss Group,
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LookMe | Lolitta | MeSeduce | Noir Handmade | Passion |Provocative,
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natural contours, Nexus, Noir Handmade, Nordmax Europe Ltd,
NS Novelties, NUEI, o-products, Odeco Ltd.,
ORION Versand GmbH & Co. KG, OVO Lifestyle Toys, Ozzé Creations,
partner, Pasante Healthcare, Patrice Catanzaro, PERSIAN PALM di Luana
Giusti ed Eva Cincar S.a.S, Peter Domenie Mode, Pharmquests bv,
Pipedream Products, pjur group Luxembourg S.A., PM Body Leather,
Pretty Love Toys, Puma Swede, R H Smith and Sons T/A Fever, RHYTHM,
RIANNE S, Rimba B.V., Rocks-Off Ltd., Rouge Garments, RW-Großhandel,
Satisfyer, Saxenfelt Production ApS, Scala Playhouse,
Schneider & Tiburtius Rubber GmbH, Secret Play (Femarvi SL),
SenseMax technology AB, Sensuous, Sexy Battery, Shiri Zinn,
Shots American LLC, Shots Europe b.v., Shunga Erotic Art, Sign Magazine,
Soft Paris SP Parties Ltd., Softland Sp. z o.o., Sportsheets International,
Stahltech, Standard Innovation / We-Vibe, Svakom, Swiss Navy, System Jo,
TENGA Co., Ltd., Tickler Ltd., Titus, TOKYO DESIGN CO., LIMITED,
TONGA BV, Topco Sales, TOYFA-H LLC, Transtumm Internation,
Turkuaz Medikal Ltd. Şti, Uberlube, Ulmari - Nalone Limited,
UVee by Clean Light Laboratories, Vitenza Ltd, WeDo Limited,
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Zorba International
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Topco Sales appoints Nancy Cosimini
as Sales Account Manager
S a les ex p e rt b ri ng s ne a rl y 2 0 ye a rs o f e x p e rie n c e t o ic o n ic bra n d’s s a le s t e am
Los Angeles, US A – Topco Sales has appointed industr y veteran Nancy Cosimini as Sales
Account Manager, a strategic hire that positions the company for long-ter m growth. W ith
n e a r l y t w o d e c a d e s o f ex p e r i e n c e i n a l m o s t e v e r y s e c t o r o f s a l e s , C o s i m i n i n o w w o r k s
hand-in-hand with COO Autumn O’Br yan and the sales team as the historic
brand enters its next phase of development.

C

osimini’s background boasts myriad positions,

and I look forward to gene-

appointments and accomplishments all centered

rating measurable success

around product sales, marketing and training – including

with the Topco team.” Most

direct sales, relationship management, and customer

recently, Cosimini held a

engagement. Her insider knowledge already has proven

Vice President of Sales position

invaluable to Topco Sales’ sales force and in just a short

for a successful North American

time, Cosimini has become a dependable and

home party company that experienced impressive

trustworthy support base for Topco’s staff and vast

growth across the U.S. and Canada. Through the deve-

customer base. “In my industry experience, Topco Sales

lopment of strategic training and sales programs, Cosi-

products were some of the best and most popular I

mini successfully enhanced team performance and

have worked with and, as Sales Account Manager, I

helped transform an existing brand into a home party

plan to help make that happen again,” Cosimini said.

powerhouse. “Topco needed someone heading up the

“When you are passionate about your position and

sales team who believes in the brand’s new direction

excited about the mission, sales is the most exciting

and knows how to be honest, reliable and consistent

part because of its direct impact on the company’s

while building and rebuilding relationships,” O’Bryan said.

advancement. That is one of the reasons why I have al-

“I knew right away that Nancy would be that person

ways felt such drive and motivation for this kind of role,

and I am so pleased to officially have her on board.”

N e w at To pco Sales :
Nancy Cosimini

Magic Silk reveals new collections

H

Side Wrap & Boy Short, Bustier & G-string Set,

Daydream collection. Featuring six styles,

Bra, Garter Skirt & G-Set and Bra & Ruched

Daydream is a collection that wants to showcase

Boy Short Set. The company also presented

“glamour at its finest”. Daydream styles feature soft

the new Romance collection consisting of

and stretchy black lace trimmed with radiant

four styles that are suited for all body types.

peach details including: garters, contrasting elastic,

This collection features soft and stretchy black

and satin ribbon and bows as well as soft mesh

mesh with black and fuschia floral lace and

underlay detail in some styles. The main colors of

contrasting elastic. All styles are available in

this collection are black and and peach. All styles

sizes S/M, L/X & Queen. Romance includes:

in the Daydream collection are available in S/M,

a Chemise & G-string set with removable

L/X and Queen, which fits 1-3X. The Daydream col-

garters, Cupless Bra & Crotchless G-string Set,

lection’s styles include: a Plunge Body Suit with Snap

Choker Teddy with removable choker & Baby

Crotch, Cutout Open Back Chemise & G-Set, Tie

Doll & G-string Set.

auppauge, USA - Magic Silk introduced the

Two new c ol le ctio ns ar e no w av ailable f r o m Magic Silk
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The red hot touch of
Evolved’s Scarlet collection
S c a la P la yh o u s e
Almere, The Netherlands - The Scarlet collection from the Adam & Eve range by Evolved –
ready to order at Scala Playhouse - is a naughty range of adventurous pleasure providers,
designed for lovers who like to go beyond ‘vanilla’.

T

his sizzling collection contains fetish must-haves that

will thrill your senses and pleasure all your hot spots.

The range has a high end look and feel; perfect for
BDSM lovers who want quality and great aesthetics. Get
kinky with the collection’s must-have designs, like the
luxurious Scarlet Couture Bedroom Bondage System.
This quality product includes wrist and ankle cuffs, plus
plenty of naughty straps to tie up a lover to anything, or
anywhere, you desire. The Scarlet Couture collection by

making it a unisex choice for all your consumers,

Evolved has a chic black and red color scheme,

regardless of gender or sexual preference.

N E W S

Net1on1 unleashes a Bombshell with
New Doc Johnson toys
Ch er r y- re d s e x t o y s
Shoreham-by-Sea, England - Net1on1, has unleashed a bombshell with its thrilling new
range of cher r y-red sex toys from leading brand Doc Johnson.
The new c olle ctio n is av ailable n o w f r o m N e t1o n 1

D

it is also phthalate-free. Ameri-

the daring new collection is

can Bombshell – Big Boy: At 11”

now available for retailers to pur-

tall and 7.2” girth, there is a rea-

chase and includes super-wide

son why this Cherry Bomb PVC

esigned for serious players,

butt plugs, as well as one of the largest dildos on the

dildo is named the “Big Boy”. Also phthalate-free, the dildo

market. Danielle Warn, Head Buyer at Net1on1 said: “We

has a realistically veiny shaft, curved head and easily ma-

love the new ‘American Bombshell’ range from Doc John-

noeuvrable handle, all of which work together to provide

son and we are sure that retailers will too. Ideal for those

an incredibly intense sensation. American Bombshell –

into the ‘hardcore’ scene or anyone who wants to take

Shell Shock: Shockingly satisfying, this ultra-rounded and

fun and games to another level, these challenging toys

super-wide butt plug is perfect for vigorous anal play and

come in a beautiful cherry-red colour and promise to

comes with a flat comfortable base for heavy action.

provide the ultimate penetrative thrill!” American Bombshell

Made of stunning Cherry Bomb PVC, it is phthalate-free

– Cherry Destroyer: The Destroyer will excite size queens

and comes in small (6” long x 9.11” girth) and large (8.5”

with its ultra-bulbous appearance and graduated ribs that

long x 10.36” girth) sizes. Net1on1 also sell a range of gun-

allows users to take penetration to the next level one step

metal grey ‘American Bombshell’ sex toys by Doc Johnson,

at a time. Its length is 8” and the girth is 13.18”, making it

which includes a Big Boy Dildo, Man O War Dildo, Bunker

ideal for rough play. Made of stunning Cherry Bomb PVC,

Buster Dildo, Ballistic Dildo and a Blockbuster Butt Plug.

Promotions at Asha International in September

R

otterdam, The Netherlands - Asha International is

or twenty of „72s Pack“, the goods will be ship-

offering Beppy condoms at a special price in Sep-

ped for free for orders above 190 EUR. More

tember. At purchase of fifteen pieces „50s Round Pack“

information on www.asha.nl.

YesX get busy!

W

doing exceptionally well”. YesX products packaged in a

brand YesX is adding 17

pretty satin bag, and are already finding success in both

new lines to its extensive offering,

traditional retailers and on-line sellers. “There are no

following the successful introduction

minimum order quantities, all stock is carried by Alterego

to the UK by Distributor Alterego. Diane

in the UK, and free dropshipping is available” Diane

ithernsea, England - UK

Gordon-Freeman, Alterego MD said

explained. “The new additions are great, as we are finding

“The very quick success of YesX has

that many of the orders coming in are repeat business,

taken us by surprise, we knew its quality

that’s what I like to see, and I’m pretty sure that the retailers

and pricing was right, but in what is a

will agree with me”. For further information on YesX, contact

traditionally slow time of the year, YesX is

Amie at customerservices@alterego-lingerie.com.

U K l ing erie b ra nd Yes X is addin g 17
new l ines t o it s ex t ens ive o f f e r in g
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D oc J ohns on wa s re ce n tly pr o f ile d f o r a f e atur e ar ticle ,
ent it l ed “Sex (To y s) Se lls” , in the Wo me n ’s He alth

Doc Johnson Profiled
in ‘Women’s Health’
S ex (To y s ) Se l l s
Nor th Hollywood, US A

Doc Johnson was recently profiled for a feature ar ticle, entitled

“Sex (Toys) Sells”, in last month’s issue of Women’s Health. The ar ticle takes Women’s Health
senior editor Faye Brennan on a tour “inside the countr y’s biggest sex toy factor y (the W illy
Wo n ka o f b i g w i l l i e s ! ) ” , w h e r e s h e d e s c r i b e s t h e D o c J o h n s o n c a m p u s a s a “ 2 1 5 , 0 0 0 square-foot behemoth of an operation where, ever y day, 15,000 toys roll down the pro duction line, ready to supply millions of orgasms.”

T

Johnson

ders, is a home run for us.” "Women’s Health reaches

COO/CCO Chad Braverman, the Women’s Health

hrough

comments

made

by

Doc

millions of readers every month," said Doc Johnson’s VP

article also offers Doc Johnson's insights on current trends

of Sales and Marketing, Scott Watkins. “The top-tier media

and predictions for the future of the pleasure products

coverage Doc Johnson has been receiving in the past

industry. “It’s exciting to receive coverage from a publi-

several months has exponentially increased our website

cation as visible and influential as Women’s Health,”

traffic—and retailers should prepare for increased de-

said Braverman. “As a company that has kept most

mand of Doc Johnson products featured in the Wo-

manufacturing in the U.S. since 1976-- unlike a lot of ot-

men’s Health article (including our OptiMALE™ Rechar-

hers that only began exploring better practices a few

geable Vibrating C-Ring, and Doc Johnson’s selection

years ago, when labor outsourcing became a hot-but-

of anal trainer kits) as this issue hits newsstands across

ton issue-- we are also very proud of the fact that

the country.” Doc Johnson’s feature in Women’s Health

Women’s Health chose Doc Johnson to represent the

is the latest in a string of recent mainstream coverage

face of American pleasure products manufacturing. It’s

for the company, which includes a full-length feature

a constant goal of ours to introduce our brand to the

video on BuzzFeed, “How Sex Toys Are Made”, an inter-

mainstream masses, and gaining this level of media

view in Forbes, and a product spotlight in Cosmopolitan

exposure, in a publication that attracts millions of rea-

naming Doc Johnson’s Tryst™ as “Sex Toy of the Month”.

Indulge in sizzling summer
apparel with Fantasy Lingerie

A

lmere, The Netherlands – The fashionable, sexy and

ing

provocative looks by Fantasy Lingerie come in a wide

thing to the

range of quality fabrics and designs. The lingerie brand is

imagination.

there for every woman, regardless of her size, and features

The stretchy, soft fabric will hug her curves, highlighting her

a beautiful and extensive range of regular sized – as well

feminine shape in a very lustful way. This dress is great to

as plus-sized – choices. Don’t just settle for sexy lingerie, as

wear over a bikini or swimsuit, for an instant chic beach

the must-have items for this summer season are the

cover-up, ready to hit the club. Or pair it with some sexy

fashionable Fantasy Lingerie mini dresses. One of the

booty shorts and a statement bra for an even more daring

highlights from the assortment is the amazing Pothole

look. Whatever way you want to wear it; this Pothole Dress

Dress; an eye-catching design that will certainly get your

will make you feel and look amazing. The Pothole Dress by

consumers’ attention. The strapless tube dress features a

Fantasy Lingerie is ready to order at Scala Playhouse in

trendy cut-out design; revealing plenty of skin, yet still leav-

the colors black and purple.
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The Shots Party was a success and raised
a high amount for charity
Bi r t h o f t he S h o t s C h a ri t y F o u nda t io n
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Ever y year the world famous
Shots Par ty gets organized as the closure event of the Sales Week. At
this time retailers and manufacturers come together for an amazing
par ty situated at the finish line of the “Nijmegen Four Day Marches”.
s usual Shots raises money for charity during this event,

A

three charities. The first charity of choice which receives

but this year it goes slightly different. Instead of dona-

one third of the donations is called “De Liedjesfabriek (The

ting all the money to one single charity, Shots established

Song factory)”. It gives sick children a positive distraction

the Shots Charity Foundation with the idea to support va-

through music and song writing. Apart from working in hos-

rious little and less known charities without overheads and

pitals, “De Liedjesfabriek” wants to go and visit children

solely working with volunteers. In this way the full donation

who are being taken care of at home. To accomplish this

goes to those in need! This year Shots, the Shots Party spon-

they need a bus which will be converted into a mobile

sors and the Party attendees have raised an impressive

recording studio. The other two charities of choice will be

amount of € 14.029,40, which will be divided between

announced soon!

N E W S

Mötley Crüe - The Official Pleasure
Collection goes viral before going on sale
Th e n ew Möt l e y C rüe t o y s a re s hip p in g t o re t a ile rs in S e p t e mbe r
Mötley Crüe - The Official Pleasure Collection, manufactured by Lovehoney and approved
by the band, has enjoyed a mainstream media frenzy since its launch at the ANME Founders
Show in July.

H it t in g the she lv e s in Se pte mbe r :
M ö t l ey C rüe - The Of f icial P le asur e Co lle ctio n

D

espite not even being available to

whose article has already been shared

the public until September, music

a whopping 341 times. Lovehoney’s

magazines such as NME, Classic Rock,

International

Rolling Stone and Team Rock were hot off

Primrose said: “We’ve been blown away

the mark to report on the range. They were

by the positive reaction from the world’s

joined by countless other print and online

media and our press team have been

titles, including popular UK news site the

inundated with requests from top

Independent, who announced the range

journalists and bloggers wanting to re-

Sales

Manager

Jim

to its 90 million monthly readers with the headline “Mötley

view the range. “It’s a fantastic indicator of how popular

Crüe vibrators: How branded sex toys can sexually liberate

this range has the potential to be when it hits the shelves

fans”. Mega US business site Forbes.com told its 46 million

in September. Retailers should add this rock’n’roll collection

monthly visitors that the “dream of having the chance to

to their sex toy repertoire - it’s about to top the charts.”

own a sex toy honoring one’s favorite rock group has finally,

Mötley Crüe - The Official Pleasure Collection comprises a

thankfully, become a reality for fans of Mötley Crüe”. Irish

set of eight powerful mini and midi-sized vibrators, embla-

channel TV3’s flagship celebrity and entertainment show

zoned with the band’s iconic typography and distinctive

Xposé reassured fans that “Mötley Crüe will live on in lusty

artwork, as featured on classic albums ‘Girls Girls Girls’,

fans' bedrooms” and that they could snap up the toys “in

‘Shout At The Devil’, ‘Too Fast For Love’ and more.The new

time for Christmas”. Iconic music site NME shared the

Mötley Crüe toys are available to pre-order now, shipping

exciting news with its 120,000 daily visitors along with Daily

to retailers in September. Eye-catching point of sale

Headbänger, Germany’s Rolling Stone and Team Rock -

materials are also available.

Pharmquests expands its collection with a new release

B

eneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - Pharmquests

sex. It comes in a 20pcs and 40 pcs version. The China

by Shots released several new additions to

Brush is another new product that was added to the

the assortment. One of their bestselling con-

collection. It features a small bottle with a brush

cepts, called FISTIT, now also comes in a new

attached to its cap and providing a numbing effect for
a longer lasting erection. The Desensi-

big jar with 1000ml of lube, as was requested
by several retailers according to Shots.

tize spray in a 50ml version was also

Pharmquests also introduced a Cannabis

added to the collection, a spray for

Massage Oil, which can help to relax the

postponing an orgasm. Also

body and regenerate the natural flexibility

new is a 250ml version of

of the skin. Also new is a personal vaginal

Squirting Lube, which fea-

moisturizer called Splashers which is in-

tures a tip allowing direct

tended to enhance, ease and comfort

insertion into the vagina.

Pha r mq ue sts by Sho ts r e le ase d se v e r al ne w
a d d it ions t o t he a s so r tme nt
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New:
Fetish by Gun Oil
E m p ow er ed Pro du c t s
Las Ve gas, US A - Already one of the most recognized and popular brands of lubricants,
Gun Oil from Empowered Products, Inc. of
Las Vegas, Nevada US A has leapt to the top
of the fetish and latex/r ubber market with its
introduction of Fetish by Gun Oil Silicone
Dressing Aid and Gar ment Conditioner.

F

etish by Gun Oil is the richest, longest-lasting, and most

luxurious silicone dressing aid and garment conditioner

available today for latex, rubber and fetish enthusiasts. It
is available now in the US, Canada, UK, Europe, Asia and
AUS/NZ geographies in 2oz/59mL, 4oz/120mL and
8oz/237mL flip-top bottles with induction seals. Gun Oil
products have long been favorite lubricants of the fetish
and kink communities, but Gun Oil Silicone couldn’t be
used as a dressing aid because it contains Vitamin E which
can degrade the bindings on latex products. “We
conducted extensive research in our labs on what enthusiasts wanted and products they used as dressing aids,
and created a three-molecule silicone blend that is
superior to other products because of the ratios of the different-sized silicone molecules,” said Mark Olson, vice president of sales and marketing for Empowered products,
Inc. “Fetish by Gun Oil is a full-bodied, ultra-slick formula
that only needs to be applied once, and lasts all night without any gaps or stickiness. To be certain we had a winner,
we conducted blind tests of our products against
competing products with latex and fetish enthusiasts, cam
models, bloggers and fetish retailers nationwide,”
said Olson. “The results were crystal clear – Fetish
by Gun Oil was rated the best.” The purple and
black packaging is visually stunning on the retail
shelf and in the bedroom, and clearly communicates the purpose of the product. And it is priced 10 to 20% below competitive offerings.
The 2oz/59mL bottle is MSRP US$12.95/€11,61;
the 4oz/100mL bottle is US$19.95/€17,89; and,
the 8oz/200mL bottle is US$31.95/€28,65.

F et i s h by G u n O i l i s ava il a b l e now in t he U S,
Ca n ad a , U K , E u r o pe , A s i a a nd Au s t ra l ia
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Nasstoys new Erection
Ring Packs wow buyers
M y Ten E r ec t i o n R i n g s
New York, US A – Nasstoys (www.nasstoys.com)
unveiled three versions of their new ‘My Ten
Erection Rings’ packs at ANME along with the
addition

of

the

Maxx

Men

Clitmaster

Cocksleeve.

N

asstoys brand new My Ten

Erection Rings are individually

packaged cockrings that come pre-boxed in packages
of ten for quick, easy, use and disposal. My Ten Erection
Rings are available in three different style options, the My
Ten Erection Rings Beaded Comfort Ring in Black, the My
Ten Erection Rings Tight Firm Rings in Black, and the My Ten
Erection Rings Pre-Lubricated Tight Firm Rings in Clear. All
three packages contain 10 individually wrapped cockrings
packaged similar to condoms; perfect for travel, an
impromptu encounter or night at home. “My Ten Erection
Rings are product packs that we saw a need for in the
market. Everyone picked up our ten packs of rings at
ANME. These are just the right size for the wallet, pocket,
glove compartment, nightstand drawer or bathroom cabinet. The packet containing the lubed opaque rings is filled with a palm full of water based lubricant eliminating
the need to deal with a messy bottle or pillow pack.” said
Kathryn Hartman, Nasstoys Sales and Marketing Director.
Also now available is the newest addition to the Maxx Men
Collection the Maxx Men Clitmaster Cocksleeve. The Maxx
Men Clitmaster Cocksleeve is a 100% silicone, stretchy
half-cocksleeve designed to fit snuggly around the base
of the penis; held in place by an equally stretchy band
that grip the balls. The Clitmaster Cocksleeve has a
spherical nub precisely located to massage and stimulate
the clitoris during both foreplay and intercourse. The Maxx
Men Clitmaster Cocksleeve is waterproof and available in
both black and blue. “The Maxx Men Clitmaster
Cocksleeve is a product very unique to the market. The
half-cocksleeve offers both support and acts like a cockring
while simultaneously stimulating a partner” said Kathryn
Hartman, Nasstoys Sales and Marketing Director.
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EDC Who le sale w ill br ing n e w e dit i on s of i t s
o w n EasyTo ys Co lle ctio n to th e er oF a m e

EDC Wholesale presenting new
house brands at eroFame
Bo o t h 1 7 7
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale will bring new house brands and new editions of
its own EasyToys Collection to the eroFame trade show in Hanover. EasyToys was introduced to
the public by EDC at eroFame 2015 and was ver y well received by customers and consumers.

I

n the course of the year, the company and its house

sign and a luxurious appearance that comes with 2 power-

brands kept growing and new items were added to the

ful independent motors in the wand and the shaft for dou-

10 different EasyToys collections. New house brands were

ble the fun. EDC developed a faux leather series for the

also developed to offer resellers high quality products at

EasyToys Fetish Collection and upgraded the package

an appealing price rate. One of the exciting new house

design, which allows the collection to be beautifully pre-

brands is My Magic Wand. This wand vibrator offers an ex-

sented in online and offline shops. The collection will also

traordinary appearance and comes in 4 appealing colors.

be expanded with new ball gags, dildo floggers, hand-

My Magic Wand distinguishes from other wands due to its

cuffs, ropes, blindfolds and bondage tape, which will be

beautiful design and powerful performance and will have

interesting for customers who want to offer a comprehen-

its first introduction to the public at eroFame next month.

sive assortment for beginners and more experienced users.

For customers who haven’t met the new Sway Vibes yet,

EDC Wholesale will showcase its house brands and the

introduced last July, will get the chance to touch and feel

new editions at eroFame next month. Visitors can see the

the magic wand vibrator at eroFame. The brand kicked-

products in action and in an actual shop presentation. Be

off with Sway N01, a unique wand vibrator with a sleek de-

sure to come visit the EDC team at booth #177.

Leg Avenue has added
over 50 new styles

W

ijchen, The Netherlands - Leg
Avenue claims to have one

New Pheromone Massage
Candles now at ST Rubber

W

adgassen,

Germany -

of the largest hosiery collections in

The Arousing Fra-

the world since their latest collection

grance Massage

already added 50 new styles to their

Candles by Eye of

assortment. “Something no other

Love

brand has ever done before,” the

available at ST Rubber and want to make candlelight

company said and would like to

dinner more exciting. To this end, the customer should

highlight one item in particular:

simply light the candle, enjoy the inspiring fragrance

wetlook stockings with lace up at the

and wait until the wax has become liquid for a massage.

back and a lace band at the top. This

The six fragrances of Eye of Love Pheromone Massage

style comes in two sizes and have the

candles are available in two sizes: In the 150 ml can

right amount of stretch which make this

Eye of Love offers fragrances One Love, After Dark, Eve-

style suitable for multiple sizes. “The high

ning Delight, Morning Glow, Romantic and Confidence.

quality of these wetlook stockings is

The smaller 50 ml version is also called “On the Run”, fits

noticeable in the choice of fabric, detailing, and

into any handbag and also attracts with six fragrances:

most importantly the fit,” remarks Leg Avenue.

Flirt, Arouse, Seduce, Dare, Rebel and Fierce.
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Nomi Tang sees prostate massager
Spotty RC on the rise
G r o w i n g d em a nd i n A s i a , A m e ri c a an d Euro p e
Hongkong, China - According to Nomi Tang, their product “Spotty RC” has gained high
praise in the Asian, European and American markets. The prostate massager was officially
launched four month ago.

T

he company announced that it has achieved highest

the “RC” version also contains a remote controller which

recognition in Japanese and Taiwanese markets and

allows controlling both motors more conveniently. “Spotty

Nomi Tang forecasts that it will grow tremendously in the

RC” is 100% covered with FDA grade silicone and

third quarter of 2016. They also believe that

rechargeable on a USB port. Since the product is 100%

“Spotty RC” will perform especially well in the

waterproof up to 1m it can also be used under water.

European and American markets. The main

“Nomi Tang’s innovations are not just made to create new

feature of “Spotty RC” is the 360 degree rotating

market trends but to satisfy actual customer needs. Every

head, wich is able to massage men’s

new detail of our toys is designed, engineered and tested

P-spot. It carries two motors which can

based on the feedback of our ever growing customer

be controlled separately. Furthermore

and fan communities”, the company said.
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Jimmyjane unveils ASCEND
Flexible Vibrators
Four unique shapes
San Francisco, US A – Jimmyjane is pleased to introduce the LIVE SEXY line of A SCEND Flex Vibrators. A SCEND Flex Vibrators are as intuitive as they are versatile. Each of the four unique
shapes in the line features a flexible design encased in smooth, supple, body-safe silicone.

D

esigned for the novice, advanced and fun seekers

ears. With a slight curve, to reach all the right places, AS-

alike, ASCEND provides unlimited pleasure and ex-

CEND 2, surrounds the clitoris in vibration. Extremely flexible

ploration in a mid-tier price range. Each of the ASCEND

in their design, bend the ears to a multitude of positions

products offers a uniquely flexible feature, adding either

and to hit different pleasure points. Tease and explore,

comfort or versatility to the experience and use. Though

whether alone or with a partner. ASCEND 4 Dual Vibrating

approachable in price-point, there are a number of quality

Massager - ASCEND 4 offers limitless possibilities. There is a

features present in the line. ASCEND Flex Vibrators feature

motor in each bulbous tip: the smaller end delivers focused

3 intensity levels and 3 modes, all operated by a simple

vibration while the larger end delivers deep, rumbling vi-

one-button control. The items are waterproof, USB rechar-

brations. With a flexible neck, both ends are ideal for mas-

geable and made with body-safe phthalate-free silicone.

sage, simultaneous partner play or solo exploration. It’s

ASCEND Flex Vibrators includes four unique sha-

the ultimate for internal, external and total body

pes that moves with the contours of your body,

pleasure. ASCEND 7 Dual-Ended Vibrator - AS-

for ultimate comfort, or reshape for varied

CEND 7 is limited only by the imagination. This
double-ended vibrator features a power-

uses: ASCEND 1 Flexible Pebble Vibrator
- ASCEND 1 Flex Vibrator provides

ful motor in each end of the flexible,

powerful clitoral stimulation that is ideal

23” silicone cord. Bend it, twist it,

for solo play or fun with a friend. The slim

move it and share it. Use it solo for

pebble shape is curved to cusp to the

simultaneous internal and external

contours of the body for use during sex

stimulation as you position each

and fit perfectly into the palm of your

motor to hit your perfect pleasure

hand for solo fun. ASCEND 2 Dual Clito-

points. Or share ASCEND 7 with a

ral Vibrator - ASCEND 2 Flex Vibrator features a motor in each of its supple, flexible

Each ASCEN D Vibr ato r co me s in pink
o r pur ple co lo ur

partner for double the pleasure,
and double the fun.

System Jo’s Gelato range new at ABS

W

imbourne, England - System

and parabens. The flavoured

Jo has just introduced a

Gelato range is pH balanced

new flavoured lubricant range and

and also toy friendly thanks to

ABS Holdings brings all five dessert

the water based formulation. This

flavours to the market. This lubricant

lube is suited for oral play and is

comes in Crème Brulee, Hazelnut

a lubricant for a seamless

Espresso,

Mint

Chocolate,

The n e w G e lato r an ge has ar r iv e d at ABS Ho ldings

transition from foreplay to

Salted Caramel and Tiramisu and is formulated with a

intimacy. This flavoured lubricant is compatible with most

pure plant sourced glycerin. This lubricant is free from sugar

toy materials and is safe for vaginal use.
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New European Sales Agent for
Kevco Wholesale
Nicola Mullin
Cumbria, England - Kevco Wholesale are proud to announce that the long search for a European
Sales Agent has been concluded with the appointment of Nicola Mullin as European Sales Manager.

T

cola has a wealth of sales experience and says to have a

sion into Europe over the last few years means that the

passion for all things passionate. “I am so excited to have

timing is perfect to bring Nicola on board to give the Eu-

been given the opportunity to work with the great team

ropean customers the same level of service as the UK

and fantastic brands available here at Kevco, I am ready

customers. Kevin Wooldridge says “We are really pleased

to hit the ground running under the helpful guidance of

to welcome Nicola to our team and have no doubt in our

Lynne,” said Mullin. A career in sales, spanning over the

minds she is the ideal person to deliver our vision of out-

last two decades with experience in retail, wholesale and

standing customer service and continued growth into

e-commerce, Nicola has a great understanding of all

Europe. Nicola has many years of experience in all aspects

aspects of business. Nicola Mullin can be contacted by

of sales and business and with a smattering of French

phone

and German this just adds up the perfect package”. Ni-

nicola.mullin@kevco.co.uk.

he continuous growth of Kevco Wholesale and expan-

on

+44

(0)

7801

896

128

or
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Rocks-Off introduces the Butt-Boy
Slim Intense
Th e n ew v i b ra t i ng b u t t p l u g a nd p e rin e um ma s s a ge r
Kettering, England - Rocks- Off have released the Butt-Boy Slim Intense: a slim, USB
rechargeable and high-powered vibrating butt plug and perineum massager.

A

able bullet vibrator, an ergonomic shape for easier

ndrea Duffy, International Sales Manager at

Rocks-Off said: "We have listened closely

insertion and a firmer fit during play, ultra-soft body

to feedback from our customers to spend

safe-silicone for a smooth texture, and a 100%

many months of careful attention on this new

waterproof design so it can be used in the bath

design so that it exceeds expectations with its

or shower. Andrea said: "'Ignition', our USB rechar-

power and ergonomic fit. Butt-Boy Slim's terrific

geable 10 function bullet vibrator which powers

reception at ANME has already made us very

the butt-Boy Slim Intense, has been very popular
since its release because of its incredible power.

excited about its future." The key features of Butt-

The feedback from our customers is so positive

Boy Slim Intense include: 10
functions

that we are proud to announce it will power the

from 'Ignition': a re-

Butt-Boy Slim Intense and our new 'Intense'

powerful

movable USB recharge-

The Bu t t - Boy Sl im I nte n se is a slim,

range of prostate and perineum massagers."

U SB rec ha rg ea b l e a nd hig h- pow e r e d v ibr ating butt plug and pe r in e um massage r

Godemiche release new prostrate and G-spot toy

L

eicester, England - Godemi-

needs. Most of the work and

che, the company that

thought has gone into the

creates hand-made silicone

head, from its bulbous width to

dildos, launched the Ambit -

the tapered almost arrow sha-

a new, smaller dildo designed

ped head. We wanted to

with P and G spot play in mind.

create something with a relati-

The curved dildo has been
created with Godemiche's
usual attention to detail. The fla-

vely large, but sill manageable
The Ambit - a

n e w , smalle r dildo

de signe d f o r P an d G spo t play

head, around the size of a user's
G-spot or prostate. It seemed

red base is curved to sit comfortably against the pubic

the most sense to create the widest surface area on

bone when used in strap on play and fits with a 1.5 inch

the top of the dildo and then angling that to rest again

o-ring. The 5 inch, smooth shaft of the Ambit slims from

the G-spot or prostate during use. The Ambit addresses

1.5 to 1.2 inches until it reaches the bulbous head which

the problems we felt needed to be corrected, and en-

narrows to a rounded arrow shape, designed for easy

haces the users your experience during use and of

insertion and maximum pleasure. The wide head sha-

course, is bursting with Godemiche style and flair.“ The

ped has been designed to have a large surface area

Ambit is available for wholesale and has an RRP of £20

for stimulating G and P spots, with a curve

for standard colours and £25 for special colours. Special

that imitates the soft underside of a fingertip. Adam

colour mixes can also be created, price on request

from Godemiche said: "Our customers told us that they

and minimum orders apply. To find out more about sto-

wanted a curved G-spot and prostate play toy so we we

cking the Ambit you can contact Adam on orders@g-

put our thinking caps on and worked on a toy for those

silicone.com or call +44 (0)7960 300 386
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B Swish introduces Bcharmed Classic
A s t yli s h & a f f o rda b l e m a s s a g i ng s ilic o n e rin g
Los Angeles, US A – The Bchar med Classic is a unique enhancement ring packed full of features. Ideal for couples play, the Bchar med Classic satisfies all with a textured pin-point
precise tickler made of body-safe silicone with a power ful 5-function waterproof motor.
The Bc ha rmed C l a s sic is av ialbke in thr e e co lo ur s

Comfortable, soft and super

inc l uding M erlo t, Albe r t Blue , an d Black

dry. Best used with a quality

flexible, the Bcharmed Classic is

water-based lubricant to protect

designed to accommodate all,

the smooth surface. The Bchar-

no matter the size. Use the simple

med Classic has a low MAP of

backlight click button to progress

$15.99 and ships in an easy-to-

through all 5-functions, allowing

assemble P.O.P. counter display,

you to easily adjust the power to

perfect for enhancing marketing

your liking for customized eroge-

assets as well as last-minute
register purchases. As a mem-

nous stimulation. The Bcharmed
Classic is waterproof and perfect for the bath or shower.

ber of B Swish’s Classic Line of personal massagers,

The removable motor also makes cleanup a breeze,

the Bcharmed Classic arrives in sleek packaging along

simply clean with soap and warm water and air or towel

with batteries.
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New Satisfyer products to be launched
in October
W or ld p re m i e re s
Bielefeld,

Germany

-

Satisfyer

will

be

offering its pressure wave vibrators star ting
i n t h e e n d o f O c t o b e r. T h e y h a v e b e e n
designed and developed for a variety of target groups and budgets by renowned
product designers in Europe.

T

he retail price of the total of five Satisfyer models ranges

The f iv e Satisf y e r mo de ls

from 39.99 Euros to 89.99 Euros, which is the price for

the Satisfyer Pro 2 top model. According to Satisfyer, no

for Satisfyer. “For instance, with a retail price of 69.99 Euros,

liquids, lubricants or water can get into the hole in the

our playful Satisfyer Pro 2 Penguin design targets customers

device’s head in any of the models and partially remain

who are young and demanding, yet cannot easily afford

in the interior, the so-called second inner chamber. The

100 Euros for a high-end toy.” Satisfyer offers the techno-

pending Satisfyer patent makes the second inner

logy in two devices for 39.99 Euros and 49.99 Euros re-

chamber unnecessary. “Only our technology – with one

spectively using standard batteries. These two designs

single chamber and a large opening – enables a

might create significant sales in emerging markets such

complete removal of any incoming liquids, lubricants

as Asia, Eastern Europe or South America. “On the other

orwater, and is therefore 100% hygienic and safe!”, says

hand, we have our rechargeable Satisfyer Pro 2, Pro

Dr Karen Maeder, product developer. “Following the

Deluxe and Pro Penguin models, which have a retail price

incredible success of Satisfyer Pro 2, in particular after the

of 89.99 Euros, 79.99 Euros and 69.99 Euros, also consisting

whisper mode that had been launched shortly before,

of a sophisticated design, unbeatable technology, high

we would like to offer our leading technology to an even

margins for specialist trade and even more affordable

broader target group. For this, we have aligned our design,

prices for customers in the key markets such as Europe,

price point and sales markets to satisfy the various requi-

Japan, Australia,Canada, USA, and South America,” says

rements,” says Jerome Bensimon, Vice President of Sales

Sabine Schuchardt, Head of Sales in Europe.

Prowler showcase brand-new Rocks-Off Intense range
ettering, England - Rocks-Off are proud to announce

K

massagers have always been very well received by our

that their new 'Intense' range of bulleted USB

customers and continue to be one of our best-sellers. We

rechargeable male prostate & perineum massagers is

are really excited to be part of their launch on to the male

showcased and available in Prowler's flagship London (UK),

market. Our entire store front in Soho will be dedicated to

Soho store since August 8th. The 'Intense'

the range with full brand association before moving on to

range includes the brand's top iconic prostate

Brighton.“ Andrea Duffy, International Sales Director at

products, which have been re-designed with

Rocks-Off, said: “When we presented this opportunity to

an upgrade in functionality and smooth finish

Prowler, we were very pleased when they agreed to extend

silicone. Mark Phillips, Senior Buyer at Prowler,

the launch to their Brighton store. We know that Prowler

said: “we are delighted to have this fabulous

customers who have purchased from our 'Boys' range will

range in our stores. Rocks-Off male

enjoy the new 'Intense' range even more”.

Prowler's f l a g s hi p s t o r e in Soho, London
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Warm up with the amazing lubes by
JOYDIVISION at Scala Playhouse
F o r a s e du c t i v e m a s s a g e
Almere, The Netherlands – War m up your intimate play with the amazing war ming lubes by
JOYDIVISION, now ready to order at Scala Playhouse.

T

is that there is a perfect scent

rable experience for all your senses…Who doesn’t love a

like your aroma sweet and sugary? Go for the White

seductive massage? But you know what we don’t like:

Chocolate lube or Caramel. Fancy something fruity? Pick

when our partner’s cold hands take away part of the plea-

either the Cherry, Raspberry or Strawberry version of the

sure. Therefore the WARMup collection by JOYDIVISIONis

WARMup lubricant. Even coffee-lovers are catered for in

the perfect solution. These warming lubes don’t just bring

this great collection, as the delicious Coffee WARMup lube

a sensational hot dimension to your massage play, but

will delight you with its luscious scent, bringing a touch of

also have very alluring scents to help you relax even further.

expresso to your intimate fun. All the amazing scented

The WARMup collection is now ready to order at Scala

lubes in the WARMup collection come in a sleek,

Playhouse. The unique aspect about the WARMup range

contemporary and non-intimidating packaging.

he WARMup collection offers consumers the choice

between various seductive scents, making it a pleasu-

for every preference. Do you

Satisfyer’s new partner
toy brand

B

ielefeld,

Germany

-

Satisfyer will be selling its

new partner toys under the
new "partner" brand starting in
the end of September! “With
our partner toys, every customer should immediately
understand what it is about! Thus, with our new brand,
the name already says it all,” says Jerome Bensimon,
Vice President of Sales for Satisfyer and the new affiliated
"partner" brand. “The selling prices for both toys are at
49.99 Euros and 69.99 Euros, incl. value added tax,
and the retail prices offer an attractive margin at 16.66
and 23.33 Euros”, adds product developer Dr Karen
Mäder, “our two new partner toys are not only a design
highlight; they also have significant benefits when compared with our competitors’ products: end consumers
can purchase both of our partner toys without problems,
as both display significant differences.” Furthermore, by
its own account, Satisfyer has invested a seven-digit
amount in patent research and their own solutions.
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D oc J ohns on’ s c overa g e i n the N e w Yo r k P o st is the
l a t es t in a s t ring of rec ent ma instr e am pr e ss f o r the co mpan y

Doc Johnson featured
in New York Post
M a i n s t r e a m p re s s f o r t h e US c o mp a n y
Nor th Hollywood, US A - Doc Johnson’s recent profile in Women’s Health, entitled “Sex (Toys)
Sell", has resulted in coverage by the esteemed New York Post.

T

he story, initially published in the September issue of

for fleeting gimmicks or gags, but for what we have

Women’s Health magazine, was picked up by the

built over 40 years of hard work, determination and de-

New York Post and posted as a full-length feature

dication." Doc Johnson’s coverage in the New York Post

complete with pictures on the publication’s homepage,

is the latest in a string of recent mainstream press for

nypost.com “It is really incredible to be featured in a

the company, which includes a full-length feature video

publication like the New York Post, that is read all over

on BuzzFeed, “How Sex Toys Are Made”, an interview in

the world,” said Doc Johnson COO and CCO Chad

Forbes, and a product spotlight in Cosmopolitan na-

Braverman." This type of mainstream recognition is

ming Doc Johnson’s Tryst™ as “Sex Toy of the Month”.

extremely powerful, not just for Doc Johnson, but for our
industry as a whole. It is an honor to be leading this
charge and to be recognized by the New York Post, not

Baci is bigger and better
than ever at Scala Playhouse

A

lmere, The Nether-

lands – The Baci

Lingerie assortment at
Scala Playhouse is now
bigger and better than
ever before. With the arrival of many new designs, the
brand now has even more alluring designs to fit every
shape and style-preference. Baci Lingerie has become a
firm favorite amongst Scala Playhouse customers and is
now adding even more designs to its beautiful collections.
Combining fashionable trends with premium materials,
whilst taking into account that each woman is shaped
differently, Baci has created a collection that makes every
woman shine. The new looks in the collection enhance
her femininity with their figure flattering fits, highlighting her
most alluring parts. The newest additions to the Baci
assortment at Scala Playhouse will make any woman feel
and look amazing.The new designs range from various
elegant panty hose choices – each with a unique trendy
twist and pattern - to seductive bra-sets and sexy teddy
and baby doll choices. The designs are made of premium
materials such as soft floral lace and silky soft satin, plus
feature eye-catching details such as revealing cut-out
and naughty straps.
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E V E N T
C a pt a in J a c ob s en k ept
a s t ea dy ha nd on t he rudder

Danie l Janse n and Hans-We r ne r Jan se n (P P Ho me part y
De utschlan d G mbH) in the Fr ane ke r ’s cr o w ’s ne st

All aboard!

O ri o n a n d c us t o me rs s a il t he B a lt ic S e a

On August 26, sailing enthusiasts raced across the waves from Flensburg in Ger many to
Sønderborg and Aabenraa in Denmark for the historic 'Kongelig Classic' sailing regatta. Joining
the event this year was Orion. The German wholesaler had invited numerous international
guests to take to the sea with them aboard the three-masted 'Franeker'. Thanks to beautiful
weather, calm seas, food and drink galore, and the well-known hospitality of the Orion crew,
the par ticipants had an unforgettable day at sea. Orion had already proven a great host the
night before, inviting the guests who arrived a day early to a pleasant evening at the inn
'Hansens Brauerei'.

Be n ito an d Matte o Sco gnamiglio
(Sur io n SRL) e nj o y the r e gatta

Sv e n J a c ob s en (Orion) a nd t he M ediatainme nt Te am:
H ud a Lut z , Thyra Ta k a c s , Wiel a nd Ho f me iste r , an d Shar o n Lako my

EAN_09-16_42-43_Orion_Layout 1 01.09.16 10:06 Seite 2

E V E N T

G ame s o f luck be lo w de ck

Maike Ro te r mund (Or io n ) w ith Sh a r on La kom y, Wi ela n d H ofm ei s t er ,
and Thy r a Takacs (Me dia t a i n m en t p ubli s h i n g)

Mi n gli n g on d ec k

The Or io n te am - pe r f e ct ho sts, as usual
Be f o r e the ancho r wa s wei gh ed , t h e p a r t i c i p a n t s
o f the tr ip w er e gi ven s a fet y i n s t r uc t i on s

And re Visse r (EDC) , Er ic Vo nke & Yv o nn e Ubbin k
(Ladie s N ight) , Thyr a Takacs and Timm Alde n (e r o Fame )

On the morning of August 26,
the Or io n te am an d the ir gue sts cast o f f

J a n n e The an de r an d
Ew a Jo hann so n (Je w a Sw e de n AB)

F E A T U R E

Teledildonics, sex tech,

or future trend?
R i s k s a nd o pp o rt u n i t ie s

Houses, cars, sex toys: The inter net of things keeps growing
as more and more objects can communicate with one
another and the person using them. This trend has long
since reached the adult industr y, and it continues to gain
momentum. But do we really need masturbators that can be
connected via the inter net or cock rings that measure the
thr ust speed or vibrators that can “feel” the emotional state
of the user? Put differently: Is this the future of sex toys? Do
these products offer real value or are they just made
because they can be made?
M a t t hi a s Poehl , ed it or in c hief
exclusive

had managed to crack the software of We Vibe 4. That

Pro

raised the question of user and data protection. For

Why does someone own a sex toy? If you answer is to

connected products to truly catch on, the producers

have a quick and uncomplicated orgasm, then, yes, I

need to convince the consumers that their personal

guess there is no real need for interconnectivity among

data are safe and that no third party will gain access to

sex toys. And the fact that toys can collect data wouldn’t

them. This is all the more important because there

do the user much good either, after all, that information

are many consumers who are sceptical towards the

could only come to bear inf the next product genera-

concept of data collection to begin with.

tion, right? But if you look at it from the producer’s

What’s more, the best technology won’t save a product

perspective, you get a different picture. If you know

if it doesn’t deliver the performance consumers expect.

when and how your products are used, you can

If producers promise better sex or more intimate

optimise the next toys for exactly those situations. And

relationships, they have to be able to back up those

the more a producer knows about the users, the easier

claims. Not least of all because sex tech products are

it is to meet their expectations. This way, they can create

usually positioned in the upper price segment due to

the products the consumers really want. This process is

the expensive and time-consuming development

already commonplace in the world of digital products,

process. Today, the digital revolution of sex toys is still

so why not adopt in the adult market? No matter which

in its earliest stages, and it would be premature to

technology is applied to stimulate the user – whether

write it off at this point only because it is not quite as

the toy vibrates, pulsates, or massages – everything can

revolutionary as advertised – yet. Not every high-tech

be customised to match the consumers’ preferences.

sex toy with app controls, Bluetooth, etc. is going to be

But before we reach this stage, there are still some

a revelation or even a success. But don’t dismiss this

hurdles product developers have to overcome. For

trend. Chances are that, before long, it will produce a

instance, a few weeks ago, it was reported that hackers

few veritable mega sellers.
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et al. – useless gadgets
much focus on other things. I am

technologies – or if products are

not saying this is true for the

only developed because there is

products of the new sex tech

this new technology that you

revolution – well, not all of them -,

could theoretically put in a sex toy

but it often seems that modern

- how can these products ever

technology is shoehorned into the

reach the same level of success

design of a sex toys just because

and acceptance as products that

it’s possible, and as a result, the

focus on actually being sex toys?

actual purpose of the vibrator, etc.

We all know that there is an

is neglected. The idea of partner

audience for pretty much any

A sitting in Paris and controlling the

product, small as it may be. So

vibrator of partner B halfway

what’s in the cards for sex tech

Contra

around the planet with his mastur-

products? It is possible that they

A clever idea alone does not

bator – yes, that sounds really

win over a small fan base while

make a good product. Nor does

cutting-edge, fun, and it probably

the rest don’t really care because

modern technology. That may

also tickles the imagination of

they feel it’s just a bunch of

sound harsh, but I feel it reflects

many

long-term

gimmicky gadgets. In the worst

the reality of the market pretty

relationships. The idea of a cock

case, the idea and the techno-

accurately. Many product ideas

ring measuring the speed of

logy seem great at first glance,

that seem innovative at first

sex – well, that sounds unusual

but the user experience ends up

glance have turned out to be

(how long before someone adds

being disappointing. However,

duds

lacked

a calorie metre to one of these

seeing as VR is looking to be the

practical functionality or were held

things?), but it might be fun. The

next big thing, it’s also a very real

back by other factors – oftentimes,

idea of controlling sex toys with

possibility that interactive toys

the price. And you can find many

your smartphone via app – yes,

become a big hit, taking the ex-

examples of such failures in the

that’s

and

perience of consuming pornogra-

adult market. Lots of products

up-to-date and all. But, if I may

phic content to a new level. Of

have quickly been dismissed

ask: What about the functionality

course, the porn factor will appeal

because people felt they were

and usability and all the other

mostly to men. But then again, the

all bells and whistles, useless

factors that traditionally make a

combination of porn and techno-

gadgets with little to no added

great, appealing sex toy? If these

logy seemed to be a male thing

value. There’s nothing worse than

elements are pushed to the

to begin with. That won’t really get

a

sexual

sidelines of the development

a lot of women on board. Who

satisfaction that can’t keep this

process because the focus is on

knows, maybe 2016 will really be

promise because there is too

other things, namely modern

the year of the male sex toy …

Ra n d o l p h H e i l , e d it or

because

product

they

promising

couples

probably
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Gregg Homme –

Where lust and fantasy meet
T i t i l l a t i ng u n de rwe a r a n d be a c h fa s hio n fo r me n

G r e gg Ho mme - To p q uality,
uniq ue de sign , and e xtr ao r din ar y fi t

Gregg Homme is one of the companies that present their products for the first time at
eroFame this year. The Canadian brand was star ted in 1987 and has since made a name
for itself as a producer of under wear and beach fashion for men, combining top quality
with unique design and superb fit.
exclusive

T

he typical Gregg Homme customers are men

Montreal in 1987, and even today, the products are

aged 30-50 who want to look sexy and demons-

still developed, designed, and produced in Gregg

trate their confidence, as Eric Boisvert explains. He

Homme’s Canadian birthplace. The philosophy

bought Gregg Homme 15 years ago with the goal of

behind the brand is to fascinate people by offering

creating an erotic brand of underwear for men, with

them comfortable and aesthetic brilliance unlike

quality and style galore. The brand itself has existed

anything they’ve ever seen. “Gregg Homme celebra-

much longer, for nearly 30 years. It was created in

tes the man who is pleased with himself, his sense of
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The Can adian un de r w e ar br and w ill
pr e se n t the ir pr o ducts at the upco ming e r o F a m e

Eric Boisvert explains.

technologies and pioneering materials to create

Comfort and sexiness seem to be the two qualities

extraordinary and fashionable styles from classic de-

the customers are particularly drawn to. Obviously,

signs such as string underwear, briefs underwear, and

the market for male underwear is in a constant state

outrageous fetish wear. Specifically designed with

of flux, just like any other fashion category, with trends

men’s comfort in mind, Gregg Homme relentlessly

coming and going. Gregg Homme have never been

pushes the limits of balance between functionality,

content reacting to developments – they want to be

modernisation, and fashion. With Gregg Homme

a force of change and innovation in the industry. Eric

comes a design anatomically shaped for the male

Boisvert elucidates: "Design is a dialogue of ideas. It

body: all fits are specifically engineered for the utmost

appeals, speaks, or creates controversy and Gregg

pleasure of not only the wearer but also the people

Homme is constantly revolutionising men’s underwear

around.” The brand indulges its fans with two new

while reinventing the ways that original string, thong,

collections every year. The inspiration for these new

briefs, boxer briefs, muscle shirts, T-shirts, and fetish

products derives from new fabrics and materials, but

wear are devised. With unimaginable designs and

also from travelling and from life in all its facets. The

functionalities to feed the insatiable taste of men for

Gregg Homme products are sold in more than 25

provocation and seduction, Gregg Homme is the

countries all over the world, with the focus being on

leader in perfecting sexy men’s underwear.” To ensure

the adult market. As Eric Boisvert tells us, roughly 90%

that the brand’s standards and the customers’

of sales are generated in the adult realm. “In Europe,

expectations are met, Gregg Homme relies on

our products are available in many underwear stores

carefully selected materials, fabrics, and production

and online shops.” That said, Gregg Homme intend

methods. “We only work with the best suppliers in the

to strengthen their position in the European market,

world! Some of our fabrics can reach 125.00 US

and their strategy to achieve this goal is to work

dollars per metre. Positioned right between lust

directly with the trade. “But of course, we’re also open

and fantasy, Gregg Homme puts to use the latest

to talks with well-positioned distributors.”

fashion, and his lifestyle,“
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Is your vibrator
spying on you?

A c olu m n b y A n dre w B . o f K i n k Cra ft . c o m
There are many things you have that you might think can be used to spy on you, from the
credit cards in your wallet to the web browser you are using to read this. They are all ke eping track of you in subtle but meaningful ways. It is frightening what you can lear n about
a person from the most trivial of infor mation.
This week a pair of hackers speaking at the DefCon conference in Las Ve gas showed off
just how much infor mation the ‘WeVibe 4 Plus’ keeps and more impor tantly sends back to
the company when you are using it. It tur ns out the most personal moments of up to 2 million people are being logged in a database somewhere.
exclusive

How can this be?

• How often you play with the vibe

How can it be that this little device is able to keep this

• What settings you use

information about you and more importantly send it

• How long you play for

back to its home base? The answer lies in the Internet

It turns out the device even records the temperature

of Things.

of the device as well. Even though this is used for

There is a growing segment of devices from light swit-

diagnostic information it could also be used to indi-

ches to cars that are connected to the Internet, either

cate all manner of health information about you.

directly or via something like your smart phone. Someti-

When you combine that with the other information

mes like in the case of the WeVibe it isn’t immediately

they could gather about you from the phone itself

obvious that it is connected to the Internet. You

like who you are, where you live, etc. Quickly and

download the app onto your phone, connect the vibe

silently you have gathered some of the most personal

to your phone over bluetooth, and away you go.

information about someone. Information not even

From there you can control your vibe using your phone

your doctor could ask for.

to make it do all sorts of things. Everyone has a phone
and making it so you can control your vibe from there

It doesn’t stop there

just makes sense.

It turns out there was a lot more the hackers could

At first glance there is no reason for the app to use the

do. Because the device communicates over the

Internet. But what the hackers found was not only did

open standard that is Bluetooth they were able to to

the app contact its parent company but it did so every

easily take control of the vibe and make it obey their

time you changed settings on your vibe.

own commands.

The implications

In itself that shouldn’t be a problem but shows

Consider for a moment just how intrusive that information

just how open and vulnerable some of these

is. Logged into a database is information like:

devices are.
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Response
In a statement given to fusion.net
Frank Ferrari (President of Standard
Innovation Corporation) said:
The safety and security of our customers is of utmost importance. We
ensure that all data transmissions
are encrypted in transit and protected on secure servers. We conduct regular security audits and address security issues as they are
discovered to comply with current
best practices and security standards.
I have installed the app myself and
while is a very pretty app it isn’t im-

and even when you play with it and

vate Play Accord” with the aim of

mediately obvious it collects any in-

how often.

making companies that use this

formation about you. I eventually

type of technology be more trans-

found the privacy policy in the

Fully exposed

parent about the information they

“About” section of the app.

With more and more devices con-

keep.

It turns out it is actually the privacy

nected to the Internet it becomes ea-

policy from their web site. It makes

sier and easier for companies to col-

A simple start would be giving the

no mention of the data their devices

lect personal information on you.

user a choice not to send that infor-

collect or what they will do with it.

Sometimes it is going to be acciden-

mation back to the company, and

They do say they won’t share that

tal (they are collecting it just because

if it is needed to diagnose a pro-

information with third parties. But as

they can). Other times it is going to

blem giving the user the ability to

this is the web site privacy policy it

be more malicious.

turn it on and off.

isn’t really relevant.

The problem is not just that they can

There is one very interesting para-

use it but someone can hack into

graph which reads:

their system and steal it. Even the most
well protected of institutions suffer at-

We reserve the right to disclose your

tacks all the time, a sex toy company

personally identifiable information if

will be no different.

required by law.

How can this information be used in
places that don’t like you owning sex

Which of course they must do, but

toys? Even some states in the USA ban

I’m not sure anyone really thought

the use of sex toys and this device is

just how personal that information

leaving a trail of evidence that could

might be. With all this information

easily be used to prosecute you.

kept digitally it would be possible for
law enforcement to not only find out

What can be done

when you bought your vibrator, how

The hackers that discovered this

much you paid, the card you use,

have setup an initiative called “Pri-
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This article was written by Andrew B. He is
one of the founders of KinkCraft.co, a
place “where you can learn how to
make our own quality kinky toys and
items”. Andrew deals with the technical
side of things, coming up with crazy
ideas all the time and seeing if he can
get any of them to fly. Follow him on
Twitter @KinkCraft.

“eroFame is a great opportunity to reach

customers from all over Europe and beyond!”
e ro F a m e 2 016 : p a rt t w o o f t he e x hibit o r s urve y

As mentioned in our August issue, we had to split our eroFame sur vey into two par ts because
there were simply too many statements and announcements. So here is par t two, with many
more exhibitors explaining what they plan for the big trade convention in October
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The Questions
1)
2)
3)

Which new products are you planning to present to the trade
come October?

4)

What were the decisive reasons for you to act as an exhibitor at the
eroFame 2016?

Which expectations do you have for eroFame 2016 ?

Do you have some special plans for your fair stand in particular
(product presentations, fashion shows, etc.) or for the event in general
(discounts, sweepstakes, etc.)?
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exclusive

Oliver Redschlag

1) eroFame will be an occasion for us to meet our

JOYDIVISION

partners, friends, and distributors as well as new

1) Since last year’s eroFame and the presentation of

potential customers and to show them our SoftLine

our XPANDER, the international success of this unique

Collection lingerie and, above all, our new collection

prostate stimulator has more than exceeded our

of Plus Size products.

expectations. Now, we want to build on this success,

2) We are planning the premiere of our latest

making XPANDER a big hit in the German market as

collection. Our brand SoftLine Collection has been

well. eroFame is the perfect place to do that. Here,

coming along very well and this year, we want to

we can present XPANDER and all the awards its won

show our customers the new collection of lingerie for

in a way befitting of such a product. Within a short

curvaceous women.

period of time, XPANDER was awarded the following

3) We're planning special surprises for the most active

prizes: Best Male Product, Erotix, AVN, and German

and new clients, so it is definitely worth it to visit our

Design Award – and now, with hundreds upon

booth.

hundreds of votes in its favour, it’s also received the

4) eroFame is the best-known industry event in Europe,

Storerotica Award. This award marks the fourth

and in our opinion, this is the only place where we

top-tier industry accolade for XPADER, and it shows

can develop our good relationships with our clients

that the elaborate development process and high

and promote our brand SoftLine Collection.

investments have paid off.
2) We are looking forward to seeing all EAN readers

Susan Colvin

at the JOYDIVISION stand so we can show our latest

CalExotics

innovations to you.

2) We have some incredible new products and

3) As is the case at every eroFame, JOYDIVISION will

collections to showcase. Brand new from CalExotics

shine a blue light on the show. JOYDIVISION is and

is a collection of powerful and petite massagers, Mini

continues to be a producer of eye-catching products

Marvels. These products are colourful and fun to add

“made with love in Germany.” This year, we’ll ask some

excitement to the bedroom. The packaging is

dexterity of the visitors at our stand, and if you prevail,

bold, with attention-grabbing details retailers and

you can win a sensational prize.

consumers will love.

4) Being one of the founding members of the advisory

Another brand new collection is the attractive,

board of eroFame, we pour a lot of heart into this

powerful and high-end looking battery-powered dual

event. This is the show where the entire industry comes

stimulators of Spellbound. This collection offers a

together. If you miss out on eroFame, you also miss

luxurious appearance without a luxury price.

out on great opportunities for big business and future

We’ve also updated and enhanced our merchandi-

partnerships.

sing throughout CalExotics. We’ve streamlined the

eroFame is the kind of show you HAVE to attend, and

look of the packaging and some of the products for

year after year, we are rewarded with a great event

a more cohesive appearance. This streamlined look

and big, important business deals. For JOYDIVISION,

and feel can be seen in couple’s rings, anal, male

eroFame is, and continues to be, one of the key trade

enhancement rings and more.

shows where we can meet national and international

3) eroFame attendees can expect a mainstream

visitors and present our products “made with love in

look and feel from CalExotics and JOPEN. Our booth

Germany.” Apart from maintaining long-standing busi-

will be beautiful, with a female-friendly look.

ness relationships, we also use eroFame to establish

Merchandising support will also be a focus throughout

new contacts and get new customers on board.

the booth, with point of purchase displays for top
collections. CalExotics displays include; Inspire, Luxe,

Jacek Piwkowski

Mini Marvels, Silhouette, and Spellbound. Jopen

Softland Sp. z o.o.

displays include Opal and Callie.
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4) The eroFame Show is one of the largest business

perfect platform for us to launch new items and meet

to business trade shows in Europe, and we look

with existing and potential customers so we expect it

forward to seeing our customers and showcasing our

to be just as successful as other years.

newest products. In addition, eroFame allows us to

2) We are launching 2 new items. A small version

develop new opportunities around the world.

of our bestselling Ace, a remote controlled
rechargeable butt plug.

This item has been

Brian Pellham

requested by our customers and is long awaited so

Kheper Games

we are very excited to have it launch at the fair. The

1) An opportunity to further expand our

other, Ultra Si, is an extension to our first generation

distribution in Europe.

of toys.

We have used our popular Neo shape

2) We have many new products, including: Glow in

and covered it in sumptuous silicone for a really

the Dark Sex! (a board game that glows completely

comfortable prostate massage.

in the dark); Sperm Confetti; Whip, Bind, and Scratch

3) We will be offering 10% off of all orders placed at

Tickets; Sex Fortunes card game, Who's the Biggest

the show.

Freak? drinking game, The Spirits Want You to Drink
Them! (A drinking ouija board game), a Rainbow

Eric Idema

Disco Ball Cup, 12 Adult Party Games of Christmas,

EDC Wholesale

and 12 Sex Games of Christmas.

1) We want to show the eroFame visitors

3) Nothing specific.

how EDC Wholesale and its house brands, EasyToys

4) Success in past years.

and Sway Vibes, have evolved over the course of the
year. We also hope to meet new people and discuss

Dave Parker

with them how they can take advantage of our

Cyrex

unparalleled service by partnering with us. Most of

1) erofame is always a great show for us

all, we hope to excite the visitors with many new

so our expectations are always high. We want to meet

products, beautiful designs and outstanding brands.

up with our existing customers at the show and hold

2) We will showcase our house brands and the

positive meetings with new potential customers.

expansion of our wholesale assortment. The highlight

Meetings are being arranged at the moment and

of the show will be the newest additions to our house

we hope to turn those meetings into future business.

brand EasyToys and the introduction of our new house

2) Our award winning newest toy is the “Jack Socket.”

brands Sway Vibes and MyMagicWand. We will also

We debuted it in March but this will be the first time

proudly represent the brands of our partners and

we show it off at a European show. This has been our

inform the visitor on the latest developments and the

most popular toy ever and has already picked up

numerous new partnerships with our vendors.

two awards this year.

3) The EDC designer team managed to come up

3) We don’t but our Jack Socket will be on full frontal

with yet another outstanding stand to present the

display.

EasyToys collections and the EDC Wholesale

All products details will be in our special catalogue.

brands, allowing the visitors to get a good look at the

4) We exhibit at eroFame every year as it’s the biggest

products. We will also present a retail planogram of

European adult trade show there is. It always delivers

our house brands, where visitor can see the products

with its customers who attend the show and we are

in an actual shop environment. Visitors are welcome

meeting new faces and old face every year.

to have a drink at our bar and enjoy a typical Dutch
snack.

Monique Carty

4) The first introduction of the EasyToys collection at

Nexus

the 2015 eroFame trade show was highly successful.

1) eroFame is a major part of our calendar. It’s the

We received valuable feedback from our customers,
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which enabled the EDC team to improve and expand

that we are very focused and orientated about

the collections based on the market demands. We

people, from the clients we work with to the guys in

are excited to exhibit at another edition of the

our team. We want to present our new teammates to

eroFame show and to learn about our customers’

the industry, especially to those operating in the

needs first hand.

German market, and show them how we are striving
to develop in this area.

Mario Romero

3) Of course! Not only will we be running exclusive

Dreamlove

show discounts and product presentations, we will

1) Introduce Dreamlove as a European wholesale

also be having a few games, which will give visitors

company. Our philosophy is to have the best

the opportunity to win some freebies!

customer service and most competitive brands. Now,

4) The only reason we come to eroFame is for

Dreamlove is ready for entering the market and sell

Oktoberfest. Joking aside, the entire Vitenza team

to Europe and out of Europe.

had an amazing night at the Oktoberfest and we

2) At the moment, we only want to introduce our

already know that it will be a highlight of the show this

wholesale business.

year. Not only does it give you the opportunity to have

3) Yes, all new customer at eroFame will get a 5%

more informal business discussions, but it gives you a

extra discount.

unique chance to see the dance moves of some of

4) eroFame is a good show for introducing our com-

the biggest names in the erotic industry!

pany to our customers and finding new customers.

Adam Lewis
Lynn Swanson

Hot Octopuss

Classic Erotica

1) We have very high expectations. The event seems

1) I expect to meet more store owners

to be getting better every year, so fingers crossed

to inform about my products. I look forward to

that eroFame can do it again.

meeting distributors who will buy my products to sell

2) We will be presenting the PULSE III series, the Pocket

to the stores in Europe.

PULSE & Pocket PULSE Remote as well as the Queen

2) We have many products that we have registered

Bee, which is our first female product that uses our

with the EU, to bring to European customers.

patented PulsePlate technology.

3) We do product presentations by appointment and

3) No, just to make our booth look gorgeous.

with walk-ins to our fair stand.

4) New products to showcase and to meet the big

4) The great platform you present to show my

European retailers.

products to my European customers.

Dennis Jannsen
Django Marecaux

Dusedo

Vitenza

1) Let’s hope this year will bring us more

1) From the floor plan that has been released, it looks

customers, business, and entertainment which makes

set to be another great show and we can’t wait! The

our customers and us happy.

crowd seems to be a good mix of familiar faces and

2) We are launching our own line Moi Amsterdam,

newcomers; we are looking forward to seeing all of

and we will bring almost 90 new items of our own,

them! We expect to see some interesting new

plus more new items

products and we are unashamedly excited to get

3) We do some product training on the spot and

hands-on with every single item!

introduce our own brand, we are very excited to show

2) While we do have new products to show off at

it to the public and can’t wait to see how they like it

eroFame 2016, we are keener on showing off our

4) Let’s hope we get the business we all are hoping for

new people. Those who already work with us know

and meet the B2B customers face to face at erofame.
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Gary Ayckbourn

Mick Clarke

Wingpow International Ltd

E-Stim Systems Ltd.

1) Being a factory and own brand manufacturer, who

1) Another great show which offers the

has been manufacturing products for brands for the

opportunity to reach new customers and meet up

past 12 years, you find that you know a lot of people.

with existing ones from across the world.

But as new companies come into the industry, or

2) We have a number of new products to show at

people need a safe and secure place to bring their

eroFame 2016, including our new range of Electro

ideas to life, and they might not necessarily know

Eggs, and our latest power box, the ElectroPebble®

who we are because we do not advertise. The

and the ElectroPebble® XPE and XPF bonus packs.

eroFame exhibition allows us to connect with these

3) There will be show discounts available for new

businesses, as well as strengthen our relationship with

customers.

the entire industry. It has become an essential part of

4) eroFame is a great opportunity to reach customers

our annual calendar.

from all over Europe and beyond and in this age of

2) We have some fantastic, patented, new concepts

email and internet, there is still no substitute for face

to show, all of which can be taken as a brand, or

to face conversations with customers old and new.

as own branded options. These are outstanding
consumer-focused technologies, supported by

Kenji Ishizuka

promotional videos that are easy to sell and market.

Tenga

4) We had not exhibited at a trade show for many

1) To see new potential customers and to exchange

years. However, we made the decision to attend

any information in the industry.

eroFame last year, and it was such a success that

2) New male masturbators + female vibrators.

from now on, we will be exhibiting every year. We do

3) Nothing particular.

not exhibit at any other trade show - this is the premier,

4) The biggest B2B exhibition in Europe for the

fully open, and all-inclusive,trade exhibition.

industry.
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Marina Zaitseva

to the international market. We are a powerhouse in

Bioconcept Baltics Ltd.

our niche in the U.S. and we are working to establish

1) Hope to meet new and exciting clients to show

that same reputation for quality and trust throughout

them the range of products that we are distributing.

Europe, with the help of our loyal distribution partners

2) Spare Parts' (exclusive line of strap-on underwear

of course!

from USA) new model Tomboi II and other existing

eroFame presents us with a valuable opportunity to

existing models. Überlube - lubricant from USA.

support our current partners while developing and

WetForHer toys made by women for women. Viamax

maintaining new relationships. We look forward to

- range of products. Maxima Luxe Novelty Condoms.

engaging with our customer base and pushing our

And other brands we are representing.

signature brand message even further to show the

3) This year the Spare Parts Team from USA will join

European market what Screaming O is capable of.

our booth to show, demonstrate and educate our

2) Screaming O will be showcasing our entire new

clients.

range, which debuted in the U.S. in July, as well as

4) There are not many other exhibitions to go to in

our tried-and-true top-sellers, such as the Ohare and

Europe.

Ohare XL rabbit-style cock ring and the My Secret
collection of vibrators and accessories in disguise.

Screaming O

This season’s line features the ‘Orny vibrating cock

Dan Holman

ring with flexible stimulating “horns;” the Dangle

1) Screaming O is expanding its presence in Europe

vibrating ring designed for positions from behind; the

and part of our plan for eroFame is to broadcast our

Dongle vibrating ring with a dangling mini vibe perfect

message of low-cost, high-quality, body-safe sex toys

for perineum stimulation; the Doodle True Silicone™-
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coated mini vibe with a targeted pleasure bead; the

2) We are thrilled to be showcasing the world’s first

GO Q disposable vibrating ring with a flexible

patent pending 3-in-1 sanitizing, charging and

perineum massager; the OMEGO True Silicone double

storage solution for adult toys. We will have our

ring with a finger loop; the PoP Rabbit clitoral vibe

UVee HOME Play system and UVee GO Play system

with an elongated neck and True Silicone “ears;” the

available.

PrimO Minx True Silicone vibrating ring with soft “vibro

3) We are looking forward to bringing awareness as

fins;” the Soft-Touch Vooom™ Bullet featuring deep

well as education to people about the importance

rumbling vibes with a soft coating; the Vooom™

of caring for their toys and how it can be done in a

rumbling mega vibe; the You-Turn True Silicone

new fast and convenient way.

hand-enhancing vibrator; and the My Secret Vibrating

4) This show will be our introduction to the European

Panty in a new matte black color.

Market. We knew this show will be a perfect platform

3) Screaming O will showcase our collection with

to showcase our UVee Systems.

Creative Conceptions and Eropartner, our current two
European distribution partners. Their booths will help

XR Brands

us highlight our best-selling and newest products as

Rebecca Weinberg

well as our various customizable display and

1) We are very much looking forward to the

planOgram options. Our graphics and marketing de-

eroFame show this year. The last year has been really

partments literally customize displays for stores around

great for XR and we are excited to come back to

the world and can cater to any size, shape, or floor

eroFame to see our international partners and discuss

plan, so if attendees have something special in mind,

our plans for the next year. We are excited to create

all they have to do is ask me. I handle all of our

new partnerships and build on our current relationships.

international partners’ needs and desires with care!

Shows like eroFame are a great forum for us to spend

4) eroFame allows us to get in front of all of the major

quality time with our partners and talk with them about

players in the European market and see retailers in

our brand, where our company is going, and how we

the kind of face-to-face setting that we really can’t

can assist them with growing their businesses through

find anywhere else. It’s a pleasure to take our conver-

our brands.

sations from email to spoken word, especially when it

2) XR will be presenting our new interactive virtual reality

means we can share a beer or celebratory beverage.

toy, the iFuk. This is our first virtual reality item and we are

eroFame also is clearly run by professionals; it’s

so excited to show it off. This item allows the consumer

obvious from the minute you walk into the area. It’s a

to interact with a virtual reality simulated video through

well-organized event with a roomy layout, pleasant

the use of a VR headset, their iPhone or Android smart

lighting, and enough space to do business without

phone, and a stroker with motion sensors inside to ensure

feeling cramped or overwhelmed. The professional

that the user is feeling everything they are seeing on

environment

the screen.

that

eroFame

fosters

enables

companies like Screaming O to make a lasting

3) This year we went all out with our booth. We will be

impression and meet valuable people who are ready

presenting our products this year in a dungeon-themed

to learn more about our brand and place an order –

booth. We are taking our “Play Hard” slogan and putting

often on the spot!

it to work in a much larger booth space so we can
showcase all of our amazing products. We want to

Brooke

showcase the items in a way that matches the mentality

Cleanlightlabs

of the brand: we know fetish and BDSM better than the

1) We hope to share our revolutionary UVee products

rest, and our booth will make that crystal clear.

with new distributors and buyers.

UVee has had

4) It wasn’t a question whether or not to exhibit at the

amazing feedback and success in the US and know

show. This is the largest international show of the year

it will translate to the European Market.

and attending is a must.
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Werner Tiburtius

on new concepts, instead of repeating old ones in a

S&T Rubber GmbH

new packaging.

1) As always, we expect to see many customers from

3) In 2015, we introduced a brand-new stand to our

Germany and abroad. To us, eroFame is the year’s

esteemed customers and we will use it again this

most important event. We meet our existing customers

year, but with a couple of nips and tucks. And of

and give potential new customers an impression of

course, we will have some unique offers which will

our company and products.

only be valid at the trade show.

2) We will be bringing roughly 500 new products to

4) eroFame is still the biggest and most important

eroFame ... among them two all-new private brands.

b2b fair in Europe and as usual, we want to present

We’re already excited to show them to the trade.

us from our best side!!

3) We will have a completely new booth this year –
and you’ll want to see what we have in store ... But

Xevi Aliguer

please understand that I can’t give away all our

Adrien Lastic

eroFame secrets just yet. After all, we want it to be a

1) Just like every year, we expect the best

surprise … oh, and by the way, you can once again

brands, distributors, and retailers to attend the biggest

win big at our booth.

show in Europe. We are glad to be a part of it again

4) First of all, we are one of the founders of eroFame,

this year and hope to surprise our customers with

and secondly, there’s simply no alternative - eroFame

our new toys and to establish some great new

is the biggest and best b2b adult show in the world!

partnerships.
2) We have a lot of exciting new products in the

Gabriele Maus

Adrien Lastic brand that we are going to present this

CPR GmbH

year. From new rabbits to whole new concept

1) Maintaining and establishing business

products that will surely make quite the impression

contacts, presenting new products and product

on all the visitors who come meet us! Also, we will

lines.

introduce a new intimate cosmetics line called

2) Condoms and lubricants

Amoreane. We are very excited about this new

3) No.

addition and we hope our partners will be as well!

4) So far, our visits to eroFame have been nothing

3) We definitely have many things in mind, but we

but positive. It’s the perfect opportunity to meet with

would rather not reveal them now and hopefully

the wholesale and retail trade.

surprise the public at the show. But do expect some
big discounts and …

Oscar Heijnen

4) The eroFame show is the perfect b2b exhibition

Shots

platform to showcase our products. It provides us with

1) We expect a similar kind of fair like we had in 2015,

direct face time with the trade partners we do

but of course, we always hope to beat previous

business with all year around. Besides, it´s the best

records! Last year was already mind-blowing, but this

opportunity to meet new partners and to share points

year, we will introduce a very big new release, which

of views with other companies in this industry.

will hopefully be just as successful. In 2015, we had
VIVE and SONO, and their results will be hard to beat.

Randal Withers

We will have to wait and see, but like every year, we

M.D. Science Lab

can’t wait to meet all our clients in Hanover again!

1) Swiss Navy will continue to build its brand

2) We will introduce new products from all of our 17

with our distribution partners. This forum presents the

brands and we may also introduce one or two new

opportunity (outside the office) to discuss plans and

brands in some areas where SHOTS hasn’t been a

goals for the upcoming year with them and attract

market leader until now! This year, there will be a focus

new business for both of us. Our expectation as always
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Angela Lieben

is to sell enough products at the show to pay for the

Liberator

event.
2) We will display our entire line with a focus on our

1) 2016 is an exciting year for Liberator, and we look

recently launched new product Arousal. Arousal is a

forward to sharing this excitement with everybody at

new couples lubricant we have launched in the US

eroFame. Although a majority of our current business

and now in Europe. This is a couples lube where both

in the EU is online retail, our newer and more con-

partners enjoy the experience with enhanced blood

densed packaging will make it much easier for us to

flow. She gets more sensitive and excited; he gets a

grow our relationships with brick & mortar retailers.

firmer longer lasting erection ... perfect.

We're also expecting to establish new relationships

It’s a

water-based lubricant so it’s great for toys as well.

while reconnecting with our existing trade partners.

3) Yes, we have a show discount for new business. If

Plus, it's always a pleasure to see which new and

a shop decides to take on Swiss Navy, we will provide

innovative products will be released this year.

a deep discount to them. These discounts are passed

2) We can't wait to showcase our Red Label

on to the distribution partner for that business, so

Collection. This exclusive retail-only endeavour

everyone wins. We will also raffle off an initial stocking

features some of the iconic Liberator shapes but in

order for the winner of the drawing. This price has a

luxurious red leather. This new leather design really

value of over 2500 Euro.

amplifies the sex factor of Liberator. These products
If you are an

are not listed on the Liberator website and are inten-

international provider of products, eroFame is simply

ded only for brick and mortar retailers. We're confident

in the budget. It’s a “must do” show.

this collection will be a major success in Europe.

4) eroFame is THE world show.
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3) The opportunity to attend eroFame is always ama-

found much success with the lines we presented in

zing! This year, we plan to extend special discounts

recent years, we decided to dedicate our presenta-

to new customers and offer unique specials to our

tion exclusively to new products in existing lines. We

existing clients. We have not settled on any type of

are adding to our brand to include other product

giveaway yet – but we will certainly let the attendees

categories. We are confident that our customers and

know about it beforehand.

future customers will appreciate this new vision.

4) eroFame is famous for having the creme de la

2) I cannot reveal the new products but, just to give

creme of manufacturers and trade members. We are

an example, we plan to increase the range of

honoured to take part in the show. There is an

different product categories within our brands

excitement in the air when people walk through the

Classics, Candy Pie, and especially Real Rapture. The

door. Plus, we are always treated very well. However,

main intention this year is to increase the selection of

we keep coming back because it's important for

different product categories within the individual

Liberator to have a presence in the European

brands. Brands which in recent years have established

market. The exhibition space makes it easy for us to

themselves firmly within our market and continue to

communicate with retailers and truly connect. We

be on the cutting edge, even after being available

build great relationships at eroFame.

for years. The strength of the products resulted in the
strength of the brand, and now we want to add to

Marcus Galka

that strength; therefore, we increase the number and

Noirhandmade

diversity of products.

1) We are looking forward to meeting existing

3) We are currently planning the construction of our

customers and establishing interesting, new contacts.

stand, with style and an unmistakable design that al-

2) Apart from a new collection for men, we will also

ways stands out. Our booth changes every year, but

present “DIVA”, our brand-new collection for women.

they always reflect our own unique characteristics for

3) Every visitor at our booth gets a voucher they can

two main reasons: We want to always be recognisable

redeem at www.noirhandmade.com after the show.

within the fair, using our colours and design, but at

4) Attending eroFame has become a tradition we

the same time, we always want to give a different

intend to uphold in the interest of our customers.

flavour compared to the stands of the other years.

Being a European company, we feel it is our

Our style and our design this year will follow the same

obligation to be available to our customers in person,

basic idea as the development of our lines: trusting

and this trade show is the right place for that.

in our strengths, but bringing something new at the
same time. Because otherwise it would not make

Fabio Pilastrini

sense to go to a trade show every year! However,

MSX Distribution

customers who have already made appointments

1) MSX Distribution has been part of eroFame for more

and all visitors of eroFame in general will be have a

than five years. In recent years, our brand

great time at our stand, with Italian products and

TOYZ4LOVERS has introduced new lines to the world

sparkling waterfalls.

of sex toys. Brands that differ from comparable

4) eroFame has always been the main presentation

collection in name, in the selection of products, and

platform for European distributors, it’s where you go

also in the different designs and ideas. Just look at

to get recognition in Europe and on a global level. I

Magic Tales, Rocco Siffredi Sex Toys, Real Rapture

think it's one of the most important stages on which

and many other original lines designed by our com-

to show your products. Being present at eroFame is

pany. Also, this year, we attend eroFame with high

essential if you want to introduce yourself as a

expectations concerning the feedback from the re-

company within the sex toy market. Similarly, eroFame

tailers, because we had many new ideas to improve

allows you to get in touch with other companies that

the assortment within our new lines. In fact, having

have other ideas, products, and another kind of
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know-how that allows you to learn new thing and draw

and we are excited to be a part of it again in 2016.

new inspiration, which in turn brings you to new

It’s a great opportunity for all manufacturers and

projects, thereby expanding business opportunities.

customers to come together, do great business, and

And all of that in a nice relaxing atmosphere, suitable

also have a lot of fun!

for meeting, talking business, and striking deals face
to face with people with whom, indeed, we work all

Jim Primrose

year. eroFame is an event no one should ever miss.

Lovehoney

Great eroFame 2016 to everyone!

1) Our whole international sales team will be in attendance at this year’s eroFame. With our ever-growing

Rebecca Anniuk

portfolio of licensed brands, we really do have some-

System JO

thing for everyone. The biggest brand in the industry

1) It's a great platform for us to further

just got a whole lot more exciting. We have two new

increase awareness for our brand within the European

Fifty Shades collections inspired by the up-and-

market, to develop our current relationships, and we

coming Fifty Shades Darker movie. eroFame 2016 will

also hope to build more new relationships within the

be our busiest show ever and we can't wait!

EU through this great show.

2) There is much excitement around Fifty Shades of

2) This will be a chance for us to showcase the new

Grey with the next movie, Fifty Shades Darker, in cine-

packaging for JO with a key focus on our specialty -

mas at Valentine's 2017. We will be launching our two

lubricants, which is becoming a hugely popular

new Fifty Shades Darker ranges - The Fifty Shades

category. And it will also be the exciting new launch

Darker Official Pleasure Collection and The Fifty Sha-

of the Gelato Collection, our new range of flavoured

des Darker No Bounds Collection. Both are approved

lubricants inspired by your favourite desserts.

by world-renowned author E L James. In addition, we

3) We invite everyone to come and taste the new

will be making lots of noise with the launch of our ne-

Gelato collection and pick their favourite! And

west rock brand, the Official Mötley Crüe Collection.

customers will have an opportunity to WIN an amazing

Our musical line up doesn’t stop there, with even

prize, so please visit our stand to find out more.

more products being added to the award-winning

4) erofame is now the best trade show in the industry

Motörhead Official Pleasure Collection. We’ll also be
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unveiling our latest brand acquisition which, without

3) A sweepstakes for happy winners and great

giving too much away, is something the adult industry

discounts for satisfied customers have become an

has never seen before.

eroFame tradition for pjur! The visitors can naturally

3) We have invested more than ever before and

look forward to more appealing prizes in our raffle

visitors can expect a whole new experience on the

and irresistible offers in our eroFame Sales Special!

Lovehoney booth. Our stand is twice as big as it has

So make sure to visit the pjur stand and make the

been for the last few years, so we can guarantee

best of these offers. We also have another treat in

show goers will have double the amount of fun when

store for the visitors: Once again, we’ll bring the pjur

coming to visit us. All of our brands are very exciting

bar to eroFame – with first-grade coffee for everybody

so the only difficulty is finding space for everything;

who wants to take a quick break from the trade show

we have, however, managed to squeeze in a Mötley

hubbub. And there will be interesting pjur giveaways

Crüe and Motörhead 'guitar hero' competition which

at the eroFame Oktoberfest as well. This year, we are

will run throughout the show with a rocktastic prize for

going to help you experience the world of pjur with

the winner. Head to our stand if you want to know

your own eyes ... You don’t want to miss this.

more.

4) Being a member of the advisory board, it is

4) eroFame is the number one B2B trade show for

obviously important for us to have our own booth at

Europe's erotic industry, so for us there really was no

the show. eroFame is a perfect platform for direct

question as to whether or not we should exhibit. With

communication

our ever-growing portfolio of licensed brands,

contacts, and the industry at large. Another incentive

eroFame offers the perfect opportunity to showcase

to take part in eroFame is fact that the show takes

what we have to offer. Our experienced, multilingual

place in Hanover - one of the big trade show cities

international sales team will be on hand to present

that is situated right in the centre of Europe – and

all of our products and brands and to explain how

that Fairtainment always do a great job organising

we can support our customers with in-store training

the show. Also, it doesn’t cost an arm and a leg to

and merchandising support. To book an appointment

present your products, which has a positive effect on

or to find out about any of our exciting brands, email

the ROI. Last but not least, there’s the concept. Three

enquiries@lovehoneytrade.com or visit the Lovehoney

days before the weekend, including a big party and

Trade website.

free catering for exhibitors and visitors - this great

with

existing

customers,

new

combination is customer-friendly and financially

Michael Bart

manageable. Having a longer or shorter show would

pjur group

be less cost-effective, and it would make visiting

1) Like every year, we hope for great

eroFame less profitable.

conversations with our existing customers and interested
new contacts, as well as a friendly exchange of ideas

Autumn O’Bryan

and opinions with the rest of the industry. Of course,

Topco Sales

many of the people you meet at eroFame are

1) Topco is prepared for a fruitful eroFame

competitors, but there is still a familial atmosphere. We

thanks to a series of new products that many of our

are definitively looking forward to the show!

customers have been anxiously awaiting. Our

2) We will present our successful new products, pjur MAN

presence in Europe has always been strong, but

XTEND Cream and pjur MAN STEEL Gel, to the visitors.

following our recent restructuring, our team is most

Moreover, our customers can get a first-hand impression

looking forward to connecting with international

of the quality, the design, and the flexibility of the new

customers face-to-face and strengthening these

pjur counter display. As a special treat, we are going to

valuable business relationships. This show gives us an

relaunch two pjur top-sellers, exclusively at eroFame.

important opportunity to spread our message of

So it’ll definitely pay off to drop by our booth!

transparency, trust and dependability to our European
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partners and show our peers, colleagues and

have important conversations that we typically only

potential new customers what Topco has in store for

have via email or Skype. There’s something to be said

the industry leading into 2017.

about meeting with customers in person, especially

2) Topco will showcase our newest releases, which

when it comes to reconnecting with partners with

were on display at the recent ANME show in the U.S.

whom we are building and rebuilding trusting

Cyberskin has always been a mainstay for us, as

relationships. eroFame attracts the major players and

Topco was the originator of this remarkably realistic

influencers throughout the continent and allows Topco

stroker material, and we’ve expanded the line to

to put our brand front and center.

include three fully merchandised categories of
realistic male masturbators: Vulcan Cyberskin, Stealth

Denny Alexander

and Release. We also recently expanded our Climax

Standard Innovation

Elite collection to include a series of personal

1) This year’s eroFame is set to be very special for

lubricants and intimate enhancement topicals, as

We-Vibe. We will introduce our partners and retailers

well as a selection of 100% silicone massagers and

to an exciting new look and feel for the We-Vibe

insertables. We also will unveil to the European market

brand. Our new brand is rich, vibrant and passionate,

the latest model of our famous Twerking Butt, now

and we expect show attendees to be energized and

with an automatic shut-off switch to prevent

excited by what We-Vibe has to offer.

overheating and updated app technology. The Topco

2) eroFame attendees will be the first to see our new

team has received our customers’ feedback with

flagship couples product, We-Vibe Sync. Sync is the

open arms and open minds and we are excited to

best and most powerful couples vibrator we’ve ever

show off what we’ve accomplished this season. We

made. And, since no two bodies are alike and every

don’t want to give too much else away before the

couple is unique, we made Sync adjustable! To

show, so I’ll leave it at that. To see these and the rest

customize the fit, you can adjust the position of the

of our new releases, please visit the Topco Sales booth

clitorial and the G-spot stimulator. Once adjusted,

for a personal tour!

Sync stays comfortably in place even when changing

3) We have a prime spot this year and have designed

positions during sex. Sync has loads of additional new

our booth to accommodate heavy foot traffic while

features the attendees can experience on the

providing a comfortable environment in which to view

We-Vibe booth.

our new releases and have one-on-one conversati-

3) The We-Vibe booth will showcase our new brand

ons. Each of our newest collections will be showcased

look and feel and all the options available to retailers

with sales sheets that customers can take with them

for merchandising We-Vibe Sync. Retailers will be

and we will have designated meeting areas to allow

surprised and delighted by our new trendsetting

our sales team to discuss new products, as well as

design and humorous, cheeky taglines.

product development and licensing opportunities,

4) eroFame is essential for We-Vibe and that’s why

with our loyal customers.

we’ve selected it for both the launch of our new

4) eroFame gives us a valuable opportunity to meet

flagship product and as the first place to show the

with our loyal European partners face-to-face and

world the new We-Vibe brand.
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“In order to be successful, eroFame has to

reflect the needs and wishes of the participants.“
Wi e l a nd H o f m e i s t e r s t a rt s t he c o un t do w n fo r e ro Fa me 2016

T h e ex h i b i t o r s o f t h e u p c o m i n g e r o F a m e s h o w h a v e a l r e a d y s h a r e d t h e i r p l a n s f o r t h e
trade convention in the sur vey presented in this and the previous issue of EAN. Now, we
want to know what the organiser expects. In our inter view with W ieland Hofmeister, head
of Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH, he brings us up to date on the preparations
for the event, and he shares the latest news about eroFame 2016.

exclusive

eroFame will take place for the
seventh time this October. Are you
afraid that you might be facing a
'seven-year itch', or are you confident
about the show?
Wieland Hofmeister: My pulse quickens
by what feels like a hundred per cent
every time eroFame draws near. After all,
this is quite a responsibility: lending
professional support to the exhibitors,
during the planning and set-up stage and
throughout the show itself, and doing our
part to make sure the visitors have a great
time at eroFame. Actually, what we want to
do, what we need to do is make everyone
happy – that’s a big challenge, so we have
our work cut out for us. But since I’m not
superstitious, I’m not daunted by the big seven.

e
o tim
ister
, so n
e
m
a
f
o
F
o
H me
land
th er
e
i
i
w
W
y
:
s
er
ys bu
graph
Alwa
photo
for a

If anything, I’m thrilled because it shows how
long we’ve already been doing this, and how
successful we’ve been – and by we, I mean

conducted a

absolutely everybody involved in eroFame.

visitor survey via e-mail and

Moreover, I feel confident because we set the

another questionnaire was added to big trade

course for the future of eroFame at the beginning of

magazines such as EAN and eLINE. This way, we

the year. We sat down with several long-standing

reached as many eroFame participants as we

exhibitors, and following these conversations, we sent

possibly could to give them a say in the things that

a

had

could or would affect them. Based on their response,

exhibited at eroFame up until that point, plus, we also

I am very relaxed about the upcoming event. Right

questionnaire

to

all

companies

that
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We expect to ultimately have about 200 brands
at the event, and roughly ten per cent of those are
going to be new exhibitors.
................................
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now, the overwhelming majority of

eroFame. We are also in talks with

of the show. ´eroFame is still the

the eroFame exhibitors and visitors

several hotels, and of course, we

biggest and most important fair in

don’t want the concept of the

are getting lots of questions from

Europe ´ - I didn’t make that state-

show to change – that makes us

exhibitors and visitors that we try to

ment but I wholeheartedly agree.

breathe easier and gives us new

answer as quickly as possible. You

focus.

need to be very focused when

Are there going to be many new

organising a show such as this.

exhibitors, or will we mostly see

Can you tell us how far along you

Apart from that, we are guided by

familiar faces at eroFame 2016?

are with the preparations for the

the motto 'never change a win-

Wieland Hofmeister: We expect to

seventh eroFame?

ning team…'

ultimately have about 200 brands
at the event, and roughly ten per

Wieland Hofmeister: This year, we
will be in Hall 2 of the expo

With roughly 180 exhibiting com-

cent of those are going to be new

fairgrounds in Hanover – a location

panies, is the upcoming eroFame

exhibitors.

that many of our exhibitors and

on par with previous events?

visitors already know. A big, bright

Wieland Hofmeister: It is. As I al-

And I take it there will be visitors

hall, right at the entrance of the

ready mentioned, we have less

and exhibitors from all over

fairgrounds. However, it’s a bit

space this year, but by smartly

the world again? Will eroFame

smaller than, say, hall 27, where

organising

continue

eroFame took place last year. The

exhibition floor, we have enough

international?

whole exhibition floor was booked

room for all the big companies. I

Wieland Hofmeister: Basically, yes.

up rather quickly, so – we’re full.

know I’m running the risk of

However, I personally feel that, in

That is great result for us. Currently,

sounding repetitive when I say

terms of exhibitor numbers, we

we

to

this, but I truly believe that all the

have reached the maximum of

implement requests from our

major players of the industry are

what is possible at this show. Surely,

exhibitors, as well as organising the

going to be at eroFame this

the industry will continue to grow

overall show. As always, there will

October. The reason for this

and become more successful,

be free food and drink and a free

popularity can be found in the

powered

party

survey we conducted in advance

acceptance of sexual lifestyle and

are

for

looking

all

for

ways

participants

of

and
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the products that are associated with it. But eroFame
is a European b2b show, first and foremost. The lion
share of our exhibitors and visitors hail from Europe or
Northern America, and we have all the big
companies from this territory at our show. Yes, there
are other big, growing markets with up and coming

.................
There are no plans for big changes
in the upcoming years as long as the
participants are happy with the
eroFame concept.
................................

“

producers, but the situation can sometimes be
complicated. I don’t think anybody will be surprised

wants to be big player in this industry knows of

when I say that some producers, particularly from the

eroFame. The leading companies and trade

Far East, have been launching

members attend the event every year,

products that undermine the price

so the quality of the eroFame visitors

structures of western in-

is beyond dispute. No b2b trade

dustrialised countries.
This

affects

shows for the adult industry attracts

all

more visitors than eroFame, and of

industries, not just the

course, we hope that things will

adult world. Compared

stay this way, also and especially
in the interest of our exhibitors

to the wages and the
cost of living in these

You have pointed out that the

countries, cost levels in
Europe

and

exhibitors have to do their part

Northern

America are simply much

in making eroFame worth

higher. So this is a situation

their while, i.e. they have to

that we need to respond to in

create awareness for the
show

a conscientious way, for the
sake of our industry and its
continued success. Everybody
has to do their part, the trade,

and

invite

the
e
out
customers.
Has
y ab
oFam
p
p
a
f er
is h
rt o
r
o
e
p
t
p
su
message been heard
eis
ry’s
Hofm
and
dust
d in
Wiel
n
a
there still room for improvement?
e
trad

their
this
or is

the trade press - and also trade

Wieland Hofmeister: More and more exhibitors

shows.

decide to order VIP invitation cards for their
customers – these invitations include an eroFame

What are your expectations regarding the number

brochure and a ticket for the annual eroFame

of visitors this year? Or is it more about quality than

Oktoberfest. And the best thing: This invitation is

quantity?

free. I’d hope all exhibitors would take us up on

Wieland Hofmeister: This is a question that we

that offer. But everybody has their own way of

hear quite a lot, from the trade press as well as

advertising

our exhibitors. We use every tool in our arsenal to

companies do very little to make sure they are

advertise eroFame among the European trade

busy throughout eroFame, so yes, I’d say there is room

members, be it ad campaigns in magazines or

for improvement.

and

stirring

the

pot.

Alas,

some

supplements or newsletters, which are also distributed
with the support of the leading trade magazines.

Last year, you introduced new guidelines for the

We also use our online presence – last year, we had

visitors of the show. How did people respond to these

roughly 30,000 clicks on www.eroFame.eu in

new rules?

August/September – and we offer to support exhibitors

Wieland Hofmeister: Right, we introduced new rules

in advertising the show to their customers.

in the interest of our exhibitors. Unfortunately, there

Given these efforts, it is safe to say that everyone who

were some bad apples, and we were actually forced
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to expel a few individuals from the show. People
who knowingly infringe copyright laws have no
place at eroFame. Also, we owe it to our exhibitors to
check if people present or sell products in the neutral

.................
It is safe to say that everyone
who wants to be big player in this
industry knows of eroFame.“
................................

“

zones of the fair hall, even though their company has
no stand at the trade convention. In the name of

And apart from the aforementioned decisions, the

fairness, we must insist that, if you want to present

concept of eroFame will remain unchanged

your products at eroFame, you need to have a stand.

this year?

Therefore, we will continue to enforce these new rules

Wieland Hofmeister: Yes. And there are no plans for

and conduct controls if something smells fishy.

big changes in the upcoming years as long as the
participants are happy with the eroFame concept.

We also heard that you are going to have more

However, to make sure that we really meet the

thorough controls at the entrance to the eroFame

expectations of exhibitors and visitors, we are going

Oktoberfest. What’s going to change?

to have another survey, focusing on some of the

Wieland Hofmeister: Oh, that sounds much more

elements from the survey we conducted earlier this

dramatic than it actually is. The Oktoberfest has

year. Questionnaires will be available on the

always been a wonderful, merry event, and it will

fairgrounds, and if there are any questions, we’ll be

continue to be exactly that. It’s just that this is a party

more than happy to answer them. In order to be

for trade and industry members. We don’t want

successful, eroFame has to reflect the needs and

people just wandering in. The participants of eroFame

wishes of the participants.

all get tickets to the Oktoberfest. They can be picked
up at the registration counter, they are added to the

Thank you for these clear words, mister Hofmeister.

leading trade magazines before the show, and they

Wieland Hofmeister: If I might add one more thing,

are even available at the fair stands of eroFame. The

I am already looking forward to meeting all

ticket controls at the entrance were rather sloppy in

of

recent years, and we aim to correct that. But that is

at the show. To all participants of eroFame,

all that is going to change, promise. So, dear partici-

I hope you have a great trip, do great business,

pants of eroFame, bring your ticket and present it

and meet interesting new contacts. See you at

when entering the Munich Hall. Thank you!

eroFame 2016!
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“A great chastity belt
Cr e ativ e Dir e cto r Jo e Fr ancis in act i on

loves to hate and hates
Beh i n d B a rz – a rt m a de o f m e t al
The British company Behind Bar z brings fantasies to life – in the for m of hand-made metal
products such as chastity belts and bondage beds. To gain insights into the company’s
activities and philosophy, EAN asked Joe Francis, the Creative Director of Behind Bar z, for
an inter view.
exclusive

S

market. Further development then followed to design and

special product category?

people of different shapes and sizes to be able to own

Joe Francis: In 2013, we were approached to create a

our creation. We consulted numerous chastity aficionados

male chastity belt for a client who was unhappy with the

and listened to issues they had encountered with other

products on the market and wanted a handcrafted belt

chastity devices and belts. We sent several prototypes

from a skilled metal worker. We set out to design and ma-

across the world and finalised a design that was

nufacture the highest quality male chastity belt we could.

comfortable, functional and absolutely secure.

The initial design was researched, built, tested, reviewed,

We thoroughly enjoy working with our clients; providing a

amended and so on. This went on for over a year until we

service and building products that they love passionately.

were happy with what we had created. Our client was

Quite often (although not always the case) we are

overwhelmed with what we had made and suggested

approached by people who are unable to discuss their

that there was a need for a product of this quality in the

desires with family or friends so us offering a welcoming

ince when has Behind Barz been producing chastity

belts and why have you decided to focus on this

build our Behind Barz Complete System that would allow
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The chastity be lts ar e made f r o m t op -qua li t y
mate r ials such as me dical-gr ade 316 s t a i n les s s t eel

is one that the wearer
to love.”
non-judgmental provision is positively

requests. Nurturing relationships and

crucially it is impossible to escape!!

life altering for those people.

continuing to satisfy our customers is

The concept of our brand extends far

a crucial part of our business.

beyond just our company logo to our

You say that your Behind Barz Male

The data speaks for itself, the views of

business' core values and to every

Chastity Belt (BBCB) is the best product

people who purchase our belts is that

interaction we have with customers

of its kind on the market today.

our products are of highest quality

and suppliers. In effect, our brand

However, there are numerous other

with features and benefits that can't

creates and maintains our reputa-

producers in this field. What makes

be matched. They can wear their

tion and so reflects our customers' -

you so sure that yours is the number

Behind Barz belts for long extended

experience of our organisation.

one product?

periods, not just for a few hours,

Joe Francis: The design of our chastity

without any health or hygiene

You set great store by quality. How is

belts and additional accessories

problems.

this

appeals to men as well as women.

discomfort so they can continue their

chastity belts?

Our premium products are for the

normal daily routines. They can sleep

Joe Francis: Quality is the ongoing

fetish devotees or couples interested

in it comfortably. It's adjustable so will

process of building and sustaining

in expanding their sexual experiences

still fit if weight fluctuates by a size up

relationships by assessing, anticipa-

with chastity. We are entirely customer

or down. There are no issues using

ting, and fulfilling stated and implied

focused, proactively gaining and

the toilet and you can thoroughly

needs. Our craftsmen insist on using

assessing feedback and acting upon

wash in the shower or bath and

only the finest materials and ensure

They experience no
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The histo r y o f Be hind Bar z be gin s
in 2 013 w ith the ir f ir st e v e r chastity belt

the greatest of care is taken when creating each and

steel alloy contains molybdenum bearing it has a greater

every belt. Our brand success has to be attributed to the

resistance to chemical attack than 304. Type 316 is

great quality and craftsmanship that define the Behind

durable, easier-to-fabricate, clean, weld and finish. Wakey

Barz products. A great chastity belt is one that the wearer

wakey!!! :)

loves to hate and hates to love.
You cannot separate the process and the human factor,

Quality usually has its price – what’s the price range for

therefore we believe that quality, when built into a product,

your chastity belts?

generates emotions and feelings within those who have

Joe Francis: Our handcrafted stainless steel chastity belts

taken part in its creation. When you have made something

are made to measure, they fulfil those essential demands

that you are proud of, when you have produced a product

of orgasm and intercourse prevention, absolute security,

that brings smiles and genuine satisfaction to your

impossible to unlock without the key, undetectable under

customers, then you have achieved quality. You'll know it,

clothing, uninterrupted wear for extended periods enabling

they'll know it, and each of you will thrive from it.

normal life and they will last a lifetime!!
Our base model starts at £495 and our Complete Systems

For a layman, steel is steel. However, you use '316 surgical

range from £660 to £725 depending on Outer Cage type

stainless steel'. Would you mind giving us an overview of

and colour specification. As our products are made by

the special characteristics of this type of steel?

hand they can be customised to suit the wearer (or Mistress

Joe Francis: Our chastity belts are indeed made of medi-

or Master). We are routinely commissioned to carry out

cal grade 316 stainless steel which is the most hygienic as

bespoke items to accessorise our chastity range.

the belts can be boiled completely clean to remove any

Modifications can be undertaken to incorporate piercings,

build-up of bacteria. The benefits of 316 stainless steel

electronic devices, plug play, restraint points and many

include a long service life that will retain an attractive,

other options.

clean finish with low maintenance cost to our clients.
Technically speaking type 316 stainless steel is an austenitic

Recently, you added the 'Bondage Beds' to your range.

chromium-nickel stainless and heat-resisting steel with

What can you tell us about those?

superior corrosion resistance as compared to other

Joe Francis: We were commissioned last year to design

chromium-nickel steels when exposed to many types of

and make a bondage bed, this particular client (a couple)

chemical corrosives such as sea water. Since 316 stainless

wanted a range of equipment incorporated into the bed
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design to include stocks, a cage, tie points and a

we can create. Our base model design is shown on the

queening stool! They also wanted this equipment to be

website which features slide and hide sides to offer

hidden when not in use and out of sight of their children. It

elegance and total discretion for the discerning Kinkster.

was quite a task but once finished our clients told us we
had exceeded their expectations and were delighted

How does the production of beds and chastity belts differ?

with the result. We were very proud of what we had made.

Are your beds also hand-made and tailored to

So we decided to launch a new range of handcrafted

customer requests?

bondage beds, this was requested by clients who were

Joe Francis: There are some obvious differences in the

familiar with the quality of our work and also from people

production methods of these goods, one being the size

who aren't necessarily into chastity but love metal products

dissimilarity of the two products and the space required

and furniture! They are ideal in any environment from a

for the build. But there are also many similarities as all of

master bedroom to a fabulously equipped dungeon.

our products, be it a chastity belt or bondage bed, are

Using only the finest quality materials, we offer a unique

individually made by hand and tailored to requests.

I nte r e ste d par tie s can co n tact Be hind Bar z
v ia pho n e (+44 (0) 12 99 82 9 591) o r e -mail (in f o @be hin dbar z.co.uk)

bespoke design service and can custom make to suit a

Upon launching your 'Bondage Beds', you also entered

wide variety of requirements. Excellence, superior design

into a collaboration with Sheets of San Francisco. What

and client delight are key to the quality of our beds.

are the specifics of this collaboration, and why are
Behind Barz and Sheets of San Francisco a

How many different models can the consumers choose

good match?

from?

Joe Francis: The guys at Sheets of San Francisco are

Joe Francis: Our quality handcrafted bondage beds are

such lovely people and their products are exceptional.

available in both Double and King Size and are fully

By partnering with the team there, we are able to offer

customisable to suit a wide range of taste and style.

our bespoke beds complete with top quality fluid-

Attachment points for suspension and restraint play are

proof bedding (to protect the mattress from whatever

optional and can be located anywhere you choose and

is thrown at it). Resistant to a wide range of fluids

the beds can be finished in any colour you wish.

including lubes, massage oils and even for wax play.

We like to work with clients on an individual basis and as

With a bed from Behind Bars and bedcovering from

with all of our products there are no boundaries to what

Sheets of San Francisco there is no better bed!
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It includes men (irrespective of sexuality) and women who
have already chosen this lifestyle and are already a part
of this extensive community and also those who are
considering entering male chastity. For most it is not a
sudden decision nor is it taken lightly as there are still many
mysteries surrounding this lifestyle. We target to open
minded couples who choose chastity to help them arrange their lives in such a way that sexuality isn’t misused.
For our other products to include the beds we target to all
into the fetish lifestyle with a passion for metal that's
magnificently made.
How have you been marketing your products thus far?
Which channels of distribution have you been using?
Joe Francis: It was to be expected that we would have to
work with people by showing them our products, letting
them try the belts out and building trust. Many clients
shared with us that they had experienced negative
encounters in the past by spending large sums of money
on belts to find they didn't fit, were impractical to wear
and some even sustained personal injuries by substandard
belts.
M a l e c ha s t it y produc t s ar e
b ec oming inc rea s ing ly po pular

We wanted to do everything we could to help them overcome their initial (and understandable) hesitations. We

So many products in the fetish segment are made by

broadcast our advantages and were clear with clients

hand and tailored to consumer wishes. What is the reason

from the start. We are very happy to say this has lead on

for this?

to us gaining a reputation as a reliable and honest

Joe Francis: Many personal items necessitate being

company. Word is spreading by the people who have

'made to measure' so they fit perfectly and are

bought and reviewed our belts. We deliver on what we

comfortable. By tailoring to consumer wishes a person

say and we make our products work as intended.

can customise a design to suit their own preferences. The

We have profiles on Twitter, FetLife, Chastity Mansion,

more the product is tailored to customer requirements,

LockedMEN and Tumblr. We encourage people to get

the better the product is evaluated in terms of quality and

involved with the Chastity Trophy Awards. We distribute

the more the customer is satisfied. You can't compare

direct to clients via our website and offer workshop visits

mass produced products to artisan created goods in

whereby people can book to come and meet the

terms of inspiration, quality, and attention to detail. With

designer and look at the products in person. We also have

global, online market places, the sky is the limit for sellers

online retailers who carry our range like UberKinky.

desiring to reach new audiences and for buyers wanting
to purchase quality handmade items outside of their local

Are you interested in collaborations with European

markets.

retailers, or do you prefer working with wholesalers and /
or distributors?

Who is the target audience for your products?

Joe Francis: We take much pleasure in working with

Joe Francis: Male chastity is a lifestyle that has really caught

wholesalers and distributors and, yes, certainly, we are

on in popularity over the last several years and our target

always open to collaborations with European retailers that

audience for these products has widened as a result.

will prosper all involved!
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„Time to Watch Yellow“
pj ur ’ s p la n s fo r t h e u p c o m i n g e ro F a m e s ho w

That's the pjur group's motto for eroFame
this year. EAN spoke with Michael Bar t, head
of Global Marketing & Online Marketing at
p j u r, a n d a s ke d h i m a b o u t t h i s t o p i c a n d
what retailers can look for ward to at pjur's
eroFame stand.
Apart from that, retailers can check out our counter,
slatwall and floor displays first-hand. Of course,
if they are interested, they can also place
their orders directly at the booth.
Your motto is "Time to Watch Yellow".
What's behind the message?
Michael Bart: Researchers have long
since agreed: Yellow is the color of
the sun and is associated with joy,
happiness, intellect, energy, honour,
and loyalty. Yellow has a

(Ap p le Wa tch is a tr ad e m ark o f A p p le Inc . ,
reg istered in the U . S . and o t h e r c o u nt ri e s )

warming effect, awakens
a sense of cheerfulness,
stimulates the brain and
generates muscle energy.
Our CEO and founder of the pjur

exclusive

group, Alexander Giebel, is well-known around the

C

world for the yellow glasses he wears, and yellow is also

Michael Bart: A few months ago, we launched our new

journey, experiencing the world from the perspective of

products pjur MAN XTEND Cream, pjur MAN STEEL Gel, and

these yellow glasses. We've done a few tests at the office

pjur superhero STRONG performance spray. These products

already – and believe me: seeing the world in yellow really

will take center stage at eroFame. Retailers who haven't

brightens your mood and sense of well-being... and of

added these products to their selection yet can

course your business prospects ;-)

an you tell us what products will be the main focus

at your eroFame stand?

our key visual. This year, we want to take retailers on a

experience them first-hand at our booth. Those who have
already incorporated them can take this opportunity

Is there anything else at your stand that will help brighten

to bombard our sales team with questions about

up the visitors' day?

sales support.

Michael Bart: We received a great deal of praise in the

We have also reworked the design for our tried and tested

past for our bar and the fresh coffee we provided, so we

pjur Woman Toy Clean and pjur Woman Toy Lube formulas.

will continue this tradition in 2016. Anyone who needs to

These products now have less of a direct focus on women

take a little time out from all the bustle of the exhibition is

and can happily be purchased by men for use with their

very welcome to join us for an espresso, latte, or some

toys as well. That's why we've also changed the names to

chocolate with no obligation at all. Apart from that, at 6

pjur Toy Clean and pjur Toy Lube. These products will no

pm on both Wednesday and Thursday, we will give away

longer be solely marketed for women. There will also be a

a brand-new Apple Watch – complete with a sleek, pjur

few unique surprises at the booth that are sure to grab

yellow strap. So, it is definitely worth to come to our booth

your attention.

with the number 28.
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“It was such a pleasure to
collaborate with E L James.”

Coco de Mer bring us a Shades-inspired lingerie range
O n Va lentine’s Da y 2 0 1 7 , the wa i t wi ll b e over when th e
second film in the Fif ty Shades trilogy hits theatres around
the world. But already now, roughly half a year before its
launch, female fans can feel a little closer to protagonist
Anastasia. Coco de Mer introduce a collection of lingerie
items inspired by Fif ty Shades Darker. The only downside
– i t w o n ’ t b e s o l d i n t h e a d u l t m a r k e t . We h a d t h e
oppor tunity to talk with Coco de Mer Managing Director
L u c y L i t w a c k a b o u t t h e c r e a t i o n o f, a n d t h e s a l e s
strategy for the new collection.
ex clusiv e

C

oco de Mer is about to release a new collection inspired by the
second part of the Fifty Shades of Grey trilogy. How did you

translate literature to lingerie?
Lucy Litwack: The books are so descriptive and have a special place
in the hearts of millions. Our designers worked to ensure that the essence
of the book was translated into lingerie by thinking about what Ana
would have wanted to wear, how the lingerie would have made her
feel and the dark, sensuous colour palette mirrors the Darker novel.
This book documents Anastasia’s growth in self-worth which has a
knock-on effect on her relationship with Christian. She is now more in
control - it’s as if the roles have been reversed. She starts to uncover her
underlying sexual desires - becoming more liberated in and out of the bedroom.
Taking inspiration from the Seattle skyline and the pivotal masquerade ball, the
collection focuses on empowering women while celebrating femininity and
sophistication.
Fifty Shades is a brand that is known all over the world. Did you feel pressure
not to disappoint the fans of Anastasia and Christian?
Lucy Litwack: We certainly wouldn’t want to disappoint any fans! We spent a lot
of time creating the concept and ensuring that the collection would appeal to
the multitude of women who love the Fifty Shades trilogy and really relate and
care for the characters of Ana and Christian. We believe we have achieved this
with the Fifty Shades Darker by Coco de Mer collection - a diverse range of
beautiful lingerie and nightwear which uses jewel tones against a strong black in
exclusive embroideries, floral laces and great quality fabrics.
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Coco de Mer worked with author E L James to create
items that capture the Fifty Shades spirit. Could you tell
us a bit more about this collaboration?
Lucy Litwack: It was such a pleasure to collaborate
with E L James. She took inspiration from Coco de Mer
when she was writing the books and visited the boutique
in Covent Garden as part of her research. She was very
involved in the whole process from approving concept,
commenting on designs and choosing the model to
capture the essence of Anastasia. To be able to work
with her really enabled us to delve into the mind of the
characters and produce a collection which is luxurious,
provocative and sophisticated.

.................
E L James was very clear that she
wanted a feminine and sophisticated
range that just hinted at the erotic.”
................................

“

What are the challenges of launching a big line like
this one, compared to a more “commonplace”
collection?
Lucy Litwack: This was a very different collection to
what we are used to designing at Coco de Mer. Our
mainline collections are much more expensive and
more erotic, with a more niche sizing structure. With this
range, it was crucial that we didn’t disappoint E L James’
legions of fans and therefore there was a lot of pressure
to ensure that the size range, price point and design
aesthetic was on point. We are thrilled with the results as
we believe it offers beautiful designs at very reasonable
prices.
The new collection will be released in September, but
the new movie is only going to hit cinemas next
Valentine’s Day. Why did choose this release date
instead of one that’s closer to the start of the movie?
Lucy Litwack: We wanted to product a collection for
the AW16 season. A collection that is beautiful and
commercial in its own right. This timing gives the customer the opportunity to shop the collection over six
months with new collections dropping each month therefore there is newness and excitement in the lead
up to the movie.
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Could you give us more details about the individual
items of the new collection?
Lucy Litwack: The collection incorporates six ranges:
• Red Room - Bordeaux satin with lace and silver
componentry, inspired by the books’ bondage
room;
• Escala - all over lace and contrasting satin to outline
and frame the body - inspired by Christian’s modern
penthouse, Escala;
• Masquerade - black satin with custom embroidery
in shades of grey - inspired by the basque in the
book;
• Goddess - bold jade green scallop edged lace is
paired with black satin - capturing Ana’s inner
goddess;
• Steele - black satin and fine black mesh give a bold
reveal/conceal concept;
• Anastasia - cerise satin with matching lace trim and
opaque panelling - symbolising Ana’s daytime
sophistication
Fifty Shades Darker has been priced to appeal to a
wide fan base - starting at £15 for a G-string and going
up to £60 for a robe.

.................
We certainly wouldn’t want to
disappoint any fans!”
................................

“

The release of the new movie will undoubtedly be
surrounded by a lot of media buzz. Which plans do
you have to benefit from this?
Lucy Litwack: Yes, I’m sure there will be a lot of buzz
around the film. Our collection will be available in the
run up to the opening and hopefully the momentum
will help to drive sales and bring attention to the
collection. Our great retail partners already have exciting
plans for their launch and the stunning Rankin
photography should help us all drum up interest in the
product.
Do you expect to reach new customers with your Fifty
Shades Darker collection – people who normally don't
buy erotic lingerie but have read the books or seen
the movie?
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Lucy Litwack: Yes, absolutely. The Fifty Shades of Grey

products have the best-possible impact on the

phenomenon has opened up a whole new audience

customers?

to the world of erotica. This collection is no exception.

Lucy Litwack: The collection will not be available

There are a wide range of styles within the collection

through any adult stores. However, we have done a

which allow for customers who are just dipping their

great editorial shoot with Rankin which truly captures

toe in the water and want something a little sexier

the essence of the collection and these images will

than their everyday lingerie and then there are more

be used at point of sale.

provocative styles which will appeal to those who like
to experiment in the bedroom. The whole collection

Will the new collection be available in all sizes?

is based around the conceal/reveal concept with

Lucy Litwack: Yes - the collection has been priced

nothing being too overt or obvious - in fact it is less

and sized to appeal to the E L James’ wide fan base.

revealing than our mainline Coco de Mer collection!

Bras from 32B - 38E and knickers/nightwear from

E L James was very clear that she wanted a feminine

XS-XL.

and sophisticated range that just hinted at the erotic.
I’d like to think that the collection will appeal to

Where should interested retailers in Europe turn to if

everyone - there are more feminine ranges with lace

they want to sell the new collection?

and embroidery and then more sleek pieces with

Lucy Litwack: The collection is already being sold

mesh and strong lines.

and will be available exclusively from September
through ASOS.com, House of Fraser, Hunkemoller,

Do you have some advice for adult retailers on how to

Lovehoney.co.uk and through the Coco de Mer

present the new collection in their stores so these

boutique and coco-de-mer.com
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“You can buy every other geeky thing
imaginable, except adult toys."
G eeky Se x T o y s c re a t e di l do s fo r fa n s
Star Wars, Game of Thrones, or Poke mon: Geeky Sextoys combine fan fantasy and reality.
Emma and Josh from Australia pick objects and characters from movies, TV shows, comics,
and books, and tur n them into hand-made sex toys. In our inter view, the couple explain
how they got the idea for this business concept and which of their pop-culture dildos are
par ticularly successful with the fans.
exclusive

Y

our company Geeky Sex Toys

How did you come up with the

caused quite a stir recently

idea of creating sex toys with

when you released several Po-

a nerdy twist?

kemon-themed toys. Were

Josh: Well the quick answer

these the first products you

is we couldn’t find any!

brought to the market?

You can buy every other

Emma: We had a few other

geeky thing imaginable,

toys out before the Pokémoan

except adult toys. So when

toys were released. We were in-

we looked to buy some for

tending on releasing the Poké-

ourselves and realised we

moan range a little later down the

couldn’t, we decided to do

track but due to the obvious Pokémon

something about it. Sex toys in ge-

craze we decided to create them a little

neral are so boring and bland - with a

earlier.

few funky exceptions - so our other aim was to
brighten things up and create a different stigma
around adult toys.
Pop- or geek-culture offers a lot of inspiration for sex
toys. How do you choose which comic, series, or movie gets a toy?
Emma: That’s our biggest dilemma at the moment.
We have so many fun ideas and just don’t have the
time to make them all a reality. Usually it’s whatever
we are into at the time and is current. We also have
a suggestion form on our website and if enough
people suggest the same thing we’ll create that.
Imagination plays a huge role when it comes to sexuality. How important is fantasy for somebody who
buys a sex toy in general?

T h e d i ld o s i n t he P o ke moa n c ol l ec t ion:
B u lb y , C ha r m y , P i ky, a nd Squ irt y
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Fo r G ame o f Thr o ne s f an s :
the Lo n g Shaf t Dildo

Josh: It’s super important! That’s one of the main

Although we did create this one cool looking alien dildo
for a customer.

reasons we started this company. People spend
so much time in their fantasy/imagination lands, whether

All your toys are made by hand. Can you tell us a bit

it be watching your favourite TV show or movie, playing vi-

about your production process?

deo games online, even watching porn. Most of the cur-

Emma: So the production process is similar to how it would

rent toys on the market just take you out of that experience

be done in a large factory with your regular toys, except

and force you to use 100% imagination. We are helping

on a much smaller scale. In our workshop all the silicone is

people to bridge that gap from a fantasy realm into their

mixed by hand and then hand poured into a mould. All

own personal fantasy experience.

the handles/hilts are hand finished and painted. When
you add a human element into the production processes

Which of your toys is the most popular?

we think it adds a movie prop type feel to all our toys

Josh: At the moment it’s definitely the Pokemoan range.

which is exactly what we are going for.

When Game of Thrones was out our Long Shaft sword was
very popular. I guess it just depends on what people are

Do your customers buy your products to actually use them

into at any given time.

or do they mostly buy them as gifts or because they find
them funny?

Even though the basic design of your toys is dictated by

Emma: We hope people are using them for both. We de-

the movie or comic that inspired the product, creating a

finitely get asked if we can add some funny messages

functioning toy isn't easy. Could you give us an insight into

when we ship, but majority of people are just looking to

your design process?

add something fun and new to their toy collection.

Josh: Our design process starts at the movie/show or comic
like you said. From their it’s a bit of a brainstorm process

Where can interested retailers turn to if they want to sell

around what kind of toy would work well with the theme,

your products in their shops? Would you be interested in

how it should look etc. Once we have an idea it’s drawn

working with distributors?

up and then either 3d modelled on the computer or hand

Josh: We have been working with a few retailers around

sculpted. From there we create a few prototypes for testing

the world and things are going well. So if you are interested

and if everything goes well make some more production

in having our products in your shop send us an email -

moulds and we are ready to go.

info@geekysextoys.com.

You also offer to create custom-made toys to customer

Which topic will you choose for your next range of toys?

specification. What was the most interesting project you

Josh: Our next range we are ramping up our Star Wars in-

have worked on so far?

spired toys for the release of Rogue One. So keep your

Emma: We haven’t had that many interesting creations,

eyes peeled for ‘Hand Solo’ ‘R2Dildo’ ‘C3Plug’ and new

most of the time it’s just for larger/smaller sizes of things.

and improved glow in the dark Laser swords.
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Scala‘ s Mar ke tin g Manage r Sabin e Kir chn e r e mphasise s
the impo r tance o f tr ade sho w s like e r o Fam e
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K I R C H N E R

“A visit to the Scala Playhouse eroFame
booth isn’t just enjoyable, it’s also profitable!”
S c a l a Pl a y h o u s e i s we l l - pre p a re d fo r e ro Fa me 2016
e r o F a m e w i l l t a k e p l a c e i n e a r l y O c t o b e r, b u t a s f a r a s S c a l a a r e c o n c e r n e d , i t m i g h t
j u s t a s w e l l s t a r t t o m o r r o w. T h e c o m p a n y h a s c o n c l u d e d t h e p r e p a r a t i o n s f o r t h e s h o w
a n d i s r e a d y t o g o . We t r i e d t o f i n d o u t w h a t t h e v i s i t o r s o f e r o F a m e c a n e x p e c t a t t h e
S c a l a s t a n d , a n d t o t h a t e n d a s ke d t h e c o m p a n y ’ s M a r ke t i n g M a n a g e r, S a b i n e K i r c h n e r,
f o r a n i n t e r v i e w.
ex c l u s i v e

I

t’s just a few, short weeks until
eroFame. Is Scala Playhouse

ready for the trade convention in
Hanover?
Sabine Kirchner: We are absolutely ready! Our preparations for
each trade show start early to
guarantee that we can create the
best possible booth, with the best

.................
Our Scala Playhouse
booth will be filled
with the latest must-have
releases and collections;
introducing customers to
the hottest new products
on the market.”
................................

“

We hope that all the hard work and
effort the Scala Playhouse team
has put in for eroFame will pay off!
What results do you expect from
eroFame 2016 as far as business
is concerned? And what are your
expectations concerning new
market trends? What will be the
big buzzword at eroFame 2016?

possible offers and deals. As one
of the founding members of

formula work. It is not just the Scala

Maybe sex tech?

eroFame, we are not just involved

Playhouse sales team that makes

Sabine: We expect to be able to

with the planning of our own

our

a

reconnect with our valued existing

booth, but also part of the actual

success; there are a lot of great

customers and strengthen our

eroFame

itself.

people behind the scenes, too.

working relationships. Of course,

We’re confident this year will be

We wouldn’t be able to do it wit-

eroFame

another amazing fair for both,

hout the assistance and commit-

opportunity to meet new, interes-

visitors and exhibitors.

ment of our directors, internal and

ting prospects and establish new

preparations

eroFame

attendance

also

gives

us

the

external sales, business control,

partnerships; as it’s an informal

With six successful eroFames under

product management, schedu-

atmosphere to network and chat

your belt, Scala seems like the

ling, logistics, artwork, copywriting,

with like-minded people. We can’t

right exhibitor to answer this

and financial departments. The

really

question: How much preparation

marketing department is at the

buzzword at eroFame 2016 will be

is necessary to ensure a perfect

core of our preparations, but it

because we’re not sure what the

trade show presence?

couldn’t

the

other exhibitors will bring. However,

of

support of everyone else involved.

we do expect products to be

preparation and a lot of people.

Having a team that works well

innovative, state- of-the-art, and

For us, one of the most important

together, with people committed

prime

things is selecting the right team

to creating something special for

generation of adult novelties; sex

with the right skills to make our

each trade show - that is essential.

tech is hot and this trend will only

Sabine:

It

requires

a

lot

function
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exciting

brands.

Therefore, eroFame
is the perfect occasion to browse, find
new

products

to

add to our own assortment and establish new partnerships
with

brands

that

aren’t yet part of our
vast

Scala

Play-

house network. eroFame also presents
a second chance
for customers who
weren’t able to atLAD OU b y TOYJ OY wil l u n do ubte dly
b e one of t he hig hl ights o f e r o Fame

tend the Scala Fair
in September to see

......................
we’re still in the early stages of
Personal face time is a big part of
sex tech, so actual sexbots will
doing business, which might explain
remain a futuristic fantasy (for why the trade shows in our industry are
most) for some time to come!
still very relevant to both visitors and
exhibitors.”
And what do the customers ..........................................

our latest releases

expect from Scala at eroFame?

modern communi-

get stronger. That being said,

“

and products.
Many people think
that

trade

shows

have lost relevance
in

the

age

of

Sabine: As always, we aim to spoil our visitors with

cation. What is Scala’s opinion on this matter?

amazing hospitality, great deals, and irresistible offers.

Sabine: There is some truth in that matter. We can’t

Our Scala Playhouse booth will be filled with the latest

deny that the concept of trade shows has somewhat

must-have releases and collections; introducing cus-

fizzled out with the coming of the internet and new

tomers to the hottest new products on the market.

means of communication. However, we don’t think

Our experienced sales team will answer all questions

that is applicable to our own industry. Trade shows for

and give advice on which choices will help retailers

the adult industry aren’t just about the latest products

maximise their sales potential. A visit to the Scala

and releases; a very big aspect of the shows is the

Playhouse eroFame booth (number 96) isn’t just fun,

possibility of networking. Contact and communication

it’s also profitable!

in our industry can be quite informal – a big plus –
meaning that trade shows often feel like a big family

How important is eroFame for your company? On

reunion. They present great occasions to catch up

one hand, Scala is a member of the show’s advisory

with old friends, acquaintances, and business

board, on the other hand, you also have your own

contacts, and also to meet up with new faces in the

Scala Fair twice every year …

industry. Personal face time whilst enjoying a drink, a

Sabine: The eroFame trade show is very important to

snack, and great entertainment is a big part of doing

us at Scala Playhouse. At our own Scala Fair, we

business, which might explain why the trade

present our own range, but we don’t have the chance

shows in our industry are still very relevant to both

to further expand our assortment with new and

visitors and exhibitors.
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Var io us de par tme n ts w e r e in v o lv e d in
Scala’s pr e par atio n s f o r e r o Fame

At your Scala Fair in September, you presented two

audience. The sweet LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY designs

new TOYJOY lines. Will 'Ladou' and 'Lil'Berries' also be

are petite, adorable, and most of all: very

on display in Hanover?

pleasurable. They might be small and compact, but

Sabine: Yes! We are absolutely taking LADOU by

these sweet little toys will take you to a whole

TOYJOY and LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY to Hanover. We

dimension of intimate pleasure with their unique skills

are very proud of these two new TOYJOY brand

and thrills. The range offers 5 sensational designs.

extensions and expect them to do very well with the

Choose between teasing bunny ears, naughty dual

eroFame audience. These lines are trendy, high-

ended ticklers, a curved bulbous head, and a teasing

quality, and affordable; combining non-intimidating

tongue; all made of premium materials and

shapes and styles with sensational skills and thrills.

packaged in a contemporary, beautiful box.

Make sure to stop by the Scala Playhouse eroFame

Speaking of beautiful boxes; LADOU by TOYJOY also

booth for a personal introduction to these beautiful

comes in a luxurious packaging that will instantly

pleasure providers.

catch the eye of your customers. The LADOU by
TOYJOY collection offers various must-have designs

The trade members are already looking forward to

in unique shapes, all made of premium silicone. The

these new lines. Would you mind whetting their

très chic designs are inspired by the elegance of

appetite a little more by giving us some information

Paris, the city of love, and will fill your consumers’

about the products?

sexual experiences with intimate pleasure and

Sabine: We’re very much looking forward to

romance. Offering 6 irresistible styles, LADOU by

introducing our brand new collections LADOU by

TOYJOY offers a perfect match for every preference.

TOYJOY and LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY to the eroFame

The shapes and silhouettes of the range are curved
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The new LIL’BERRI ES lin e o f f e r s a gr e at pr ice -q uality
r atio and much, much mo r e

to perfection, caressing your body’s contours with

into your consumers’ shopping baskets and bedrooms

each sensational movement. Discover both these

in no time at all.

pleasurable new TOYJOY collections at Scala
Playhouse’s number 96 booth at eroFame!

How did you get the idea for 'Lil'Berries', and how
does this new line reflect the dominating trends in

Scala seems to be particularly confident about

the adult market?

'Lil'Berries'. What makes you sure that your customers

Sabine:

will love this product?

development, is constantly on the look-out for new

Sabine: Consumers will love the LIL’BERRIES for many

and exciting products to add to our ever growing

reasons. First of all: the LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY pleasure

TOYJOY brand. During one of his business trips, Rick

providers are offered at a very affordable price, but

stumbled across the LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY vibes and

don’t compromise on quality, meaning consumers

instantly knew he found something special. The name

get a lot for their money. They will love these great,

itself is a bit of a play on well-known ‘fruit-inspired’

quality products. Secondly: This collection has been

brands such as Blackberry and Apple; as for some

designed with the needs and anatomy of the

reason fruity names are seemingly linked to state-of-

modern, 21st century woman in mind. Hence their

the-art innovation. We wanted a name that was

small and compact size, combined with their curved

sweet, fitting, and memorable; LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY

silhouettes so thy slip into place perfectly; ready to

is the result. The collection reflects the dominating

hit all your hotspots. With their non-intimidating

trends in the adult market by being innovative

aesthetics, the LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY vibes will appeal

(USB-rechargeable), abstract (non-realistic shapes)

to women looking for abstract toys that don’t just feel,

and compact (non-intimidating dimensions).

Rick

Zwaan,

our

head

of

product

but also look great. As all the designs in this range
are USB-rechargeable, the collection also adheres to

How hard is it to keep creating truly innovative

the trend for more innovative products with premium

products within the TOYJOY brand?

features. Packaged in a beautiful way, LIL’BERRIES by

Sabine: It is always a challenge to create something

TOYJOY will attract lots of attention and find its way

new that hasn’t been done before. Our industry is
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constantly introducing new products with amazing

pleasurable designs, but will differ in product

features; but often, the products are inspired by

materials, pricing, and functions. With this mini-

previous best-selling designs. And there is absolutely

makeover, we are confident that the improved Get

no shame in that! Innovation doesn’t just mean a

Real by TOYJOY collection will now offer the perfect

brand new concept; it also means new and improved

‘natural’ match for every lifelike-loving consumer!

versions of exciting concepts. Our TOYJOY Classics
range is a great example of that. With new and

GetReal by TOYJOY, King Cock, etc. – what is your

innovative features such as remote-controlled options,

explanation for the comeback of flesh-coloured,

USB-rechargeable options,

realistic dildos?

and

......................
materials, these toys are
We’re confident this year will
state-of-the-art yet classic at
be another amazing fair for
the same time. That being both, visitors and exhibitors.”
said, at Scala Playhouse, we ..........................................

Sabine: The increased demand

also try to bring completely

abstract

new, unique shapes and thrills

decreased. This means that

to our collections. This has

......................
The eroFame trade show is
of the LIL’BERRIES by TOYJOY
very important to us at Scala
collection and can also be Playhouse.”
seen in the luxurious Caresse ..........................................

consumers may own both, a

resulted in the development

realistic and a sleek, abstract

by

TOYJOY

not surprising that consumers

Designer Edition lines. These

want to experience and try

premium

body-safe

“

TOYJOY

and

“

is a sign that consumers are not
choosing between abstract and
natural, but are inviting both into
their lives, seeing as the sales of
toys

have

not

toy and enjoy both equally.
Since the overall sales of adult
novelties are still on the rise, it’s

include brand new concepts, such as touch-sensitive

more, thus enabling the comeback of realistics in our

vibrators, heating vibes, and more!

market. Another factor that contributes to this is the
presentation and packaging of realistics. In the past,

Get Real by TOYJOY is another successful collection,

the boxes still came across as a bit ‘seedy’, featuring

and apart from adding new products to it, you are

pornographic images and more. The current realistics

also going to divide it into three product categories?

come in more appealing, contemporary packaging

Why did you decide to take that step?

that looks just as good as that of the high-end

Sabine: We noticed that demand for realistics has

abstract designer vibes. The comeback of realistics

been increasing over the past two years, and after

can also be linked to the new generation of

saying farewell to one of our realistic brands, there

consumers who are used to easy accessible internet

was a gap in our assortment. This led to the creation

porn; that may influence the demand for lifelike toys

of the Get Real by TOYJOY collection, officially

since those match their visual stimulation.

launched during the March Scala Fair. Given the
instant success of Get Real by TOYJOY, we quickly

Of course, Scala also carries lots of other brands

knew that we should expand the line further,

apart from your own. What can the visitors of

developing the brand to include even more product

eroFame expect on the third-party front?

categories; all within the realistic segment. This brings

Sabine: Visitors can expect to be introduced to a

us to the re-vamped collection, soon to be

selection of our favourite collections from our valued

introduced. Dividing the brand into categories for

third-party brands. As Scala Playhouse has the exclusive

three different target-audiences enables us to profit

distribution rights to some of these collections, we advise

even further from the increased demand in realistics.

all visitors to come and see us at eroFame and get

Each subdivision of Get Real by TOYJOY will feature

your hands on these must-have products. See you there!
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“ThaiFest is a unique

combination of work and leisure.”
Le o ni d F i s h m a n o n the n e w c o n c e p t o f T ha iFe s t 2017

ThaiFest, the unique event for the Russian adult trade, will undergo a change of location
next year – from Thailand to Moscow. However, this decision to take the event from the
Thai sun to the Russian winter is the only major change, as Le onid Fishman, the organiser
of ThaiFest, explains in our EAN inter view. The basic concept of ThaiFest will remain the
same: a platfor m where trade and industr y meet and strengthen their bonds.
invite everyone to enjoy the pleasures of the Russian
winter with its traditional games such as ice skating and
skiing, riding in sleds pulled by three horses, swimming in
the cold pool after a hot Russian banya, etc. ThaiFest is
constantly evolving, and each year, we try to improve
the format of the event and to offer new ideas and
places.
In the past, your events usually lasted several days,
sometimes even a week or two. For 2017, you have
scheduled a four-day event. Does that mean more
business and less entertainment?
Leonid Fishman: ThaiFest 2017 will be held from 29
January to 3 February in one of the most beautiful resorts
in the Moscow metropolitan area - Park Hotel Drakino. It
will last for almost 5 days, and we believe this is the
perfect duration for fruitful business and good
entertainment. In addition to 3 full days of training courses,
Leonid F ishman ,
org a nis er of ThaiFe st

there will be plenty of entertainment: welcome and
farewell dinners with entertaining programmes, a Thaistyle spa party, a paintball tournament, a challenge of

exclusive

logical thinking and orientation in the area, visiting

N

ext year, ThaiFest is going to take place in Moscow.

traditional Russian baths, a disco party, and more. So we

Why did you decide to take that step?

can guarantee that all participants will receive a lot of

Leonid Fishman: Over the course of 5 years, the name

useful information for their business and a great mood

ThaiFest has outgrown its primary purpose, and we believe

charge after a good rest.

that this platform can be absolutely anywhere in the
world! Before, it was Thailand, in 2017 it is Moscow, and

Are there also other changes compared to previous

in 2018 it can be any country. Yes, in previous years we

instalments of ThaiFest? Or will you continue to focus on

invited all participants to travel from winter to summer for

offering the Russian trade members a platform to

a few days, and this year, it’s the other way around - we

communicate with producers and distributors?
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G r o up pho to the par ticipants o f ThaiFe st 2 016

Leonid Fishman: The previous
instalments of ThaiFest have proven that this format is effective: direct communication between manufacturers/suppliers

and

the

owners and top managers of the
Russian retail businesses. But the
most

important

thing

is

the

nature of this communication!
Trainings/presentations at round
tables, with the trade members

.................
The previous instalments of ThaiFest
have proven that this
format is effective:
direct communication
between manufacturers /
suppliers and the owners
and top managers of the
Russian retail businesses.”
................................

“

the manufacturers to convey all

and

the necessary information to those

abandon it.

make

the

perfect atmosphere for this. One
more important detail: ThaiFest is not
an in-house festival of only one
distributor in Russia. It is an event for
the entire Russian adult market, which
means that even if some companies
are not working with Astkol-Alfa, but
with another distributor that is
participating at ThaiFest and showing
their products, these companies can
be sure to strengthen the position of

split into small groups – this allows

who

most valuable. ThaiFest creates a

retailers,

we

won’t

their brands in the Russian market
and to expand the number of
potential customers. ThaiFest is also

purchasing

decision, and to get immediate

There are several events and trade

an ideal platform for companies and

feedback from professional retail

shows for the adult industry in Russia.

brands that want to enter the Russian

businesses. There is no exhibition

What makes ThaiFest special?

market and are looking for potential

that offers a similar opportunity for

Leonid Fishman: As I already

distributors. When presenting a

learning and receiving information

mentioned, ThaiFest is a unique

product at the festival, you will

on the products for further analysis.

combination of work and leisure.

automatically see its advantages

As long as this format works and

Communication and the exchange

and weaknesses and learn whether

yields results, for both producers

of information and experience are

the market is interested in these
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The ke y e le me nt o f ThaiFe st: pe r so n al co ntact
be tw e e n pr o duce r s/distr ibuto r s an d the Russian r e tail t r a d e

novelties or not. I will also mention that Russian customers

Will there be international producers at ThaiFest? And if

are constantly looking for new and interesting products

a company wants to participate, who should they

and look forward to seeing both the well-known brands

contact?

and also new companies at ThaiFest.

Leonid Fishman: Of course, we invite manufacturers from
all over the world to take part at ThaiFest. At previous Thai-

Can you already give us some information about the

Fests, we welcomed representatives of more than 15

schedule of the next ThaiFest? What can the participants

countries! For those who want to take part at ThaiFest,

expect apart from business conversations?

please contact:

Leonid Fishman: We promise a very diverse programme.

Pavlova Marina pmv@astkol.com or Lukicheva Tatiana

The approximate schedule looks like this:

tl.astkol@mail.ru

29 January: arrival and Welcome gala dinner,
30 January - 1 February: trainings (6-7 training sessions per

Do the current political tensions between East and

day, each training takes 40 minutes), evening

West have an impact on the Russian adult market?

entertainment (Quest, Thai-style spa party,

Leonid Fishman: Fortunately, we

relaxation bath, ice skating)

.................
2 February: leisure day, paintball tournaFortunately, we do not
ment, Farewell gala dinner, disco party,
feel the political
3 February: departure from the hotel.
tension on our business
so far.”
How many participants from the ranks of ................................

do not feel the political tension

the Russian trade do you expect, and

impact that resulted from these

“

in the adult business so far. All of
us have enough common sense
to do business, not politics. But
to be honest, one can generally
feel

the

serious

economic

how many producers and distributors will be at the event?

political tensions. But we do not give up, continue to

Leonid Fishman: As usual, we invite about 100 retailers (70

work, develop, and we will not abandon the

legal entities), which represent around 1300 retail units in

organisation of ThaiFest which has an excellen

the whole of Russia, as well as 20 manufacturers / suppliers.

track record.
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“We redefined

the storage category.”
Pa s s i o na t e Pl a y g ro un d’s Jo ybo x x jus t go t be t t e r

How do I store my sex toys? For most consumers, this isn’t really their main concern. But seeing
as these products are used in and on intimate areas of the body, it only seems logical that
they be kept in an appropriate place. Enter Passion Playground and their product Joyboxx –
one of the most popular options to solve this problem. We inter viewed the brand’s founder
and CEO, Deborah Semer, talking about the latest improvements to Joyboxx, the collaboration
with designer Brian Connor, and her plans for the future of Passionate Playground.
and has been picked up by all major US retailers
throughout 2015. So we think of it more of 1+ solid year of
sales. Every day, I get a new surprise! So many things go
sideways in a start-up from production to shipping to
funding, so one pleasant surprise is that something went
right and 50% of our customers are men. Joyboxx was a
conscious unisex design and specifically designed to fit
the Fleshlight and other large toys. We don’t know if they
are buying for themselves or a partner and hope to find
out through a customer survey.
The most unpredictable surprise throughout launch was
how long it takes a retailer to come on board and get the
sales chain knowledgeable about the many Joyboxx
product features.
We redefined the storage category and created two
unique products that didn’t exist in the world, so when
people realise how affordable and helpful Joyboxx +
D e bo r a h Semer, C EO a nd found er
o f P as s iona t e Pl a yg rou nd

Playtray is as a system, they think it’s a must have item.
However, changing the existing paradigm in adult product

exclusive

sales, that storage should be the first thought, not the

oyboxx has been on the market for about two years

J

afterthought is where we are making a big push. No matter

now. What have been the biggest surprises throughout

what product a consumer owns, they need a place to

this time?

store it and set it and wash it and dry it.

Deborah Semer: We are just coming up on two years
since Joyboxx started shipping to our Indiegogo supporters,

Passionate Playground just released the Joyboxx 1.5. How

US retail chain Babeland and distributor Williams Trading

is this box different from the first edition?

Company, in November 2014.

Joyboxx has been

Deborah Semer: It is essentially the same, nothing

available in Europe since March 2015 through Eropartner

noticeable other than the packaging and new slider lock
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The v ar io us co lo ur v e r sio ns o f
Jo y bo xx o f f e r so me thin g f o r e v e r y t a s t e

and Playtray colours, but it is improved in performance,

How much did user feedback influence the design of the

that’s why it’s 1.5 and not version 2.0.

improved Joyboxx?

• Simplified the Joyboxx packaging design to a

Deborah Semer: The improvements we already wanted

sophisticated black with magenta and grey that will

to make were echoed by the customer feedback.

pop more from the retail shelf.

For our next designs, the Stashboxx, the large Joyboxx and

• Increased the strength of the Joyboxx “easy access”
top lid, so it won’t push in with force.
• Added protruding end ribs to Playtray to help products

small one, we are conducting design surveys and gathering feedback from around the world. Anyone can sign
up for our newsletter to be alerted to the official surveys.

stay put.
• Created 5 new slider lock colours and 4 new Playtray

You are offering individual Joyboxx designs for

colours so customers can “Build-a-Boxx” and customise

wholesalers or adult brands. Which options are available

their storage system.

for customisation? What's the minimum quantity for a

• Added a sealed shipping plastic bag with a child
safety warning.

customised box?
Deborah Semer: All of the Joyboxx 1.5 + Playtray parts
can be customised with colors and possibly printed designs

Brian Conner was responsible for the new design. What

on the main box or top lids. The MOQ is dependent on

made him the perfect choice to design a storage system

the location and production pricing.

for sex toys?
Deborah Semer: Brian is a world-class designer with

Joyboxx is still a product like no other on the adult market

so many awards, he stopped counting. He’s also an

– which is notorious for copy cats. How did you manage

awesome guitar player so he immediately fit the bill as

to stay unique?

the right designer. He easily came up with the solution to

Deborah Semer: Several reasons! First, great design and

fix the top lid strength.

functions that are Patent Pending backed by a top
consumer product law firm.

Brian says, "Design is about making the world better by

Second, the design is complex and the tooling a large

intervening through objects. By promoting sexual health

investment.

and responsible partying, the new Joyboxx line of products

Third, Joyboxx was created to go with and enhance all

will have something for passions of all persuasions." I look

other products on the market, and supported by Phyllis

forward to collaborating on these.

Heppenstall, a legend in the industry, so I created strong
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The pate n te d P lay tr ay is an
impo r tan t e le me n t o f the Jo ybo xx con c ep t

relationships with manufacturers to partner with
them, not be copied by them.
Fourth: Lower profits and demand - it’s not a $150 sex toy

manufacturers for this and are featuring a few at the Sexual

and back to the current paradigm of storage being an

Health Expo in Brooklyn, NY. Downunder Toys from Australia,

afterthought, the consumer doesn’t understand why it’s

Uberlube, POP Dildo to name a few.

different than a sock drawer or that this even exists.
Starting with a box, customers can build their own (basic)
You are about to start a new feature called “Build-a-Boxx”.

collection with Build-a-Box. But you will also offer some

What's that?

pre-filled boxes. Which products will those boxes include?

Deborah Semer: Build-a-Boxx is a Joyboxx brand extension

Will each box have a theme?

that is a physical product and a marketing campaign.

Deborah Semer: Yes we will have pre-filled boxes with

1. Customers can literally build their own Joyboxx by se

themes at different price points. Lube, cleaner, toy, mood

lecting the colour parts. Eventually we will expand this

enhancers are the core of the kits and the website

offering with printed designs and want to partner with

shopping departments. The selected products are

fashion designers for this.

body-safe and high quality and we are sourcing unique

2. We will make sex toy shopping easier for the customer.

and locally made products as well.

Every adult toy collection starts with safe storage +
Playtray and then they can select from premade kits
or continue to DIY and fill their Joyboxx with high quality

Was there a feature you would have liked to implement

products from our new Premier Product Partner pro

in the new Joyboxx, but were unable to fit in? What are

gram. This feature is being built out in phases on our

your plans for Joyboxx 2.0?

website Joyboxx.com / buildaboxx.com

Deborah Semer: Yes the great design debate was

3. Wholesalers can use the Build-a-Boxx with Joyboxx

incorporating an obvious handle on the top or

campaign to feature their own select products. We

keeping the “easy access top compartment”. The

want people to start with the box and then go shop

compartment won and I’m glad it did because it

ping to fill their box with toy joy.

makes it so easy to find condoms, batteries and
other small things. The slider locking rail system is

Which companies are your currently collaborating with

not very obvious, but it is currently where you can

on the content of the box?

grab it and carry it, for Joyboxx 2.0 Brian will figure out

Deborah Semer: We have just started reaching out to

how to have both!
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“Everything we show,

we sell.”

E r i c V o n k e o n t h e g ro wi n g h o m e p a rt y ma rk e t
The new and of t-quoted social acceptance of sex toys has a positive effect on all channels
of distribution - including direct distribution, for instance at home par ties. EAN tur ned to
man who knows this market like few others: Eric Vonke, head of the Dutch company Ladies
Night Homepar ties. In our inter view, we discussed the latest developments and trends in
the home par ty segment.
exclusive

E

ric, how has the adult-oriented home party business been going this year so far?

Eric Vonke: For another year, we have been growing
in Holland as well as in the Czech Republic, so we are
very happy.
How does the increasing social acceptance of sex
toys benefit this channel of distribution?
Eric: It makes it easier and easier for women to invite
their friends to a party such as ours. Not that it was difficult before, but the people that don't accept our
kind of business are becoming a minority. And for us,
finding the right consultants has also become easier
to than it was 10 years ago.
A lot has been said and written about the advantages
of selling adult products at home parties. In your opinion, what are the three biggest reasons for the success of this channel of distribution?
Eric: - Direct marketing. Everything we show, we sell.
- The subject is still good for laughs and giggle, which

Yv o n n e Ubbin k, Shar o n Von ke,
an d Er ic Vo nke

makes it very accessible.
- We establish a good and direct relationship with our

party segment? Maybe the large number of compe-

clients. They trust us, know our service, and almost all

titors?

are returning customers.

Eric: The biggest challenge is to stay innovative and
find the right products for our assortment. The number

And what are the biggest challenges in the home

of competitors is not really relevant to us. We set the
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.................
The biggest
challenge is to stay
innovative and find the
right products for our
assortment.”
................................

“

trends, we don't follow them. We
believe in our own strength.
How important are the consultants
for the success of Ladies Night, and
The te am o f Ladie s N ight

which qualities do you look for
when selecting these consultants?

sponses from their customers, and

a few years ago, women found out

Eric: The consultants are the face

the consultants who are particularly

men are turned on by the idea of

of the company. They are extre-

successful with a product share

women buying these products, and

mely important in our business. It is

their review on why they think they

now, they are very aware that brin-

up to them to give our clients a

are selling it more than average.

ging a product home for the two

wonderful time and represent each

of them to enjoy is a guaranteed

and every one in the Ladies Night

How well-informed are the women

family. The qualities we look for in

coming to these parties? How

our consultants are: girl next door,

much do they know about adult

Teledildonics and sex tech are the

accessible for many groups of

products?

big buzz words of 2016 – are your

friends, friendly attitude, strict in kee-

Eric: Nowadays, most women know

customers interested in this com-

ping promises made, strong in

what they like and don't like in sex.

bination of sex toys and modern

communication and most of all,

They see us as an extension of their

technologies?

they must enjoy 'working' in this busi-

knowledge. They may not know

Eric: In general, I believe it is still a

ness just as everybody else in the

exactly what adult toys are availa-

niche. Teledildonics: The number of

company does.

ble, but they know that we always

women who are in long-distance

have something to satisfy their cu-

relationships is not that big. Also,

Lending advice and information is

riosity or needs. And we tell them

the products are still very expensive

key – how do you keep your con-

about some products in advance

and people who are interested in

sultants up to date on all the new

that are new and that they can ex-

that

products that are launched onto

pect to see at the next party. But,

choose to buy them somewhere

the adult market every month?

most importantly, they come to

else rather than from us. Teledildo-

Eric: We change part of our assort-

have a fun evening!

nics will be a huge hit in the web-

pleasurable experience.

technology

will

probably

cam market, though. Sex tech as

ment every three months. Our management team makes a video in

Are there any products that have

in products with app control is gai-

our back office, explaining why we

been particularly popular in 2016

ning interest, but our experience so

chose a particular product and

so far? And how has demand

far is that we are not ready for them

how it should maybe be presented

changed over the years?

yet. Updates from mobile phone

at the parties. From there, our con-

Eric: Products for couples are be-

producers prevent them from

sultants will update us on the re-

coming increasingly popular. Only

being successful. Almost every up-
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date on Android or Apple results in problems with app-

Could you imagine having such parties for men?

controlled toys in our experience.

Would there be a market for such events?
Eric: Absolutely. I can see a concept where men are

Ladies Night also has a range of private brands – and

invited to buy the best toys for their women, as well

they are very successful. However, there is continuous cri-

as for couples to use together. I think the macho cul-

ticism that private brands are flooding the market, pushing

ture prevents it from being successful enough for a

'real' brands to the sidelines. What is your position on this

real market to exist now though. As for gay men, I

matter?

don't think this concept would work.

Eric: Good question that is often asked by brands. Considering brands can be bought in many places, it is hard

How will the three major channels of distribution –

for us to compete with a web shop without employees

brick and mortar, e-commerce, and home parties –

and overhead costs. What I see in the market is that there

develop in relation to one another? Which channel

are a lot of private brands that all look alike, which doesn't

will gain importance, which will lose importance?

make them stand out like our Ladies Night brand.

Where do you see untapped potential?
Eric: In my opinion: E-commerce will win even more

What standards do you have concerning your private

ground, brick and mortar will lose ground, and home

brands? How do you make sure that each new product

parties will continue to gain on the others. Of course,

you create lives up to the consumers’ requirements in

there will be exceptions. The most important thing is

terms of quality and innovation?

the passion about the business. If you are passionate,

Eric: We have worked with the same wholesalers and pro-

your chances of success are the highest. And you

ducers for a long time now. They know that if they want a

have to innovate, don’t just imitate. I see untapped

product to be considered for our assortment, they have to

potential in a combination of 2 out of the 3 channels.

come up with innovative ideas. Quality-wise, they know our

While we see a lot of companies outside of our busi-

commitment to our clients, so we have the right of returns.

ness where brick and mortar is becoming more of an

We bring a lot of business to wholesalers and producers,

extension of the e-commerce side of the company,

but they have to meet our expectations and they do.

we hardly see that in our industry.
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“W ho wouldn’t like to

make their own flogger?”
An d r ew B i ns t e a d o f K i nk C ra f t . co m t a lk s DIY S M e q uip me n t
Fans of Fif ty Shades of Grey know that there can also be an erotic dimension to a visit at
the local hardware store. Remember that scene where the protagonist went to a DIY store
to get some accessories for a special evening’s enter tainment? Well, if rope, cable binders,
and duct tape don’t cut it for you, KinkCraf t.com might have the right thing for you. On
the website, visitors can lear n how to make their own SM products. Andrew Binstead is one
of the owners of the site, and in our EAN inter view, he tells us more about the concept and
the appeal of creating your own flogger.

e xclusiv e

K

ink Craft is a place where people can learn to
make their own kinky toys and items. How did you

come up with this idea?
Andrew Binstead: We were talking about what it takes
to make some of the toys you see out there. There
are some you couldn’t make at all but others that
you could make. So we started looking online to see
who was showing you how to make them. We found
there is a lot of information out there, videos on how
to make whips, etc., but the quality was inconsistent
and most of the time, you were just not given all the
information you needed.
So the idea was born that we could teach people
how to make their own toys, and we knew a lot of
people would love the idea of making something for
their partner, something they had created themselves.
That would give them the confidence to try out new
ideas and different materials, making unique toys
only they have.
Once we got to that idea how could we not do it?
Could you tell us a bit more about yourself and the
people behind Kink Craft?
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Andrew Binstead: The team be-

suede flogger for in-

hind Kink Craft is growing and

stance was one

changing all the time. Pixie is the

of the first ideas

creative director and the one who

we came up

comes up with most of the ama-

with.

zing ideas. She is slowly coming

wouldn’t like

around to the idea that she is

to make their

actually a designer of not just sexy

own

toys but latex clothing as well. I,

But

Andrew, deal with the technical

meone

side of things, coming up with

make the wooden handles to the

crazy ideas all the time and seeing

standard we wanted took seven

if I can get any of them to fly.

months.

The two of us are the core of Kink

On top of that we have to make it

Craft but we are lucky to get to

in a way that works for us, then

work with some of the most talen-

break it down again and redo it in

ted people in the UK involved in

a way that someone could buy as

Which courses do you offer at the

the adult business. From the other

a kit and make for themselves.

moment? Can you give us an

companies we work with to the

What they make has to be as

example of an item that is espe-

amazing writers and illustrators. The

good as they see it in the photo-

cially popular?

community

of

talented

Who

flogger?
finding

so-

who

could

Andrew Binstead: We have cour-

and

friendly people has been so
welcoming it makes us want to try
harder.
In order to create the products
yourself, I guess you have to try out
a lot of different approaches until

.................
Some of our products
have been on the
drawing board for a year
before they finally make
it out into the world.”
................................

“

ses for people to make their own
cuffs, floggers, a snake whip is in
the works right now (another one
that has taken a long time to get
right). Our most popular has to be
the mini-flogger. You can get it as
a kit and do it yourself but we also

you have a functional product.

make it at events with people.

What does the process for a new

Everyone always sits down saying

product look like?

there is no way they could make

Andrew Binstead: Some ideas

graphs of the product or it just

anything like that, they are just not

have come very quickly. The mini-

won’t work for us. It’s a challenge,

crafty. But by the end they always

flogger for instance that we make

but fun.

have a toy they adore because
they made it from nothing. They

with people at shows came from
a discussion about making some-

Is there a product you wanted to

always tell us how amazed they

thing different and pixie had a wor-

create, but you simply couldn’t fi-

are they did it. Most surprising is

king version in a few days. It still

gure out a good way to make it

how therapeutic they find it.

took a number of months of twea-

work?

king to get right but that one was

Andrew Binstead: For the moment,

Let's say I need a new set of hand-

relatively easy.

anything involving steel is out for

cuffs and want to make them my-

Some of our products have been

us, no one could be expected to

self. What would the process look

on the drawing board for a year

mill their own metal. But you never

like if I turned to Kink Craft?

before they finally make it out into

know, I can see a way it could be

Andrew Binstead: The first step is

the world. The wooden handled

done.

getting the kit. In the kit is all the
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Mos t it ems a re a l s o
a va il a b l e a s k it s

The co ur se s o f KinkCr af t te ach ho w
to make dif f e r e n t ite ms, like this Mini Flo gger

bits you need. You just need a few simple tools like a

The market offers a large selection of toys, flogger,

pair of scissors and a tape measure and you are

cuffs etc. Why do some people prefer to make these

ready to go.

items themselves?

From there it is a simple case of going to our web

Andrew Binstead: There is always going to be a place

site, entering the code found in the box, and wat-

for cheap mass produced toys. But everyone gets to

ching the videos. It really is that simple. We wanted

a point where they want something different. One

to do it all with videos because that way you can

flogger is much like the next, or one pair of cuffs is

pause, rewind it, and watch it just

just the same as everyone else’s.

how you need it to make your new

.................
cuffs. When you are done you will
But a pair of cuffs
have a pair of cuffs that will fit you
you made, that you
perfectly, but you get to keep the put your time and love
course as well. So you can make into: No one else will ever
as many pairs as you like.
have something like that.”
................................

But a pair of cuffs you made, that

Do you think, that the do it yourself

can make them for you or you make

community is growing in general –

them for yourself. There is nothing

“

you put your time and love into: No
one else will ever have something
like that. If you want cuffs but in a
special colour, or a specific size, or
with customisation. You can’t just buy
those. You either find someone who

and why?

like having a toy you made used on you. That is a

Andrew Binstead: Absolutely. It isn’t a group that just

kind of connection you can’t buy.

wants to get things cheaper, it is a group who want
something different. They want something different,

You also offer pre-made products. Are these the

and being able to make it for themselves is as unique

same products that you present in your courses? How

as it gets.

do they differ from other products available in a

When they are done they don’t only have a new toy

store?

to play with, they have gained more confidence in

Andrew Binstead: They are the same products and

their own ability. They might find it relaxing like a sexy

they are exactly the same as the ones we sell as kits.

form of knitting, or they might feel empowered to try

We have done a few special versions that we don’t

other ideas. Either way it is more than just getting a

sell as kits. We have more limited editions planned.

new toy.

But it is important to us that what we offer as ready-
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Andrew Binstead: That will come. We
have customers all over Europe and
we really want to be able to offer the
site and the videos in their own
languages.
Besides your courses and kits, you also
publish articles in the blog section of
your website, written by various authors
and on a wide variety of topics.
How important is it for you from a
business perspective to be wellconnected and to provide your visitors
with information that are not your core
business?
Andrew Binstead: It is essential. The
core of our business is our customers,

T h e ins t ru c t ions for z ippers a re av ailable f o r f r e e
for everyb od y who wa nt s t o t r y o ur the co ur se s

without them we have nothing. So
providing them with articles, informa-

made is identical to one you

tion, help, support is part of being their

make yourself.

.................
There is nothing like
the experience starts before you
having a toy you made
get your toy, it starts with the box. used on you. That is a
We want everyone to feel special kind of connection you
getting something from us, so can’t buy.”
the box is where that starts. Once ................................

friend not just a company who wants

I think where we differ the most is

to take money off people.

you have opened it and got pas-

and walked them over to their stall.

“

At a show last year someone came
over to us looking for wax play candles,
they liked ours but had seen just the
colour they wanted. I told them they
were looking for “The bondage man”

sed the tissue paper you have a beautiful handmade

We would rather everyone got exactly what they

toy. No one else is really doing that.

wanted than make a quick sale.

Do you offer custom-made products if a customer

Your product is quite unique on the erotic market.

has something special in mind?

Are you interested in working with distributors to sell

Andrew Binstead: We have done a few custom pro-

your kits? What could such a collaboration look like?

ducts. We made a 6ft bull whip with some help from

Andrew Binstead: We are talking to some companies

the Behind Barz team. We are about to release our

at the moment that are working on bringing our

first latex collection that is unlike anything else as is

products to their shops and online stores. We are even

specially designed for the larger figure to be a flatte-

working with people to have Kink Craft parties so

ring fit.

people can make at home with their friends.

We are always up for a challenge. One of the things

Something a lot more fun and engaging than the

we love about this business is if we can’t do it chances

usual adult parties you see.

are we know someone who can help.

We have arranged our prices so we can make it work
for retail but because it is all hand-made distributors

Right now, your courses are all in English. Do you plan

find it hard to make it work. But we will find a distributor

to add courses in other languages as well?

we can work with and bring our products to everyone.
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“Intimate massagers
are the logical choice.”

R H Y TH M – K a m a Su t ra l a u n c h t he ir o w n s e x t o y lin e
It is cer tainly unusual that a company, af ter dedicating 47 years to one product categor y,
suddenly decides to take on an all-new market segment. But Kama Sutra did exactly that,
and the results of this venture is RHYTHM, their ver y own sex toy line. David Braff, the Vice
President of Kama Sutra, presents the new brand in our EAN inter view, and apar t from the
products, we also talked about the company’s motivation to enter the sex toy market, the
potential of RHYTHM, and other conceivable brand extensions.
exclusive

R

hythm, Kama Sutra’s new line of vibrators, will have its

investment) to ensure RHYTHM is powerful. Being Kama

European premiere at eroFame. Seeing as 'Making

Sutra, there is also an emphasis on style, quality ingredients

love Better' is Kama Sutra’s official motto, adding a line of

and support to ensure the experience customers expect

vibrators seems logical. Still, I’d like to know: Why exactly

from us.

did you decide to take this step into a whole new product
segment?

What price segment are you going for with the Rhythm

David Braff: As the industry and consumer sensitivities have

products?

changed, so have our views on what is needed to achieve

David Braff: We like to think of ourselves as an affordable

our motto of ‘Making love Better.” After 47 years of

luxury. We are not looking to be the most expensive, but

innovating new body products, we recognised the need

rather offer the best value that gives the customer the

to expand our selection and offer more. Intimate massa-

quality they deserve at a price they can afford.

gers are the logical choice. Ultimately, we are taking a
holistic view on what is needed to enhance a more

Could you give us some information about your

intimate and passionate lifestyle.

packaging concept?
David Braff: In keeping with the historical Kama Sutra

What can you tell us about the new products? What sets

aesthetic, we really focused on high-end packaging that

them apart from the competition? How do they stick out

is consistent with our branding. The company founder,

in terms of functionality, materials, etc.?

Joseph Bolstad, was a creative director who graduated

David Braff: To begin, we have the Kama Sutra heritage;

from the prestigious Art Center College of Design and

but, we also had the ability to utilise a lot of market research

continues to have a huge impact on the look and feel of

to create the best line possible. So, as power was the

every package to this day. Ultimately, we want to give the

most requested feature, we made big efforts (and

consumer the luxurious experience they desire.
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Thes e fiv e pr o ducts make up the star ting
lin e -up o f RHYTHM

How long did the process take, from

sensational. The general consensus

the initial idea to the first finished toy?

was that we created a quality

And which trends and developments

toy line that perfectly reflects the

had an impact on the creation of these

Kama Sutra brand heritage that

products?

started in 1969.

David Braff: We toyed with the idea in
late 2015 and then decided in early

The market for vibrators seems near

2016 to move forward with a test

the point of saturation. How do you

concept of RHYTHM. Luckily, we already began market

want to position Rhythm in this market, and what role

research and only needed to adjust our existing designs

does the Kama Sutra brand name play in the presen-

to user feedback. There was not much time but our pro-

tation of the line?

duct development experience spanning 47 years greatly

David Braff: Anything can be claimed to be at the

assisted efforts to quickly create an impressive debut line.

point of saturation; but, a quality, trusted, branded product of any sort has a place in the global marketplace.

How many products are there in the collection right now,

We are focused on our business and truly believe that

and do you already have plans to add more?

RHYTHM provides exciting new ways to explore and en-

David Braff: To stay true to our Kama Sutra heritage,

joy yourself and your partner.

RHYTHM is initiated with a stunning collection of 5 personal
massagers that are named after Indian dances. The

Which distributors and wholesalers will offer Rhythm in

meaning of each dance is then coupled with the purpose

Europe? And when can retailers get their hands on

of the toy. The response to RHYTHM is so positive that we

these products?

will certainly look to develop the collection further - of

David Braff: We are pleased that at this time Rimba

course, only if it makes sense and stays true to our mission.

agreed to be our exclusive distributor in Europe. RHYTHM
will be in Europe and ready for order fulfilment in late

Which target audience do you want to cater to with

September.

Rhythm?
David Braff: We want to attract everyone looking for

Would it be conceivable to expand the Kama Sutra

pleasure instruments - new and experienced. We believe

brand even further and add more new product seg-

that RHYTHM offers something for everyone.

ments (for instance lingerie)?
David Braff: Given the positive response to RHYTHM

Which prerequisites do you have to fulfil to satisfy the wishes

and other ideas presented to trusted partners around

of this target audience?

the world, we think the possibilities are truly endless. Of

David Braff: I think consumers are looking for products

course, only ideas that pass our rigorous requirements

that offer options. Functionality is big. In addition to being

will be developed. The last 47 years have been incre-

powerful, the RHYTHM line offers products that are

dible and we are even more excited about the next

multi-use. Some with bendable features that allow the toy

47 years of Making love Better!

to conform and be versatile, while another offers a variety
of attachments.

The brand image of Kama Sutra is based on high-quality massage oils, lubricants, care products, etc. Does

Rhythm was first introduced to the trade and industry at

the addition of new product categories not increase

AVN Show in July. How was the feedback from the visitors

the danger of watering down the brand image?

of the show?

David Braff: Actually, we think it's quite the contrary.

David Braff: The reaction was overwhelming positive.

Providing

Of course, the sheer shock alone of seeing us doing

complimentary product categories will only enhance

something different after 47 years in the industry was

the overall experience that is desired.
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“We want to bring fans

unique product.”
S ex t o y s m a de i n T u s c a n y

The majority of sex toys available today are mass-produced silicone products but that do esn’t mean that there is no demand for toys made from steel or wood or glass or ceramic.
When doing research on the adult market, Eva and Luana realised how great this demand
in alter native materials really is, and they decided to focus on ceramic products with their
brand Persian Palm. This decision was not just a result of the many advantages this material
offers, but it also has to do with the fact that the two are from a town in Tuscany where the
ar t of craf ting ceramic products has a long tradition, going back seven hundred years.

e xclusiv e

S

ince when has the Persian Palm brand been avai-

lable, and why did you decide to try your luck in

the market for sex toys?
Eva Cincar: Persian Palm, the company, was founded
about a year ago, although the initial idea was born
several years ago. The decision to go on this adventure
was based on a combination of deep knowledge of
ceramics as a material with its extraordinary features
and a knowledge of, and passion for sex toys. We
decided to take up this work because we analysed the
market and thought this was an idea that could have
very good prospects.
Did you conduct a lot of market research before
launching your company? What was your impression
of the market?
Eva: We analysed the sex toys market as best we could.
What became apparent through our research was that
the market for sex toys is growing at a global level and
that more and more space in the market is taken up by
products of different and special materials such as
wood, steel, glass, and also ceramic. Our research
W h e n L u a n a a n d E va pres ent t heir produc t s
i n Oc t o be r , i t w i l l b e t heir firs t eroF a me a s exhibito r s

showed that users are paying more and more attention
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of luxury sex toys a truly

P u r e l u x u r y:
a g o l d - c overed c era mic t oy

to eco-friendly materials that are

product' to the global market – a

What are the advantages of cera-

sustainable and, above all, body-

product that is refined and artistic

mic sex toys?

safe: Persian Palm sex toys are all of

and makes it possible to take home

Eva: Ceramic is an extraordinary

the above.

a little piece of Italian intimacy. We

material; its hardness allows precise

want to bring fans of luxury sex toys

stimulation of the desired spots. The

What did you do professionally be-

a truly unique product, adding aes-

glazed surface makes sex toys ex-

fore setting out on this endeavour?

thetic pleasure to the physical plea-

tremely smooth and shiny, and there

Did you already have experience

sure because our products are real

is no porosity. Another important ad-

working in the adult industry?

works of art: unique, hand-painted

vantage is that all production steps

Eva: Persian Palm was founded by

pieces, produced to industrial qua-

are taken care of in-house and this

two women, Luana and me, Eva,

lity standards. Apart from providing

allows us to add a level of customi-

and before the birth of this project,

physical pleasure, Persian Palm sex

sation to our production 'standard',

none of us had experience in the

toys are a feast for the eyes that see

including the insertion of names and

adult industry. I have a degree in

... and for the mind that fantasises.

dedications to create absolutely
unique and personalised products.

cultural heritage, but for most of my
professional life I was involved in

Why did you pick the name Persian

wine

Palm?

Are there also disadvantages to

managed a pastry shop for more

Eva: We come from a town whose

working with ceramic? Are there

than ten years, so this is a new

tradition in ceramic production

maybe restrictions in regard to the

adventure for both of us.

spans seven centuries. The 'Palmetta

shapes you can create with this

Persiana' (Persian Palm) is the typical

material, etc.?

How would you sum up the corpo-

decoration of the Renaissance pe-

Eva: Ceramic, much like glass, is a

rate philosophy of Persian Palm?

riod that we love the most. This is

brittle material: If it falls on a hard

Eva: Our project is ambitious: We

why we chose this name and we in-

surface or is bumped into a sharp

want to improve the concept of sex

cluded the main element of the de-

edge, it may break. But with our

toys MADE IN ITALY, bringing a 'niche

coration itself in our logo.

mechanical testing and digital

marketing,

and

Luana
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.................
Ceramic is an
Our sex toys are also filled with a special
extraordinary
resin which makes them more solid. As material; its hardness
for limitations on the shape - the only allows precise stimulation
limitation is that we cannot produce of the desired spots.”
toys with narrow sections of less than ................................

and the colours harden, become

1.5cm in diameter.

Persian Palm logo engraved on it.

modelling, we make sure it is absolute

safety for normal use in intimate life.

“

shiny while remaining free of
porosity. After that, our products
are filled with a special resin, to
further increase structural strength,
and the bottom is applied - a silver
or stainless steel element with the

Producing a Persian Palm sex toy takes about 10 days.
Which other qualities make the Persian Palm products
stand out from the crowd?

Are all your products made by hand?

Eva: Our sex toys are designed and tested to give

Eva: Yes, everything is handmade by experienced

maximum pleasure, but they are also brilliant and

artisans. We want to add that, from the products to the

colourful works of art, often topped off with precious

packaging, everything is "Made in Italy" - actually,

metals like gold, platinum, and silver.

completely MADE IN TUSCANY!

This makes our products really different and original:
We want our products to spell MADE IN ITALY in every

What can you tell us about the pricing of your products?

way possible. Producing ceramic sex toys requires a

Eva: Our products have a recommended retail price

very specific kind of expertise. Coming from a city

for the final customer, which varies from €120 to €160.

with a long tradition of ceramic production has

Obviously, some shops and distributors offer special

been fundamental.

discounts.

Would you mind taking us through the production pro-

Can you give us some information about the products

cess? How much work is it making such a product, and

that are available at the moment? How big is your

how long does it take?

range and which products does it comprise?

Eva: Each shape is first drawn with a CAD software tool

Eva: We currently produce 7 shapes: 3 dildos and 4

and then modelled and 3D printed. From this object,

plug dildos. Any design can then be decorated along

plaster moulds are created which the liquid clay is then

the following lines:

poured into. The created objects are left to dry and

1. Full colour: uniform colour or fire red or shiny mirror

heated the first time at 1000 ° C. Then, we

black

move on to the stage of glazing and

2. Classic line: The decorations are inspired by tradi-

decorating, handled by artists and

tional Tuscan decorations of the Renaissance period

decorators. The sex toys of Persian Palm

3. Gold line: 24ct gold decorations on fire red or shiny

are then heated a second time

mirror black

at 930 ° C. The glaze

4. Platinum line: pure platinum decorations on fire
red or shiny mirror black
5. Full gold: The entire toy is covered with 24 carat
gold
6. Full platinum: The entire toy is covered with pure
platinum
7. Special edition: more sophisticated and complex
decorations. In this category, we also introduce special
lines dedicated to Valentine's Day, Christmas, etc.
8. Customised Line: products decorated upon
customer request

I t a l i a n Pl ea s ure Art – a perfec t s u mmar y
of t he Pers ia n Pa l m prod ucts
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C urrent l y, t he r e ar e se v e n basic de signs
in the P e r sian P alm r an ge

Who is the target audience you are catering to with this

for the production shapes. So we don’t see these products

brand?

as competition. The sex toys market is global and therefore,

Eva: Our products are aimed at customers of any gender

mass production is needed. Ours is a product that could

and sexual orientation, at people who already use sex

be called 'niche product' – it remains on the fringes of a

toys, people who know what gives them and their partner

large market. But as the general market grows, the 'niche

pleasure, lovers of art and quality.

market' becomes more interesting and attractive to small
producers such as ourselves.

The lion share of sex toys are created in automated processes, where large quantities are churned out with each

Which channels of distribution do you use to get your

production run. How do you present and position your

products out there?

products in relation to all these mass produced toys?

Eva: Luxury sex toy distributors, wholesalers, retailers, and

Eva: Our product is very different from toys made with

our internet site.

automated processes, even if we use industrial techniques
A l l p rod u c t s a re c rea t ed
m a n u a l l y b y s ea s oned ex pert s

Are you looking for distributors/wholesalers in Europe, or
do you prefer working directly with the retailers due to the
nature of your products?
Eva: We are looking for distributors, wholesalers, and
retailers who are interested in selling 'niche products'
like our sex toys.
You will be presenting Persian Palm at eroFame 2016.
What are your expectations, and what exactly will you be
putting on display for the international trade to see?
Eva: eroFame 2016 will be our first fair as exhibitors; in the
past two years, we were mere visitors. What we expect
from our presence at eroFame is to arouse interest among
shop owners and distributors and to expand our network
of contacts and clients. At our booth, we will show all our
products, including some phases of production… and
some other surprises …
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Br o o ke O’Co n n o r , Co -Fo un de r
o f Cle an Light Labo r ato r ies
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“Gels, foams, and sprays

clean but do not sanitise.”
U V ee p ro t e c t s y o u r s e x t o y s aga in s t 99. 9% o f a ll ha rmful ge rms a n d ba c t e ri a

Today, toy lovers can choose from several storage systems that have been developed par ticularly for sex toys. But what UVee is bringing the market is different: Apar t from offering a
place to store your private pleasure givers, this box also recharges and disinfects your toys.
Using UV light, the UVee system eliminates pretty much all germs and bacteria that might other wise cling onto vibrators, dildos, and the like. Brooke O’Connor, the co-founder of Clean
Light Laboratories, presents the UVee storage box and its features in our EAN inter view.
With its built in r e char ge able batte r y,
the UVe e G o sto r age sy ste m is pe r f e ct f o r tr ips

ex c l u s i v e

U

Vee

is

a

sanitising

and

charging storage system for

adult toys. How is UVee different
from other storages for sex toys?
Brooke O'Connor: Our patent
pending UVee is the world’s first
and only 3-in-1 sanitising, charging
and storage solution. Our UV-C
lights

have

been

proven

to

eliminate 99.9% of all bacteria
found on the toys. We offer a
unique and convenient way to not
only keep your toys safely stored

the cell to die. UVee’s UV-C light

germs and bacteria found in the

but also charged up and ready to

system kills 99.9% of all germs that

nooks and crannies of adult toys.

play when you are.

cause infections associated with
the use of toys. Each patent

How did you come up with the

How does cleaning a toy with

pending UVee system comes

idea of applying this technology

UV-C Light work? Does it really get

complete with two UV-C germici-

to sex toys?

rid of all germs?

dal lights (top and bottom), which

Brooke O'Connor: We developed

Brooke O'Connor: Adult toys can

when exposed directly to the toys

the idea based on the parallel

collect harmful bacteria and

inside, kills the germs found on the

need for a toothbrush to be saniti-

germs which often cannot be

toys. Included in your UVee system

sed which is exposed to the same

seen by the human eye. UV-C

are custom designed interior top

environment. Germs and bacteria,

germicidal lights break apart the

and bottom reflectors allowing for

whether

DNA of the microorganisms that

maximum bounce and reflection

toothbrush or an adult toy, may

can cause infection thus causing

inside the units which helps to kill

cause the same infections. UV-C
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.................
Only the UV-C germicidal light
found in UVee effectively kills
99.9% of all harmful bacteria and yeast.”
................................

“

ded way to clean toys. Boiling water doesn’t kill all
bacteria. Even when hot enough, water must stay in
contact with the toys surface for minutes, not seconds.
Boiling water can leave a biofilm on toys and also
may damage the electronics.
Gels, foams and sprays clean but do not sanitise.
They are messy and don’t reach all the surfaces on
the toys. Rubbing alcohol destroys the surface of
many of the materials toys are made out of and
change the pH balance of the body.
Only the UV-C germicidal light found in UVee
effectively kills 99.9% of all harmful bacteria and
yeast. Protect and preserve your toy the best way –
the UVee way. UVee has been proven to be 2-5 times
more effective than foams and sprays.
You will have a booth at the upcoming eroFame
show in October. What will you have in store for the
visitors?
Brooke O'Connor: We will be showcases our two
C a rrie M a rt z , C o- F ound er a nd
Pres id ent C l ea n Lig ht La b o r ato r ie s

models, the HOME Play and the GO Play. We will also
be educating visitors on the importance of properly
caring for and cleaning your toys.
Do you think that the customers are aware enough
of the risks of unclean sex toys?

light has been used for years to sanitise toothbrushes

Brooke O'Connor: Regardless if you share your toys

and other personal healthcare items. Our patent pen-

or not the materials that toys are made out of may

ding system advanced what we have learned from

harbour germs which can cause infections. Toys not

those devises and incorporated a unique reflection

properly cleaned or stored safely can also collect

technology for the types of nook and crannies that

other germs that are hazardous to our bodies. Toys

are found on more complicated toys. After months

can be exposed to other germs near the bedroom

of testing and refinement of our reflection system we

and bathroom that may also cause infections. Similar

were able to prove we can kill 99.9% of all germs

to a toothbrush, millions of bacteria can be collected

and bacteria found on toys in less than 10 minutes.

on toys; that affects all of the organs of the body.

Toy cleaners or soap promise to get a sex toy clean

Is everybody who owns a sex toy a potential customer

as well. Why would you advise using UVee instead?

for you or do you have a more specific target

Brooke O'Connor: There is no universally recommen-

audience in mind?
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U V ee H ome ha s enoug h
room for b ig g er s ex to y s

Brooke O'Connor: Anyone that

as the Magic Wand and features

all materials that toys are made

uses a sex toy is our potential cus-

a special vacuum sealed outlet

out of including WTP, Rubber, Vinyl

tomer. Our sanitiser can clean all

for larger rechargeable toys that

Rubber, PVC, Poly-Melt, Latex,

kinds of toys.

require standard wall chargers.

Realskin, Cyberskin, Pure Skin,
AquaGel,

Jelly,

TPR,

Plastic,

How many vibrators can be stored

How long does it take to sanitise a

PassionSkin, Trueskin, Techno-Skin,

in UVee at once? What’s the maxi-

toy?

Silicone, Ceramic, Acrylic, Lucite,
ABS

mum toy size that fits inside?
Brooke
systems

O'Connor:
were

The

UVee

designed

with

maximum flexibility for the size
(both height and width) of various
toys. GO Play will store a variety of
compact toys or one standard size
vibrator and has one charging
station. HOME Play has three

.................
Similar to a
toothbrush, millions
of bacteria can be
collected on toys; that
affects all of the organs
of the body.”
................................

“

Medical

Grade

Plastic,

Platinum Grade Silicone, Copper,
Steel, Leather and Glass.
Do you work with distributors?
Where can your products be
bought in Europe?
Brooke O'Connor: We absolutely
want to work with distributors. This
is our introduction to the European

charging stations to charge up to
three toys at one time but also has

Brooke O'Connor: HOME Play

market and we are anxious to

a

meet with distributors at the show.

divider

will safely sanitise all toys in 10

system so that three toys can be

specially

designed

minutes. GO Play will safely sanitise

stored and separated appropria-

all toys in 5 minutes. The systems

What will be the next steps for

tely. The flexible divider system

both turn on and off automatically

UVee? Where do you see room to

allows for one, two or three toys to

in the pre-programmed amount

grow for your company?

be separated while stored. The

of time necessary to clean all toys.

Brooke O'Connor: We are developing new products as we speak.

HOME Play allows for a multitude
of options in storing and cleaning

Is this method of cleaning suited

We expect to introduce two new

a variety of toys from standard size

for all types of material that are

products a year. Our focus is on

to compact toys. In addition, the

used in sex toys?

helping people enjoy their toys

HOME Play system is large enough

Brooke O'Connor: The UVee sys-

based on the confidence that

to accommodate a toy as large

tems have been safely tested for

they are clean and ready to go.
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“The market seems ready for a new luxury
item that improves upon the existing models.”
K i m ber le y F a u b e l pre s e n t s : T h e Mimic by Cla n de s t in e De vic e s
The first product from Clandestine Devices may be called the Mimic, but it has a style and
design all its own, with a moder n shape reminiscent of a stingray and interesting techno logical elements. And given the passion of the team behind the product, there is ver y
little that could wrong when the Mimic hits the market in November. The visitors of eroFame
will have the oppor tunity to take a closer look at the product several weeks before its
launch. And the readers of EAN won’t even have to wait that long to get some infor mation
about the Mimic - here’s our inter view with Clandestine Devices’ Kimberly Faubel.
exclusive

C

landestine Devices is relatively new to the erotic

Kimberly Faubel: We are very aware that the pleasure

market. How would you describe your philosophy

product industry is becoming more and more main-

and why did you decide to enter the market now?

stream, leaving behind the notion that adult products
are for the "lonely" and can only be found in seedy
shops by desperate people. However, the market seems
ready for a new luxury item that improves upon the
existing models. Clandestine Devices intends to tap into
the industry by introducing new shapes that are contoured to the user's body, focusing on comfort and ease
of use while maintaining a beautiful and sleek aesthetic
that will appeal to the most discerning eye.
Who are the people behind Clandestine Devices? Do
you have previous experiences in developing sex toys?
Kimberly Faubel: Clandestine Devices was developed
by Jules Jordan, a man who has been a prominent
member of the adult community for over 20 years.
He's known for his attention to detail and perfectionism,
and he recruited me, Kimberly Faubel, a fellow adultindustry professional for 13 years. With a combined
knowledge of the specified market and what was missing within existing brands and products, the concept
took shape, literally, and the flagship product, The MIMIC, was born.
Your first product is clitoral stimulator called the Mimic.
How is it different from other vibrators on the market?
What makes this product special?

K i m F a u b el ha s more b een work in g in
t h e a d u l t indus t ry for more t ha n a de cade
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The M imic cate r s to se x to y n o v ice s and
c onn o isse ur s in e q ual me asur e

.................
for both its obvious resemblance to the
The MIMIC is only
stingray and its ergonomic shape that
the beginning.”
follows the lines of the hand that holds ................................

How would you describe the target au-

it, is designed with discretion and

that already exist in the pleasure product

Kimberly Faubel: The MIMIC, named

“

dience for your product? How will your
product be priced?
Kimberly Faubel: With so many products

beauty in mind. While adult products are nothing to be

market, our goal is to create a high-end line of devices

ashamed of, the MIMIC is actually meant to be beautiful

that will appeal to all brackets. Fresh, cool colours and

enough to show off without worrying what it looks like. A

a rechargeable motor offer stability and aesthetics for

free-standing base, that emits an LED glow to make

the first-time shopper and professional collector alike.

use in the dark easier, offers a display-worthy shape that

While we do consider ourselves a luxury brand, we do

is just as lovely to look at as it is to hold.

not intend to price our products out of reach for anyone
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- which is something that is unfortunately fairly common
in the luxury pleasure industry.
In October, you’ll be presenting your products at eroFame. What are your expectations, and what can the
visitors of the trade convention look forward to?
Kimberly Faubel: We hope to impress eroFame attendees with a fresh-looking item. In a market saturated
with copies of copies, the MIMIC stands out for its unique
appearance. Visitors can look forward to seeing something new, and not more of the same.
When will you introduce the product to the European
market? Will there be a promotional campaign?
Kimberly Faubel: We will be ready for orders as of eroFame, with delivery being in November of this year. Promotions will follow, certainly offering tester samples to
buyers in order to assist with marketing the MIMIC and
training for any distributors and retailers that want it. Marketing merchandise will be made available with minimum orders and other promotions are in development.
Where can interested retailers turn to if they want to sell
Mimic in their stores?
Kimberly Faubel: For now, anyone with interest or questions regarding the MIMIC can contact Kim@clandestinedevices.com.
Do you working with distributors or are you currently
looking for interested wholesalers?
Kimberly Faubel: We are interested in building relationships with distributors and are open to speak with
anyone who wants to communicate - this is an exciting
time for us and all are welcome to contact us.
Is this only the beginning of a whole line of products or
will Mimic be a one-time thing? What will be your next
steps?
Kimberly Faubel: The MIMIC is only the beginning. We
didn't want to flood the industry with a dozen pieces
that are lesser quality. We will continue to curate the
projects on deck and make sure that each piece is
The s ha pe of t he
M imic res emb l es a s t ingr ay

exactly what it needs to be prior to introducing it. Every
Clandestine Devices product will be carefully considered and designed with its user’s senses in mind.
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“We are still in crisis.”
E AN i n t e rv i e ws Pe dro C o rre ia , e ro t ic re t a ile r fro m Po rt uga l

Por tugal’s economy is still ver y much affected by the crisis, as Pe dro Cor reira explains.
Moreover, consumer interest in sex toys has gone down over the course of the past few
years. This sounds like a difficult situation, not just for the brick and mor tar trade, but for
the adult industr y in general. In spite of all that, Predro still plans to open a third store. We
spoke with him about his fears and hopes in our EAN inter view.
exclusive

here are signs of a recovery in Southern Europe as the

T

management strategy, but that doesn’t necessary mean

economic situation improves. How are things in the

that they are in better shape than they were a few years

Portuguese market for adult products? How is the brick

ago.

and mortar trade doing in the country of the Euro 2016
champions?

Even when there are no crises, the adult market is sub-

Pedro Correia: Business is very slow. The Portuguese eco-

ject to constant changes. Which are the developments

nomy is still struggling, and our area is really affected. We

that have the greatest impact on the Portuguese mar-

noticed a slight increase in sales in both channels, online

ket right now? For instance, how mainstream is the

and brick and mortar shops.

adult market in Portugal at the moment?
Pedro: We noticed fewer queries for adult products.

Did the economic crisis lead to a de-

That is related to the crisis but also has to do with a dis-

crease in the number of brick and

interest in the subject. A few years ago, there was quite

mortar stores as well as online

the buzz in the media regarding sex shops and that

shops? Would you say that the

gave us a much bigger profile and created more inte-

stores that have survived the cri-

rest.

sis are in better shape than they
were a few years ago?

Apart from the after-pains of the crisis, which challenges

Pedro: Only a handful of brick

are facing the Portuguese market today?

and mortar stores closed in Portu-

Pedro: We are still in crisis. That’s our main challenge.

gal and the same for online

We try to offer our costumers a wide assortment of arti-

shops. I think that the

cles but we notice that costumers are constantly looking

stores that survi-

for the cheapest items.

ved this crisis
had to make

What are the top-sellers in the Portuguese adult stores

some ad-

right now? And how popular are the big international

justments
in their

trends: sex tech and male toys?
Pedro: The top-sellers are the traditional vibrators followed by male toys. We see interest in sex tech but it is

P e d r o C o r r e i a f e el s t he b ric k a nd mort a r t ra de is,
an d w i l l c o n t i n u e t o b e, a forc e t o b e rec k oned with

still very expensive for our market. There is also some interest in the more hi-tech and phone-related sex toys,
but the prices are prohibitive for most of our consumers.
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.................
I think that there
you apply when selecting them?
will always be a
Pedro: We try to have a wide assort- market for brick and
ment of sex toys and keep up with mortar shops.”
the trends, but have to take into con- ................................

chase by phone. The person who looks for

sideration the price and the similarity

ture in the long term?

What kinds of products do you offer
in your stores, and which criteria do

“

anonymity goes to the online shop.
You plan on opening another walk-in store
before the end of the year. Do you believe
that the brick and mortar concept has a fu-

Pedro: Definitely yes, there will always be customers who

of items.

want the product immediately, who need to see the proHow important are brands for your customers? Which ot-

duct before buying it. Or maybe they simply don’t like on-

her factors influence the consumers’ purchasing deci-

line shopping, so I think that there will always be a market

sion?

for brick and mortar shops.

Pedro: Most of our customers are fist-time buyers; therefore,
most of them don’t know the products or the brands. Many

Is it difficult opening an adult store in Portugal or are the

products are sold under several brands and sometimes

local authorities happy for every cent of tax money, no

that’s confusing for the customer.

matter which business you are in?
Pedro: The legislation has changed in Portugal a few years

How important is advice from the sales staff? Do many of

ago, and now it is a little bit easier than before to open a

your customers ask questions about products and their

store. We have a strict set of rules that we have to obey,

use, or have most of them already looked those things up

and the main issue is related to the location, but none-

when they enter the store?

theless, it is quite easy to open a store in Portugal.

Pedro: Some customers look up reviews and information
on the internet and come to see and touch the product

What are the prerequisites for running a lucrative brick

in the shops and seek our help. If a customer seeks advice

and mortar store? What does a retailer have to offer his

from our sales staff, he usually makes the purchase.

consumers to stay successful?
Pedro: We are still looking for the perfect formula, but for

Like many store owners in the brick and mortar trade,

me, it’s customer service, constantly refreshing your pro-

you also have an online shop. Is it a necessity to diversify

ducts, a wide assortment, and the quality of the products.

like that to be successful in today’s market?
Pedro: Yes, because the internet offers a much bigger

You are pretty much a regular at eroFame in Hanover.

market. Also, brick and mortar customers can browse

Why is that trade show so important for you?

through our online catalogue and come to the shop af-

Pedro: eroFame give us the opportunity to meet with most

terward. Moreover, having a brick and mortar shop gives

of our suppliers in one location, see the novelties, get

credibility to the online shop because customers feel that

some detailed information regarding some products. It’s
also a great location to gain insights into the industry and

it’s a legit store.

do some networking.
Do you reach more or less the same consumer groups with all of these chan-

Do you feel that, as a retailer, you get enough support

nels, or are there differences?

from the industry, i.e. from producers, distributors, and

Pedro: There are some differences, but not too big. We

wholesalers? Are you offered useful POS materials, product
training, etc.?

see the older customers

Pedro: I don’t think we have enough support. It’s rare to re-

coming to the brick

ceive any kind of POS materials, and the product training

and mortar shops or

is non-existent, except when we meet producers directly

making the pur-

like we do at eroFame.
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Andre Visser

Q ue s t io n s & A n s w e r s

The ways leading into the adult industr y can be labyrinthine, and in many cases, people
pursued wholly different goals and careers before entering this industr y. Take Andre Visser,
for example. Had it not been for a fateful coincidence, the Sales Director of EDC Wholesale
would probably be a cook today. And talking about labyrinthine – as Andre tells us, the
new EDC headquar ters was a bit of a maze itself for a while, and he admits he got lost
more than once.
ex c l u s ive

The new EDC headquarter has over 8000 square meters. That’s a big place – did you ever get lost?
Andre Visser: Yes, I did! In fact, I got lost several times. The past months, the new EDC headquarter was
in the middle of reconstruction. Walls would go down one day and come up again the next day.
Sometimes, I would be out the office for a week and come back to a complete different place. At
times, I completely lost my orientation as it kept changing.
What was your childhood ambition?
Andre Visser: As a child I dreamed of being a pilot, but at school I wanted to become a chef as I
have always had a passion for food (I still do).
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Andre Visser: During my study, I got infected with a salmonella bacteria, which ended up creating
an allergy for all seafoods. As a chef, you need to taste the food you prepare, but I wasn’t able
to do that anymore, so I had to quit school and find a new career. At first, I didn’t have a goal, so
I did several things before I started my first job in the adult industry – things like delivering newspapers, testing games at a helpdesk for Nintendo, bartending, selling flowers on the market, sales for
Colombia Tristar, and more.
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing now?
Andre Visser: I would probably be a chef
What was the biggest step in your career?
Andre Visser: That would be the current step up into my position at EDC. It is a beautiful opportunity and
challenge to work at such a young company and to be part of the many changes and developments it is
currently going through.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Andre Visser: In my dreams, I would like to retire and go to the Bahama’s, but in reality, I will still be
working at EDC in 10 years and still be doing what we are great at; offering customers our best service.
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................
My teachers didn’t think any
good would come from me.”
...........................

“

How do you envisage the future of

and the dog, and on top of all of that,

the cinema and what film would you

the sex toy industry?

she runs her own business. I’m very

watch?

Andre Visser: I see a positive future

proud of what she does, therefore she

Andre Visser: Halle Berry! It doesn’t

ahead. The market is shifting from

deserves a medal.

matter which movie, I’m not going to

retail to e-commerce, which offers

watch it anyway.

many new opportunities and possibi-

Which personal success are you

lities. EDC has a great understanding

proud of?

You have a month’s holiday. Where

of this market due to its background

Andre Visser: I’m proud of who I’ve

would you go?

and has no problem adapting to the

become and what I’ve done with my

Andre Visser: Every year on my

changes within the market.

life. My teachers didn’t think any good

birthday, I take my children on a

would come from me. I would love

European city trip. In a month’s holiday

What is your idea of a perfect working

to sit down with them now and eva-

I would love to travel to hotspots

day?

luate my results over a cup of coffee.

around the world with them.

late, and close a great deal. Unfortu-

What do you particularly like about

Which three things would you take

nately, getting up early isn’t really my

yourself?

with you to a deserted island?

thing. But I’m always looking for a

Andre Visser: 99,9% of the time I’m

Andre Visser: 1. A knife - for many

good deal, any time of the day.

cheerful and happy. I’m always in for

practical reasons

Andre Visser: Get up early, go to bed

a joke, I have a positive attitude

2. A mobile with endless power

How do you relax after work?

and am always looking for solutions

3. A worldwide wifi connection

Andre Visser: When I’m at home, I

and new possibilities.

enjoy spending time with my girlfriend
and children.
Who would you consider your role

Is there anything you would never do
Which vice could you never forgive?

again?

Andre Visser: I’m an open and forgi-

Andre Visser: I believe it’s better to

ving person.

regret the things you did rather than

model and why?

regretting the thing you didn’t do. So I

Andre Visser: George Clooney, as

What song do you sing in the shower?

he’s always in good company with

Andre Visser: I never sing in the

good coffee.

shower, I really need the time to wake

Do you have some good advice you

up first.

want to share with our readers?

Imagine you have been asked to

would have to say no.

Andre Visser: Don’t dream your life,

award a medal to someone. Who’s

Who would you never ever like to see

the lucky winner?

naked?

Andre Visser: Without a doubt my

Andre Visser: Anyone from the same

If you could swop lives with someone

girlfriend. I’m always travelling and

gender.

for a day, who would it be?

away from home, so she runs the
household, takes care of the children

live your dream.

Andre Visser: Barack Obama, I would
With whom would you like to go to
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really love to fly in Air Force One.
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NEW BRAND!

0585211 0000

Jülie Lovetoys – quiet,
discreet and versatile.
For girls who like exploring
and trying out new things,
and for all those girls who
prefer princes with certain
qualities to one-night stands!

IM OKTOBER 2016
KEINE MINDESTBESTELLMENGE!
NUR IN EUROPA

The complete assortment can be found here:
orion-wholesale.com

1608-035

IN OCTOBER 2016
NO MINIMUM VALUE! ONLY EUROPE

NEWS
The successful toy label Close2you
now also has its own lingerie
collection – helping this label climb
the ladder of success! Luxurious
lingerie in an ORION exclusive design
that comes in attractive packaging.

The complete assortment can be found here: orion-wholesale.com

2212080

2212064

Mini Dress
Eye-catching, skin-tight mini dress
made out of powernet and lace.
The pink straps are adjustable.
It has a small pendant on the
bow which is the “2” from
the Close2you label just like
all the Close2you lingerie.
90% polyamide, 10% elastane.
2715503
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NEW OptiGasm
Technology!
Deep vibration =
optimised orgasm

3
4

For optimised, long orgasms!
The new Close2you motor with high and low frequencies!
It creates very deep and strong vibrations which spread throughout the body.
Rechargeable vibrators with 3 vibration speeds and 4 pulsation levels. With an LED display light.
Material: silicone (with a PU coating), ABS. Includes a USB cable.
1. Rilassamento
Berry-coloured massage wand
with a ﬂexible head and
fancy stimulating grooves.
Fits perfectly into HIS or HER hand!
Complete length 21 cm, Ø 5.4 cm.
0587940 0000

2. Ano
First class quality and functionality:
this curved, black butt plug with
fancy stimulating grooves is great
for both solo fun and foreplay
with a partner! Complete length
10.5 cm, Ø 3.5 cm.
0587931 0000

3. Per Due
This vibro-cock ring won´t just be
providing pleasure for HIS best asset!
The strong, deep vibrations don´t
just stimulate HIM, they also spread
throughout HER body providing
tingling pleasure. With a very soft
surface. Blue. Ø 2.9 cm (ﬂexible).
0587923 0000

4. Corallino
Perfect for spontaneous pleasure
(even on the go) because this handy
mini lay-on vibrator ﬁts in every girl´s
handbag! Beautiful and powerful.
With a soft, smooth surface. Pink.
Complete length 11 cm,
max. width 5 cm.
0587958 0000

5th – 7th October 2016

STAND 4

Discover all this at
the eroFame 2016
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